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Chapter 1

Introduction
With the recent explosive growth of the Internet and other sources of networked
information, automatic mediation of access to networked information sources is
becoming an increasingly important problem. Much of this information is in
(or can be converted to) text form, and an increasing amount is expressed in
languages other than English. This dissertation investigates a speci c approach
to managing access to information, adaptive text ltering, and it presents the
rst application of adaptive text ltering to document collections which contain
more than one language.
Information ltering is an information access process in which the information sources are matched against long-term information needs. Text ltering
systems match representations of text that are constructed from the information
sources with representations of relatively stable information needs and display
the results in ways designed to help users select useful information sources. By
\text" we mean sequential collections of codes which represent characters that
are organized into entities which we call \documents" to convey information
using human language. Some typical sources of text on the Internet are elec-
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tronic mail, World Wide Web pages, and newswire articles, but text ltering
techniques can be applied to a far larger range of sources. Optical character
recognition from images of printed documents and speech recognition technology, for example, produce (sometimes incorrect) text representations that are
derived from other media. In this dissertation, however, we are not concerned
with how the text was acquired, but rather in how it is used.
We are interested in \adaptive" text ltering systems in particular because
they seek to assist human users by modeling some aspects of human cognition.
Adaptive text ltering systems are text ltering systems which strive to automatically improve the accuracy of their representation of the user's interest over
time. Adaptive text ltering is a dynamic research area, and monolingual adaptive text ltering systems are presently receiving substantial attention because
they oer the prospect of matching many of the available sources of information
with existing information needs 105].
In this dissertation we describe the adaptive text ltering process in detail and
report the results of experiments investigating two important aspects of adaptive
text ltering. Since we seek to model some aspects of human cognition, the
utility of the adaptive text ltering systems we produce will depend critically on
the ability of those systems to develop representations of the users' information
needs and to use those representations to help the user to identify newly arrived
information that he or she will nd useful. Thus, our rst investigation sought to
determine whether an existing adaptive text ltering system could be extended
to achieve improved performance. In Chapters 2 and 3 we survey the known
techniques for text ltering, de ne performance measures, describe in detail the
technique we have chosen to extend, motivate and present our extension, describe
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the design of an experiment to evaluate the new technique, present the results
of that experiment, and discuss the implications of those results.
The results of this rst experiment reveal that our new technique (which we
call the \Gaussian User Model") performs no better than the existing technique
(which we refer to below as the \LSI-mean" technique) that we had sought to
extend, despite the use of a more sophisticated information need representation
in the Gaussian User Model. The LSI-mean technique does, however, provide an
excellent basis for a second set of experiments on an important new application
of adaptive text ltering techniques, what we call \adaptive multilingual text
ltering."
In the second half of the dissertation we present the results of what we believe is the rst experimental investigation of adaptive multilingual text ltering.
Adaptive multilingual text ltering systems are adaptive text ltering systems
which are able to exploit collections of text that contain more than one language 34, 102]. This general formulation includes two special cases:
Each document is written in a single language, but more than one language
is included in the collection.
Some documents in the collection contain more than one language.
In Chapters 4 and 5 we survey related techniques from the eld known as \multilingual text retrieval," describe three adaptive multilingual text ltering techniques that we have developed, present the results of an experimental evaluation
of their relative performance, and identify the important issues for further research on this topic that our work has uncovered. Section 1.3 describes the
coverage of each aspect of our investigation by chapter.
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Our work on adaptive multilingual text ltering is built on the foundation
provided by our experiments comparing the performance of the Gaussian User
Model with the LSI-mean technique. Readers with a particular interest in adaptive multilingual text ltering will thus nd it bene cial to read the entire dissertation in the order presented, and the introductory and concluding remarks
in each chapter are written with that reader in mind. Readers wishing to focus
on adaptive text ltering more generally may wish to read the rst half in detail
and then skim the remainder since the vast majority of the details we consider
in the second half of the dissertation are unique to multilingual applications.

1.1 Background
Adaptive multilingual text ltering systems seek to help information consumers
identify information sources which satisfy relatively stable information needs by
adapting their behavior over time to conform more closely with their user's information seeking behavior, and doing so without regard to the language in which
the information is expressed. Among the potential applications for adaptive
multilingual text ltering are:
A medical doctor specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of a speci c
type of medical problem seeks to be informed of patients receiving care
from any practitioner in an international health care network when the
information added to the patient's record is similar to notations that have
often been seen in interesting cases. Doctors participating in the network
generally make record entries in their native language, but the specialist is
able to read medical record entries in many languages if they are germane
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to their interests.
A large international engineering project exchanges documents electronically among participating rms and government agencies. Documents
must be routed to engineers with cognizance over speci c functions, even
when the author of a document lacks sucient insight into the project's organizational structure to identify appropriate recipients. Documents may
be in one of several languages, so translation may be required before the
documents will be useful to individual engineers.
A research scientist wishes to be informed of scienti c papers published
on a topic, but those papers appear in a broad variety of journals and
conference proceedings and in a large number of languages. Most of the
papers include bibliographic citations to related work published in English,
making it possible to gain some familiarity with the nature of the reported
work without being able to read the language of publication.
A news bureau seeks to monitor worldwide television broadcasts in order
to identify news coverage of speci c types of events. Selection of material is
based on speech to text conversion, augmented, where available, by closed
caption text annotations. Even when the audio and closed captions are a
language not understood by the news bureau sta, the sta is often able
to make use of the video content of the selected programs.
A commodities trader seeks timely information from newswire sources on
issues which aect the price of a speci c commodity. The trader's information needs are fairly speci c, change little over time, and may be satis ed
by news articles in any of several languages which the trader is able to
5

read.
The headquarters of a multinational corporation receives clippings of articles and advertisements appearing in the trade and popular press by fax
from oces in many countries. These documents must be routed to the
appropriate individuals based on text extracted from them using optical
character recognition. The text may be in any of several languages that
are commonly used by the media in the countries where the corporation
does business. Individual recipients may elect to submit some of these
documents for translation if they appear interesting and the recipient is
unable to make use of them in their original language.
All of these applications share four important features which together de ne
the multilingual text ltering problem:
Text extracted from the available information sources provides a basis for
identi cation of potentially useful information.
That text may be in any of several languages, perhaps even including more
than one language within a single document.
The information need is fairly stable and speci c, making it possible to
acquire and exploit evidence about that need over time.
Users can potentially bene t from automatic assistance with the development of a suitable representations of their information needs.
It is important to note that in many of these examples it suces to detect
useful documents. Translation of documents which the user wishes to examine
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is sometimes a useful adjunct to adaptive multilingual text ltering, but it is not
a central part of the problem which we wish to solve.
The use of text analysis to detect useful information is not a new problem 89].
A wide variety of techniques have been developed for this purpose in a eld known
as \information retrieval." Some of these techniques are suitable for selection
of information in multiple languages, a specialization sometimes referred to as
\multilingual text retrieval" 104]. Another area of specialized study, what we
have called \adaptive text ltering" is the design of systems that are able to re ne
their representation of relatively stable information needs based on observations
of the user's behavior 105].
Adaptive text ltering draws from two established lines of research, text retrieval and user modeling. Text retrieval research studies the closely related
problem of how automated systems can help users retrieve texts from a relatively static collection, often in response to episodic requests that have little
relation to those which came before or after 129]. User modeling studies how
representations of some aspect of the user can be acquired and then used to help
that user perform a task 124]. In both cases, representation of the objects to
be manipulated is of central importance. Much of the present practice in text
retrieval, and hence in text ltering as well, is based on noting the occurrence of
terms in a document, rather than on the deeper semantic information conveyed
by how the terms are combined.
A vector of term frequencies provides a convenient representation for these
occurrence-based techniques. The vector representation is formed by counting
the number of occurrences of each unique word in a document and storing that
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back

brown

child

dog’s

fox

joy

jumped

lazy

over

quick

the

trick

value in one element of a list.1 Figure 1.1 illustrates how vectors representing
two dierent sentences can be constructed using the same set of words. In the
rst sentence, \the" occurs twice, so the corresponding value is 2. The entries
for \child," \joy" and \trick" are assigned a value of 0 because they do not
occur at all in that sentence. Longer documents will, of course, have more
nonzero entries. But as additional documents are added to a collection, each
will typically introduce several new words|words which will have a count of
zero in all of the previous documents. So eventually the number of zero entries
in each individual vector will be far larger than the number of nonzero entries.

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

2

0

"The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog’s back."
0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

2

1

"The child jumped for joy over the brown dog’s trick."

Figure 1.1: Vector representation of documents containing a single sentence.
There are several ways in which vector representations can be used to match
documents with information needs. One simple approach, known as the \vector
space method" is to treat each vector as if it speci ed the coordinates of the
endpoint of a line, the other end of which is at the origin. The angle between
the lines de ned by two vectors is then used as an approximate measure of the
similarity of the documents represented by those vectors. Figure 1.2 depicts this
In Chapter 2 we describe how other indexing terms can be selected. We will consistently
use individual words in the examples we present.
1
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process using the two-dimensional vector space de ned by values associated with
\the" and \fox." Visualization of this angular comparison in high-dimensional
spaces is more challenging, but the mathematical formulation of the angular
dierence that is presented in Chapter 2 is the same regardless of the number of
dimensions.
"fox"
2

Sentence 1

1

Angle
0

Sentence 2

"the"
1

2

3

Figure 1.2: Computation of angular similarity in a vector space.
In the vector space method, one of the vectors is used to represent the user's
information need, and all of the other vectors (and therefore all of the documents
being considered) are sorted (\ranked") so that the most similar ones are at the
top of the list. Chapter 2 describes two other ways of using vector representations to help select documents (probabilistic models and exact match selection),
but all of the adaptive multilingual text ltering techniques developed in this
dissertation have their roots in the vector space method.
Vector representations are quite simple, and that simplicity necessarily limits
the performance of any document detection technique which is based solely on
vector representations. But many practical applications (arguably including all
of the above examples) require robust performance across a broad range of topics
(what we shall refer to as \broad-domain" performance), and vector represen-
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tations are by nature equally well suited to any domain. Furthermore, ranked
output fosters a powerful synergy between the system and the user that permits
the two together to detect useful documents which neither would be likely to reliably select alone. We shall have more to say on this point in Chapter 2. Finally,
the performance of techniques based on vector representations can be enhanced
signi cantly by replacing the raw term frequency values with \weights" that are
computed using both individual vectors and summaries of information about
language use that can be discerned from an entire collection of vectors. This
issue is described briey in Chapter 2 and then discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
In text retrieval applications of the vector space method, the vector which
represents the information need is typically constructed directly from a set of
terms provided by the user. Although the same approach can be used for information ltering, the persistence of the information need in the text ltering case
makes it practical to apply user modeling techniques as well. We distinguish the
case in which user models are constructed and exploited to support a text ltering process by referring to it as \adaptive" text ltering, the problem studied in
this dissertation.
Vector space user models are those which use the locations of interesting
vectors in high-dimensional \feature space" to identify those associated with
useful documents. For example, Dumais has combined an enhancement to the
basic vector space method (Latent Semantic Indexing or LSI) with a technique
for computing a single vector which represents an information need to produce
the LSI-mean technique we referred to above. An angular similarity measure like
the one depicted in Figure 1.2 is then used to produce sorted lists in which three
quarters of the top ranked documents are judged by humans to be useful 41].
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1.2 Contributions
This dissertation advances the state of the art in the following four ways:
It develops and demonstrates three adaptive multilingual text ltering
techniques. This represents the rst application of any multilingual technique to the adaptive ltering problem, an advance made possible by our
development of a suitable evaluation methodology. Speci c contributions
include:

{ Applies Latent Semantic Indexing to adaptive multilingual text ltering, producing a technique that can be automatically trained for any
domain and combination of languages by using existing collections of
translated texts (Chapter 5).

{ Develops a \text translation" technique which can perform adaptive
multilingual text ltering when no suitable collection of translated
texts exists (Chapter 5).

{ Develops a novel vector translation technique for adaptive multilingual text ltering which exploits reinforcement eects that result from
the interaction between the text representation and the adaptation
technique (Chapter 5).

{ Develops an evaluation methodology which exploits existing test collections to measure the relative performance of adaptive multilingual
text ltering techniques (Chapter 5).

{ Using that methodology to determine the relative performance of the
three techniques (Chapter 5).
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It develops and evaluates a new technique for adaptive text ltering. Speci c contributions include:

{ Extends the LSI-mean adaptive text ltering technique by incorporating a more sophisticated information need representation to produce
the Gaussian User Model (Chapter 3).

{ Applies an existing evaluation methodology to compare the performance of the Gaussian User Model with that of the LSI-mean technique (Chapter 3).

{ Interprets the experimental results to identify fundamental limitations
on the performance of adaptive text ltering techniques which exploit
vector space methods (Chapter 3).
It synthesizes a comprehensive perspective of the text ltering process,
integrating diverse research to create a consistent de nition of the process
and automated systems which support that process (Chapter 2).
It uni es two nearly disjoint bodies of literature on multilingual text retrieval that have developed in separate research communities, identifying
commonalities and signi cant dierences between the techniques which
have been developed (Chapter 4).

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
The ultimate goal towards which our presentation builds is the development
and comparison of a representative set of multilingual techniques which are well
suited to the adaptive text ltering problem. We have chosen this approach
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because our multilingual techniques are built on the foundation established in
the rst part of the dissertation. The rst part of the dissertation should also
prove useful to anyone wishing to deepen their understanding of important issues
in adaptive text ltering more generally.
We begin by surveying the present practice in text ltering in Chapter 2.
Theoretical frameworks drawn from text retrieval, machine learning and user
modeling are described, a wide variety of approaches are reviewed, and both
experimental and operational systems are discussed. There are many open questions regarding the design of adaptive text ltering systems, so we have selected
a promising technique based on the vector space method for further study.
In Chapter 3 we build on the LSI-mean technique, generalizing that technique
to produce the an adaptive text ltering technique that refer to as the Gaussian
User Model. The experimental results we present in that chapter reveal that
the Gaussian User Model can not exceed the performance of the LSI-mean technique on applications for which relatively few positive examples are available for
training. What makes the LSI-mean technique particularly interesting is that it
has a natural application to adaptive multilingual text ltering, an adaptation
we call \Latent Semantic Coindexing."
Although we are not aware of any prior work on adaptive multilingual text
ltering, an exceptionally rich body of literature on multilingual text retrieval
exists. We survey this work in Chapter 4 in order to identify approaches which
could provide a basis for adaptive ltering applications. In addition to Latent
Semantic Coindexing, we identify a technique based on fully automatic machine
translation which has a straightforward application to adaptive multilingual text
ltering that we call \Text Translation."
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In Chapter 5 we describe the application of these two techniques to adaptive
multilingual text retrieval and present the \Vector Translation" technique which
we have developed speci cally for adaptive multilingual text ltering. We present
experimental results which indicate that all three techniques achieve useful performance levels. Although the nature of the available text collections prevents us
from drawing de nitive conclusions about the performance of each technique, we
are able to identify relative dierences which reveal a cost-performance tradeo.
This dissertation represents the initial investigation of a rich research area
with numerous practical applications. In Chapter 6 we identify a number of important topics that form a basis for further work in this area, the most important
of which is the construction of better test collections.
We have demonstrated that adaptive multilingual text ltering is both possible and practical, and we have begun to identify the speci c techniques which
should be considered. Our evaluation methodology is best suited to determining
whether documents judged to be useful by humans can be identi ed automatically, and it is on that portion of the problem that we have focused our eorts.
Issues of eciency and usability are addressed where appropriate, but the ability
of the algorithms we have developed to identify useful documents under laboratory conditions is the principal focus of this rst investigation of adaptive
multilingual text ltering.
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Chapter 2

Text Filtering
With the growth of the Internet and other networked information, research in
automatic mediation of access to networked information has exploded in recent
years 105]. This chapter reviews existing work on text ltering, a type of \information seeking."

2.1 Background
We use \information seeking" as an overarching term to describe any processes by
which users seek to obtain information from automated information systems 92].
Table 2.1 shows common types of information seeking processes. In the \information ltering" process the user is assumed to be seeking information which
addresses a speci c long-term interest. In this chapter we introduce the information ltering problem in some detail, describe the speci c techniques used for
\text ltering," (the case in which the information sought is in text form), and
identify the techniques that are well suited for multilingual applications.
Information ltering systems are typically designed to sort through large
volumes of dynamically generated information and present the user with sources
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Process
Information Filtering
Information Retrieval
Database Access
Information Extraction
Alerting
Browsing
Entertainment

Information Need
Stable & Speci c
Dynamic & Speci c
Dynamic & Speci c
Speci c
Stable and Speci c
Broad
Unspeci ed

Information Sources
Dynamic & Unstructured
Stable & Unstructured
Stable & Structured
Unstructured
Dynamic
Unspeci ed
Unspeci ed

Table 2.1: Examples of information seeking processes.
of information that are likely to satisfy his or her information requirement. By
\information sources" we mean entities which contain information in a form that
can be interpreted by a user. We commonly refer to information sources which
contain text as \documents," but in other contexts these sources may be audio,
still or moving images, or even people. The information ltering system may
either provide these entities directly (which is practical when the entities are
easily replicated), or it may provide the user with references to the entities.
This description of information ltering leads immediately to three subtasks:
collecting the information sources, selecting the information sources, and displaying the information sources. Figure 2.1 depicts this subdivision, one which
is applicable to a wide variety of information seeking processes. The same three
tasks are also fundamental to a process commonly referred to as \information
retrieval" in which the system is presented with a query by the user and expected
to produce information sources which the user nds useful. \Text retrieval," the
specialization of information retrieval to retrieve text, has an extensive research
heritage. In one of the classic works on information ltering, this observation led
Belkin and Croft to suggest that the information ltering process would be an
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attractive application for techniques that had already developed for information
retrieval systems 5].
Collection

Selection

Display

Figure 2.1: Information seeking task diagram.
The distinction between process and system is fundamental to understanding
the dierence between information ltering and information retrieval. By \process" we mean an activity conducted by humans, perhaps with the assistance of
a machine. When we refer to a type of \system" we mean an automated system
(i.e., a machine) that is designed to support humans who are engaged in that
process. So an information ltering system is a system that is intended by its
designers to support an information ltering process. Much of the confusion that
arises on this issue can be traced back to the creative application of techniques
that were designed originally to support one type of information seeking process
(e.g., information retrieval) to support a dierent type of information seeking
process(e.g., information ltering).
Any information seeking process begins with the users' goals. The distinguishing features of the information ltering process are that the users' information needs (or \interests") are relatively speci c (a point we shall come back to
when we de ne browsing), and that those interests change relatively slowly with
respect to the rate at which information sources become available. Although
the information retrieval process is also restricted to speci c information needs,
historically information retrieval research has sought to develop systems which
use relatively stable information sources to respond to collections of (possibly)
unrelated queries. So a traditional information retrieval system can be used to
17

Information Source Change Rate

perform an information ltering process by repeatedly accumulating newly arrived documents for a short period, issuing an unchanging query against those
documents, and then ushing the unselected documents. But the information
ltering process is distinguished from the information retrieval process by the
nature of the user's goal. Figure 2.2 depicts this distinction graphically. While
the grand challenge for information seeking systems is to match rapidly changing
information with highly variable interests, information retrieval and information
ltering both explore important areas of this problem space for which a number
of practical applications exist.

Grand
Challenge

Filtering

Retrieval
Information Need Change Rate

Figure 2.2: Information seeking processes for relatively speci c information
needs.
It is useful to highlight the distinction between information ltering and information retrieval because systems designed to support the information ltering
process can exploit evidence about relatively stable interests to develop sophisticated models of the users' information needs. Information ltering can be viewed
as an application of user modeling techniques to facilitate information seeking in
dynamic environments. In summary, the design of information ltering systems
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can be based on two established lines of research, information retrieval and user
modeling.

2.1.1 Collection and Display
This chapter describes the design of systems to support the text ltering process
with particular emphasis on the information selection component. Because such
an emphasis might leave the reader with the mistaken impression that collection
and display are lesser challenges, we pause briey to describe the relationship
between selection and the other two components depicted in gure 2.1.
Dynamic information can be collected actively (e.g., with autonomous agents
over the World Wide Web), collected passively (e.g., from a newswire feed) or
some combination of the two. Early descriptions of the information ltering
problem implicitly assumed passive collection (c.f. 38, 65]). As the amount of
electronically accessible information has exploded, active collection has become
increasingly important (c.f. 159]). Active collection techniques can bene t from
a close coupling between the collection and selection modules because they exploit both user and network models to perform information seeking actions in a
network on behalf of the user. In a fully integrated information ltering system,
some aspects of user model design are likely to be common to the two modules.
That commonality would provide a basis for sharing information about user
needs across the inter-module interface. But because the purpose of the collection module is to choose whether to obtain information before that information
is known while the purpose of the selection module is to choose information to
retain for display to the user once that information has been collected, the user
model for the selection module is not likely to be identical to the user model
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for the collection module. In the succeeding sections we will generally limit the
discussion to systems which use passive collection techniques, both because this
choice allows us to concentrate on the selection component and because there
has been little reported on how the two components can be integrated.
Such a clean division is not possible for the interface between the selection
and the display components, however. The goal of an information ltering system is to enhance the user's ability to identify useful information sources. While
this can be accomplished by automatically choosing which sources of information to display, experience has shown that user satisfaction can be enhanced in
interactive applications by using techniques which exploit the strengths of both
humans and machines.
A personalized electronic conference system that lists submissions in order of
decreasing likelihood of user interest is one example of such an approach. The
automatic system can use computationally ecient techniques to place documents which are likely to be interesting near the top of the list, and then users
can rapidly apply sophisticated heuristics (such as word sense interpretation and
source authority evaluation) to select those documents most likely to meet their
information need. If the system has produced a good rank ordering, the density
of useful documents should be greatest near the top of the list. As the user proceeds down the list, selecting interesting documents to review, he or she should
thus observe that the number of useful documents is decreasing. By allowing
the human to adaptively choose to terminate their information seeking activity
based in part on the observed density of useful documents, human and machine
synergistically achieve better performance than either could achieve alone.
In other words, in interactive applications an imperfectly ranked list (re-
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ferred to as \ranked output") can be superior to an imperfectly selected set of
documents (referred to as \exact match" selection) because humans are able
to adaptively choose the set size based on the same heuristics that they use to
choose which documents to read. The choice of a ranked output display design
imposes requirements on the selection module, however. Because the display
module must rank the documents, the selection module must provide some basis (e.g., a numeric \status value") from which the ranking can be constructed.
Display design is a rich research area in its own right, but our discussion of the
issue is focused solely on aspects of the display design that impose requirements
on the selection module.

2.1.2 Other Information Seeking Processes
We have already mentioned information retrieval, but there are other information
seeking processes for which the decomposition in gure 2.1 is appropriate. One
of the most familiar is the process of retrieving information from a database. The
distinguishing feature of the database retrieval process is that the output will
be information,1 while in information ltering (or retrieval), the output is a set
of entities (e.g., documents) which contain the information which is sought 11].
For example, using an library catalog to nd the title of a book would be a
database access process. Using the same system to discover whether any new
books about a particular topic have been added to the collection would be an
information ltering process. As this example shows, database systems can be
While it is common to draw a distinction between information and data in which the
concept of \information" includes some basis for its interpretation, our focus on selection
makes it possible to combine the two concepts and refer to both as \information."
1
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applied to information ltering processes, and we will present examples of this
in section 2.4.
Another process that can be described using gure 2.1 is information extraction. The information extraction process is similar to database access in that
the goal is to provide information to the user, rather than entities which contain
information. It is distinguished from the database access process by the nature
of the sources from which that information is obtained. In the database access
process information is obtained from some type of database (e.g., a relational
database), while in information extraction the information is less well structured
(e.g., the body of an electronic mail message). Information extraction techniques
are sometimes found in the selection module of a text ltering process, helping
to represent texts in a way that facilitates selection.
One interesting variation on the information extraction and database access
processes is what is commonly referred to as \alerting." In the alerting process
the information need is assumed to be relatively stable with respect to the rate
at which the information itself is changing.2 Monitoring an electronic mailbox
and alerting the user whenever mail from a speci c user arrives is one example of
an information alerting process. Presenting mail from that user rst in a sorted
list would be an example of information ltering.
The elds of database retrieval, information extraction, and alerting all contribute ideas and techniques to text ltering practice, and all three elds bene t
from advances in text ltering research. We do not intend to comprehensively
review those research areas, but we do occasionally mention how relevant techRecall that in an information ltering process it is the information sources, rather than
the information itself, which change.
2
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nologies developed to support those processes can be applied to support the
information ltering process.
Finally, \browsing" is another information seeking process for which the decomposition shown in gure 2.1 is appropriate. Since browsing can be performed
on either static or dynamic information sources, browsing has aspects similar to
both information ltering and information retrieval. \Sur ng the World Wide
Web" is an example of browsing relatively static information, while reading an
online newspaper would be an example of browsing dynamic information. The
distinguishing feature of browsing is that the users' interests are assumed to be
broader than in the information ltering or retrieval processes. Precisely what
is meant by \broader" is dicult to de ne, however, and the distinction is often
simply a matter of judgement. In order to sharpen the distinction for the purpose of this chapter, we propose an operational de nition of browsing. When an
interest is so broad that it cannot be represented eectively in an information
ltering (or retrieval) system, we will refer to the information seeking process as
browsing rather than as ltering or retrieval. In other words, we propose that
researchers seek to characterize the broadest interests for which their information ltering systems are useful, and then refer to the limitations they discover
in that way as the dividing line between ltering and browsing for their system.

2.2 Terminology
In a eld as diverse as information ltering it is inevitable that a rich and sometimes conicting set of terminology would emerge. Sometimes this is simply the
result of diering perspectives, other times new terminology is needed to convey
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subtly dierent meanings. For example, \information retrieval" is sometimes
used expansively to include information ltering. But it is also commonly used
in the more restricted sense that we have de ned. Information ltering is alternatively referred to as \routing" (with a heritage in message processing) as
\Selective Dissemination of Information" or \SDI" (with a heritage in library
science), as \current awareness," and as \data mining." Sometimes routing is
used to indicate that every document goes to some (and perhaps exactly one)
user. Information ltering is sometimes associated with passive collection of
information, and is sometimes meant to imply that an all-or-nothing (i.e., unranked) selection is required. SDI is sometimes used to imply that the pro les
which describe the information need are constructed manually. The use of \current awareness" is sometimes meant to imply selection of new information based
solely on the title of a journal, magazine, or other serial publication. And \data
mining" is sometimes taken to imply that vast quantities of information are
available simultaneously. All of those interpretations have a historical basis, but
it is not uncommon to nd these terms used to describe systems which lack the
distinguishing characteristics of their historical antecedents. We shall avoid this
problem by referring to all of these variations as \information ltering."
Taylor de ned four types of information need (visceral, conscious, formalized,
and compromised) that reected the process of moving from the actual (but
perhaps unrecognized) need for information to an expression of the need which
could be represented in an information system 149]. In common use, however,
application of the terminology is unfortunately not nearly so precise. The visceral
information need is often referred to as an \interest" or simply as an \information
need." But it is occasionally referred to as a topic, a term that is sometimes
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(e.g., in the TREC evaluation we describe in section 2.4) used to describe the
formalized (i.e., the human expression of) the information need. And in some
experimental work, the visceral information need is referred to as a \query" even
though \query" is the traditional term for Perry's concept of a compromised
information need that could be submitted to an information retrieval system. In
this chapter, we use \interest" and \information need" interchangeably to refer
to the visceral information need, and reserve the use of the terms \topic" and
\query" for their more speci c meanings.
In an information ltering system, the system's representation of the information need (i.e., the compromised information need) is commonly referred to
as a \pro le." Because the pro le lls the same role as what is commonly called
a \query" in information retrieval and database systems, sometimes the term
\query" is used instead of \pro le" in information ltering as well. It would not
be technically correct to call the pro le a \user model" because a user model
consists of both a representation of the user's interests and a method for interpreting that representation to make predictions. But that usage occasionally
appears as well. We shall avoid confusion on this subject by using only the term
\pro le" when referring to the compromised information need in the context
of information ltering. Table 2.2 summarizes the terminology that we have
described in this section.
Our Term
Filtering
Information Need
Pro le

Other Commonly Used Terms
Routing, SDI, Current Awareness, Data Mining
Interest, Visceral Information Need, Topic
Query, Compromised Information Need

Table 2.2: Information ltering terminology.
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2.3 Historical Development
Luhn introduced the idea of a \Business Intelligence System" in 1958 90]. In
Luhn's concept, library workers would create pro les for individual users, and
then those pro les would be used in an exact-match text selection system to
produce lists of new documents for each user. Orders for speci c documents
would be recorded and used to automatically update the requester's pro le.
Foreshadowing later concerns about privacy, Luhn also observed that a set of
pro les could be used to identify which users had expertise in speci c areas.
Luhn's early work identi es every aspect of a modern information ltering
system, although the micro lm and printer technology of the day resulted in
signi cantly dierent implementation details. In describing the function of the
selection module as \selective dissemination of new information" Luhn coined
the term which described this eld for nearly a quarter century.
A decade later, widespread interest in Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI) resulted in creation of the Special Interest Group on SDI (SIG-SDI)
of the American Society for Information Science. Houseman's 1969 survey for
that organization identi ed 60 operational systems, nine of which served over
1,000 users each 65]. These systems generally followed Luhn's model, although
only four of the 60 implemented automatic pro le updating, with the rest about
evenly split between manual maintenance of the pro les by professional support
sta or by the users themselves. Two factors had led organizations to make this
investment in SDI: the availability of timely information in electronic form, and
the aordability of sucient computing capability to match those documents
with user pro les. These are the same factors motivating information ltering
today, although distribution of scienti c abstracts on magnetic tape (the dom26

inant source of external information at the time) has been replaced by nearly
instantaneous communications across large networks of interconnected computers.
Denning coined the term \information ltering" in the ACM President's Letter that appeared in the Communications of the ACM in March of 1982 38].
Introducing the new ACM Transactions on Oce Information Systems, Denning's objective was to broaden a discussion which had traditionally focused
on generation of information to include reception of information as well. He described a need to lter information arriving by electronic mail in order to separate
urgent messages from routine ones, and to restrict the display of routine messages in a way that matches the personal mental bandwidth of the user. Among
the possible approaches he identi ed was a \content lter." The remaining six
techniques (hierarchical organization of mailboxes, separate private mailboxes,
special forms of delivery, importance numbers, threshold reception, and quality
certi cation) all required the cooperation of the other users, and hence would
better be studied from a more global perspective than the receiver's local scope
of action represented by the information seeking model in gure 2.1. We shall
have more to say on Denning's other approaches in section 2.5.3.
Over the subsequent decade, occasional papers on information ltering applications appeared in the literature. While electronic mail was the original
domain about which Denning had written, subsequent papers have addressed
newswire articles, Internet \News" articles,3 and broader network resources 48,
Internet \News" (more properly USENET News) is not a news source in the traditional
sense, but rather a form of distributed electronic conference support system in which submissions (referred to as articles) are propagated to central repositories at participating institutions.
3
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73, 115, 158]. The most inuential paper of this period was published in the Communications of the ACM by Malone, et al. in 1987 91]. There they introduced
three paradigms for information selection, \cognitive," \economic," and \social,"
based on their work with a system they called the \Information Lens." Their
de nition of cognitive ltering, the approach actually implemented by the Information Lens, is equivalent to the \content lter" de ned earlier by Denning, and
this approach is now commonly referred to as \content-based" ltering. They
also described an economic approach to information ltering, a generalization of
Denning's \threshold reception" idea, that had implications beyond the scope of
the information seeking system model in gure 2.1. We describe the economic
issues related to information ltering briey in section 2.5.3.
The most important contribution of Malone, et al. was to introduce an alternative approach which they called social (now also called \collaborative") ltering. In social ltering, the representation of a document is based on annotations
to that document made by prior readers of the document. They speculated that
by exchanging this sort of information, communities of shared interest could
be automatically identi ed.4 If practical, social ltering would provide a basis for selection of information items, regardless of whether their content could
be represented in a way that was useful for selection. The balance between
content-based and collaborative ltering is an important unresolved issue, and
we will have much more to say on the relative merits of the two approaches in
the sections that follow.
Large-scale government-sponsored research on information ltering also beThe principal di erence between social ltering and Denning's more limited concept of
\quality certication" is that annotations can be combined more exibly in social ltering.
4
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gan in this period. In 1989 the United States Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) sponsored the rst of an ongoing series of Message
Understanding Conferences (MUC) 84, 64]. The principal thrust of those conferences has been use of information extraction techniques to support the selection of messages. In 1990, DARPA launched the TIPSTER project to fund the
research eorts of several of the MUC participants 58]. TIPSTER added an emphasis on the use of statistical techniques to preselect messages that could then
be subjected to more sophisticated natural language processing. In TIPSTER,
this preselection process is known as \document detection." In 1992 The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) capitalized on this research
by co-sponsoring (with DARPA) an annual Text REtrieval Conference (TREC)
focused speci cally on text ltering and retrieval 59].
So for the rst decade after Denning identi ed networked information as an
important application for ltering technology, information ltering was either addressed episodically or included as part of a broader research eort. Finally, in
November of 1991, Bellcore and the ACM Special Interest Group on Oce Information Systems (SIGOIS) jointly sponsored a workshop on \High Performance
Information Filtering" that brought together a substantial quantity of research to
establish a basis for the explosive growth the eld has experienced in the past ve
years. Forty contributors examined the area from a wide variety of perspectives,
including user modeling, information selection, application domains, hardware
and software architectures, privacy, and case studies. A year later, in December
of 1992, expanded versions of nine papers from that workshop appeared in a special issue of the Communications of the ACM 4, 5, 14, 49, 56, 87, 120, 140, 142].
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2.4 Case Studies
The recent surge of interest in information ltering has actually contributed to
the ood of information, since there is now more being published in the eld
than any single individual could hope to read. In part this results from the
coincident adoption of the World Wide Web as a rapid means for the dissemination of academic work. Presently there are literally hundreds of documents
about information ltering accessible through that medium.5 In this section we
describe the two dominant research paradigms, content-based and social ltering, and examine issues related to each. We have selected systems to discuss
which highlight approaches that operate on behalf of the receiver (rather than
the sender) and which illuminate the issues which are signi cant for adaptive
multilingual text ltering.

2.4.1 Content-Based Filtering
With a research heritage extending back to Luhn's original work, the contentbased ltering paradigm is the better developed of the two. In content-based
ltering, each user is assumed to operate independently. As a result, document representations in content-based ltering systems can exploit only information that can be derived from document contents. Yan implemented a simple
content-based text ltering system for Internet News articles in a system called
SIFT 161].6 Pro les for SIFT were constructed manually by specifying words
to prefer or avoid, and had top be be updated manually if the user desired to
Network-accessible resources on information ltering that are known to the authors are
collected at http://www.ee.umd.edu/medlab/lter
6 SIFT has been commercialized, and it is available at http://www.reference.com
5
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change them. For each pro le, twenty articles were made available each day in
a ranked output format. Articles could be selected interactively using a World
Wide Web browser. For users lacking interactive access, clippings (the rst few
lines of each article) could instead be sent by electronic mail. In that case selections were done without user interaction, so users were oered the option of
de ning a pro le for an exact match text selection technique.
SIFT oered two facilities to assist users with pro le construction. Users were
initially oered an opportunity to apply candidate pro les against the present
day's articles to determine whether appropriate sets of articles are accepted and
rejected. If a substantial amount of information on that interest was present on
Internet News that day, iterative re nement allowed the user to construct a prole which would move the appropriate articles to the top of the list. To facilitate
maintenance of pro les over time, words which contributed to the position of
each article in the ranked list were highlighted (a technique known as \Keyword
in Context" or \KWIC") when using a World Wide Web browser to access the
articles. By examining the context of words which occur with meanings that
were unforeseen at the time the pro le was constructed, users could select additional words which appeared in the same context to add to the list of words to
be avoided.
Yan developed SIFT to study ecient algorithms for information ltering.
In SIFT, large collections of pro les were compared to every article arriving
on Internet News by a central server. Eciencies were obtained by grouping
pro les in ways that permit parts of the ltering process to be performed on
groups of pro les rather than individually. SIFT made no distinction among
the words appearing in an article, so words appearing in the newsgroup name
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(i.e., the speci c conference), the author's electronic mail address, the article
title, the body of the article, included text, or the \signature" information that
is routinely added to every document by some users were all equally likely to
result in a high rank for a document.
Present multilingual text ltering systems also rely on the manual pro le
construction technique. The \Fast Data Finder," a product of Paracel, Inc.,
uses thousands of custom processing units that are optimized for operations such
as term weighting, proximity constraints, and exact and fuzzy matching 94].7
Each processing unit is programmed for a single task, and separate pipelines
of processing units are formed for each pro le. Simultaneous searching with
multiple pro les is supported, so multilingual pro les can be implemented as a
set of monolingual pro les, one for each language. Automated tools are provided
to assist users with pro le translation, so the eort expended to construct a
pro le in the rst language can be leveraged to quickly produce pro les which
will recognize the same concepts in other languages. But like SIFT, no provisions
are made to automatically update Fast Data Finder pro les in response to the
user's behavior.
Stevens developed a system called InfoScope which used automatic pro le
learning to minimize the complexity of exploiting information about the context
in which words were used 143]. Like the electronic mail version of SIFT, InfoScope was also designed to lter Internet News using exact-match rules. InfoScope
implemented adaptive ltering, however, suggesting rules based on observations
of user behavior and oering them for approval (possibly with modi cations) by
Additional information on the Fast Data Finder is available from Paracel Inc., 80 South
Lake Avenue, Suite 650, Pasadena, CA 91101-2616.
7
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the user. These suggestions were based on simple observable actions such as the
time spent reading a newsgroup or whether an individual message was saved for
future reference. By avoiding the requirement for explicit user feedback about
individual articles, InfoScope was designed to minimize the cognitive load of
managing the information ltering system.
While SIFT treats Internet News as a monolithic collection of articles, InfoScope was able to make ne-grained distinctions between newsgroups, subjects,
and even individual authors. Implementation of such extensive deconstruction
led Stevens to introduce a facility to reconstruct levels of abstraction in a way
that was meaningful to the user. InfoScope implemented this abstraction at
the newsgroup level, suggesting to combine related sets of newsgroups that were
regularly examined by the user to form a single \virtual newsgroup." By de ning lters for virtual newsgroups with possibly overlapping sources, users were
thus provided with a powerful facility to reorganize the information space in
accordance with their personal cognitive model of the interesting parts of the
discussions they wished to observe.
InfoScope was not without its limitations, however. The experimental system
Stevens developed was able to process only information in the header of each
article (e.g., subject, author, or newsgroup), a restriction imposed by the limited
personal computer processing power available in 1991. In addition, Stevens'
goal of exploring the potential for synergy between user and machine for pro le
management led him to choose a rule-based exact match text selection technique.
Since users are often able to verbalize the selection rules they apply, Stevens
reasoned that users would have less diculty visualizing the eect of changing
rules than the eect of changing the types of pro les commonly found in ranked
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output systems. InfoScope's key contributions, machine-assisted pro le learning,
the addition of user-controlled levels of abstraction, and implicit feedback, make
it an excellent example of a complete content-based information ltering system
intended for interactive use.
Because of their low cost, large volume, and ease of recognizing new information, Internet News and electronic mail have been popular domains for information ltering research. Unfortunately, these domains are poorly suited to formal
experiments because reproducible results are dicult to obtain. For this reason,
very little is known about the eectiveness of either SIFT or InfoScope. Stevens
reported that eight of ten experienced Internet News readers preferred InfoScope
to their prior software in an initial study, and that all ve users in the second
evaluation reported that fewer uninteresting articles were presented and more
interesting articles were read in a second half of a 10 week evaluation than in the
rst. Because SIFT was developed to study eciency rather than eectiveness
issues, even less information is available about its eectiveness. Yan does report,
however, that in early 1995 SIFT routinely processed over 13,000 pro les and
was adding approximately 1,400 pro les each month 161]. Even though one
user could create several pro les, this level of user acceptance makes a powerful
statement about the utility of even the simple approach used by SIFT.
Learning more about the eectiveness of a text ltering technique requires
that the technique be evaluated under controlled experimental conditions. And
because the performance of text ltering techniques varies markedly when dierent information needs and document collections are used, comparison of results
across systems is facilitated when those factors are held constant. The TREC
evaluation has provided an unprecedented venue for exactly this type of perfor-
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mance evaluation. Conducted annually since 1992, the most recent conference
(TREC-4) attracted participation from 24 universities and 12 corporations 60].
NIST provides each participant with fty topics and a large set (typically
thousands) of training documents and relevance assessments for each topic.8
Participants train their text ltering systems, using this data as if it represented
explicit feedback on the utility of each training document to a user, and then
must register their pro les with NIST before receiving the evaluation documents.
The pro les are then used by the text ltering systems which generated them to
rank order a previously unseen set of evaluation documents, and the top several
thousand documents are submitted to NIST for evaluation.
In order to achieve reproducible results, it is necessary to make some very
strong assumptions about the nature of the information ltering task. In TREC
it is assumed that human judgements about whether an information need is
satis ed by a document are binary valued (i.e., a document is relevant to an information need or it is not) and constant (i.e., it does not matter who makes that
judgement or when they make it). Relevance, the fundamental concept on which
this methodology is based, actually fails to satisfy both of those assumptions.
Human relevance judgments exhibit signi cant variability across evaluators, and
for the same evaluator across time. Furthermore, evaluators sometimes nd it
dicult to render a binary relevance judgment on a speci c combination of a document and an information need. Nevertheless, performance measures based on
a common set of relevance judgements provide a principled basis for comparing
the relative performance of dierent text ltering techniques.
Relevance assessments for the TREC \routing" (text ltering) training documents generally are derived from TREC text retrieval evaluations conducted in prior years.
8
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The TREC ltering evaluation is based on eectiveness measures that are
commonly used for text retrieval systems. The eectiveness of exact match
text retrieval systems is typically characterized by three statistics: \precision,"
\recall," and \fallout." Precision is the fraction of the selected documents which
are actually relevant to the user's information need, while recall is the fraction
of the actual set of relevant documents that are correctly classi ed as relevant
by the text ltering system. When used together, precision and recall measure
selection eectiveness. Because both precision and recall are insensitive to the
total size of the collection, fallout (the fraction of the non-relevant documents
that are selected) is used to measure rejection eectiveness. Table 2.3 illustrates
these relationships.
Actually is
Selected as Relevant
Not Relevant
Relevant
Found
False Alarm
Not Relevant Missed Correctly Rejected
Precision = Found +Found
False Alarm
Found
Recall = Found
+ Miss
False Alarm
Fallout = False Alarm+Correctly
Rejected

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)

Table 2.3: Measures of text selection eectiveness.
In TREC, almost all of the ltering systems produce ranked output. Accordingly, precision and fallout at several values of recall are reported, and \average
precision" (the area under the precision-recall curve) is reported for use when a
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single measure of eectiveness is needed 129]. Average precision is computed
by choosing successively larger sets of documents from the top of the ranked list
that result in evenly spaced values of recall between zero and one. Precision
is then computed for each set, and the mean of those values is reported as the
average precision for an individual information need. The process is repeated
for several information needs, and the mean of the values obtained is reported
as the average precision for the system on that test collection. Clearly, larger
values of average precision are better.
Only the selected documents must be scored to evaluate precision, but it
would be impractical to evaluate recall and fallout by scoring every document in
the TREC collection. The solution is to estimate recall and fallout by scoring a
sample of the document collection. The approach chosen for TREC, known as
\pooled relevance evaluation" is to evaluate every document chosen by any participating system and then assume that all unchosen documents are not relevant.
Since documents are chosen using a wide variety of text ltering and retrieval
techniques in TREC, it is felt that the pooled relevance methodology produces a
fairly tight upper bound on recall and an extremely tight lower bound on fallout.
Although TREC investigates only the performance of the selection module,
and that evaluation is necessarily based on a somewhat arti cial set of assumptions, the resulting data provides a useful basis for choosing between alternative
selection techniques. In the TREC-3 evaluation, for example, 25 text ltering
systems were evaluated and average precision was observed to vary between 0.25
and 0.41.
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2.4.2 Social Filtering
The Tapestry text ltering system, developed by Nichols, et al. at the Xerox
Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), was the rst to include social ltering 56,
150]. Designed to lter personal electronic mail, messages received from mailing
lists, Internet News articles, and newswire stories, Tapestry allowed users to
manually construct pro les based both on document content and on annotations
made regarding those documents by other users. Those annotations were explicit
binary judgements (\like it" or \hate it") that could optionally be made by each
user on any message they read.
Like InfoScope, Tapestry pro les consisted of rules that speci ed the conditions under which a document should be selected. One important dierence was
that Tapestry allowed users to associate a score with each rule. Tapestry then
generated ranked output by comparing the scores assigned by multiple rules.
Tapestry implemented this sophisticated processing eciently by dividing the
ltering process into two stages using a client-server model. In the rst stage, a
central server with access to all of the documents applies a set of simple rules,
similar to those used by SIFT, to determine whether each document may be
of interest to each user. The more sophisticated rules in each pro le are then
executed in each users' workstation (the client) to develop the ranked list.
Experience with several small scale trials of social ltering suggests that a
critical mass of users with overlapping interests is needed for social ltering to be
eective. Tapestry was restricted to a single site because both the content and
the software were subject to proprietary restrictions, so only limited anecdotal
evidence of the social ltering aspects of Tapestry's performance are available.
From this experience and others (c.f., 15, 63, 137]) it appears that social ltering
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systems must assemble a fairly large critical mass of users before it would be
possible to demonstrate their eectiveness. The ongoing GroupLens project of
Miller, et al. at the University of Minnesota is presently the most ambitious
attempt to reach such a critical mass using an information ltering system that
is designed to manage a dynamic information source 123].
GroupLens is designed to lter Internet News, a freely redistributable text
source. Like Tapestry, GroupLens is built on a client-server model. GroupLens
uses two types of servers, content servers (which are simply standard Internet News servers) and annotation servers (which have been developed for the
project). The design permits both the content and annotation servers to be
replicated so that each server can eciently service a limited user population.
Modi ed versions of some popular (and freely redistributable) Internet News
client software are made available in order to encourage the development of a
large user population, and implementers of other client software are permitted
to incorporate the GroupLens protocol in their products.9
GroupLens annotations are explicit judgements on a ve-valued integer scale.
Unlike Tapestry, however, the annotations need not be assigned an a priori interpretation. Users may register annotations with their annotation server using
whatever semantics for the ve values they wish. The annotation servers collect
annotations from their user population, use correlation information to predict
their user evaluations of unseen articles, and provide those predictions to client
programs on request. The initial GroupLens trial began in 1996 using a limited
number of newsgroups and a single annotation server. Results are not yet availThe GroupLens protocol and GroupLens client software can be obtained from http:
//www.cs.umn.edu/Research/GroupLens
9
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able, but the project's important contributions, distributed annotation servers,
pro le learning for social ltering, and a design which encourages development
of a large user base, provide an excellent prototype for future work on social
ltering.
One limitation of the existing experimental work on social ltering is user
motivation. In GroupLens, users annotate documents in order to improve the
performance of their lter's ability to learn from other clients who have annotated the same documents. This creates a bit of a \chicken and the egg"
problem, though, since there is no incentive for the rst user to annotate anything. If content-based and social ltering are integrated in the same system,
however, then a synergy between the two techniques can develop. Tapestry
demonstrated one way in which the two approaches can be combined when manually constructed pro les are used. The URN system, developed by Brewer at
the University of Hawaii, illustrated a more automatic method by which such
synergy can be achieved.
URN was an Internet News ltering system in which users could provide two
types of information to support pro le learning 15]. The rst was by making
explicit binary judgements about the utility of the document. Those judgements
were then used as a basis for a typical content-based ranked output system. What
makes URN unique is that users can also collaboratively improve the system's
initial representation of the document by adding or deleting words which they feel
represent (or, for deletions, misrepresent) the content of the document. In URN
these changes are propagated to all other users, allowing the user community
to collaboratively de ne the structure of the information space. Since userspeci ed words are given preference by URN when developing representations
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for new documents, users have an incentive to improve the set of words which
describe existing documents.
In URN each user maintains a separate content-based user model, while the
annotation server eectively maintains a single collaboratively-developed model
of the document space. This approach lacks the sophistication of the separate
user models based on shared annotations found in GroupLens, but URN's integration of content-based and social ltering techniques illustrates one way in
which these two paradigms can be combined.

2.5 Text Filtering Technology
As we have described, the essence of text ltering practice is not the techniques
themselves, but rather the way in which those techniques are integrated to support a speci c text ltering process. But just as adaptive multilingual text
ltering systems are constructed using techniques inspired by two other elds
(adaptive text ltering and multilingual text retrieval), text ltering itself draws
from a number of dierent disciplines. In this section we identify the sources of
techniques which have been synthesized to produce eective and ecient text
ltering systems. Since these techniques are drawn from several elds, our presentation considers each eld in turn. Because we seek here to describe present
practice, we defer to Chapter 4 a detailed discussion of the multilingual text
retrieval techniques which have informed our extension of these techniques to
support adaptive multilingual text ltering.
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2.5.1 Information Retrieval
As Belkin and Croft observed, content-based text selection techniques have been
extensively evaluated in the context of information retrieval 5]. Every approach
to text selection has four basic components:
Some technique for representing the documents
Some technique for representing the information need (i.e., pro le construction)
Some way of comparing the pro les with the document representations
Some way of using the results of that comparison
The objective is to automate the process of examining documents by computing
comparisons between the representation of the information need (the pro le) and
the representations of the documents. This automated process is successful when
it produces results similar to those produced by human comparison of the the
documents themselves with the actual information need. The fourth component,
using the results of the comparison, is actually the role of the display module in
gure 2.1. We include it here to emphasize the close coupling between selection
and display.
In each of the text ltering systems we describe in this chapter, the selection
module assigns one or more values to each document, and the display module
then uses those values to organize the display. Figure 2.3 illustrates the representation and comparison process implemented by those systems. The domain of
the pro le acquisition function p is I , the collection of possible information needs
and its range is R, the uni ed space of pro le and document representations.
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The domain of the document representation function d is D, the collection of
documents, and its range is also R. The domain of the comparison function c is
R  R and its range is 0 1] , the set of n-tuples of real numbers between zero
and one. In an ideal text ltering system,
n

c(p(info need) d(doc)) = j (info need doc) 8info need 2 I 8doc 2 D (2.4)
where j : I  D 7! 0 1] represents the user's judgement of some relationships
between an interest and a document, measured on n ordinal scales (e.g., topical
similarity or degree of constraint satisfaction).
n
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Figure 2.3: Text ltering system model.
As we saw in section 2.4, the representation can exploit information derived
from the content of the document, annotations made by others, or some combination of the two. Although syntactic and semantic analysis of documents is
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possible, content-based text ltering systems typically use representations based
on the frequency with which terms occur in each document.10 One reason for
this choice is that it lends itself to ecient implementation. But a more compelling reason is that because no domain-speci c information is needed to form
the representation, a demonstration of acceptable performance in one application
is easily translated into similar performance in another.
Although content-based text ltering systems typically start with this termfrequency representation, they generally apply some type of transformation to
that representation before invoking the comparison function c in gure 2.3 The
nature of the transformation depends strongly on which characteristics of that
representation the comparison function c is designed to exploit, however. For
this reason, we describe the transformations together with their associated comparison functions in the following paragraphs.
For an exact match text ltering system the range of the comparison function
c is restricted to be either zero or one, and it is interpreted as a binary judgement
about whether a document satis es the pro le. In this case, a step function
that detects term presence is applied to the term-frequency representation when
that representation is constructed so that the resulting boolean vector can be
easily compared to the boolean expression speci ed by the pro le. Exact match
text ltering systems typically provide an unranked set of documents which
will (hopefully) satisfy the information need. The exact match approach is well
suited to autonomous systems which must take actions (such as storage decisions)
We use \terms" rather than \words" because the \terms" which are considered may be
parts of words (e.g., overlapping three letter subsequences known as trigrams), single words,
or combinations of words (e.g., idiomatic phrases). Common \stopwords" that have little use
in subsequent processing are typically eliminated during term selection.
10
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without user interaction.
Two common approaches to ranked output generation are the vector space
method and the probabilistic method, although variations abound. In the vector space method the range of c is 0,1], and the value is interpreted as the
degree to which the content of two documents is similar. Both the pro le and
the documents are represented as vectors in a vector space, and a comparison
technique based on the assumption that documents whose representations are
similar to the pro le will be likely to satisfy the associated information need is
used. The angle between two vectors has been found to be a useful measure of
content similarity, so the the square of the cosine of that angle (easily computed
as the normalized inner product of the two vectors) is used to rank order the
documents.
v
u
u v1Tv2
cos(v1 v2) = u
(2.5)
tq T q T
v1 v1 v2 v2
The vector space method's eectiveness can be improved substantially by
transforming the raw term-frequency vector in ways which amplify the inuence
of words which occur often in a document but relatively rarely in the whole collection 51]. One common scheme, known as \term-frequency|inverse document
frequency" weighting, assigns term i in document k a value computed as:
tdf = occurrences of term i in doc k  ln(
ik

number of docs
number of docs with term i ) (2.6)

In a text ltering system, advance knowledge of the inverse document frequency
portion of that equation is clearly not possible. Estimates of that information
based on sampling earlier documents can, however, produce useful inverse document frequency values for domains in which term usage patterns are relatively
stable.
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Rather than estimate similarity, the probabilistic method seeks to estimate
the probability that a document satis es the information need represented by
the pro le. The probabilistic method is thus a generalization of the exact match
technique in which we seek to rank order documents by the probability that they
satisfy the information need rather than by making a sharp decision. To develop
this probability, term frequency information (weighted to emphasize within document frequency and to deemphasize across-document frequency) is treated as an
observation, and the distribution of the binary event \document matches pro le"
conditioned by that observation is computed. Bayesian inference networks have
proven to be a useful technique for computing this conditional probability 152].
Since it is possible to construct a Bayesian inference net which computes the cosine of the angle between two vectors, the vector space method can be interpreted
as a special case of the probabilistic method 153].
Since the comparison function can produce a multiple-valued result, the display module can be designed to exploit the results of both exact match and
ranked output techniques. For example, an electronic mail system could reject
documents sent by speci c users and then rank the remaining documents in order
of decreasing content similarity to a prototype document provided by the user.
The pro le is what Korfhage has called a \reference point" and together the prole and the comparison technique in a ranked output text ltering system can be
thought of as specifying a \point of view" in the document space 79]. Multiple
rank orderings can be combined to produce richer displays that combine multiple
points of view, a research area often referred to as \document visualization" or
\visual information retrieval interfaces."
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Although only the vector space method actually uses vector operations such
as the inner product, all three of these approaches exploit \feature vectors" in
which the features are based on the frequency with which terms appear within
documents and across the collection. The annotations provided by social ltering techniques are an additional source of features that can be exploited by a
comparison function. Because annotations can be used even when useful contentbased features are dicult to construct, information retrieval systems designed
for information that is not in text form have explored matching techniques for
feature vectors composed of annotations.
One such application which appears to have reached the critical mass necessary for eective use of annotations is a home video recommendation service developed by Hill, et al. at Bellcore in which users' tastes in movies were matched
using techniques similar to those implemented in GroupLens 63]. Populated
with a large and relatively stable set of movie titles, stable interests could be
matched against that database for some time before exhausting the set of movies
that might be of interest to a user. This is an interesting case in which the unlabeled corner of the graph in gure 2.1 is worth exploring.
Hill's system allowed users to provide numeric evaluations (on a scale of
one to ten) for movies they had already seen, and then matched those ratings
with evaluations of the same movies that had previously been provided by other
users. Movies were sorted by category (e.g., drama or comedy), and within a
category correlation coecients between the feature vectors were computed. A
set of users with the largest correlations was then selected and regression was
performed based on evaluations from those users to predict scores for unseen
movies in each category. In this case the pro le was the set of annotations
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provided by the user, the \document" features were the annotations provided by
others, and the comparison function was a two-step process of feature selection
followed by regression.
In addition to showing how annotations can be viewed as features, this example illustrates an important limitation of the information retrieval techniques
we have described. In information ltering applications, pro les based on multiple documents (such as the multi-movie evaluation within a category used in
Hill's system) are common. But information retrieval research has explored only
relatively simple ways of combining this information to form pro les. Relevance
feedback, an information retrieval technique in which feature vectors are formed
from the content of multiple documents, has shown good results. But the \one
query at a time" model which underlies much information retrieval research precludes consideration of techniques such as the regression used by Hill, et al.

2.5.2 User Modeling
Machine learning, the study of algorithms that improve their performance with
experience, oers a source of techniques that are designed to exploit multiple
training instances to improve selection eectiveness 82]. Machine learning is
one component of \user modeling," a discipline which is concerned with both
how information about users can be acquired and used by automated systems.11
The models we consider in this chapter are what Rich has called \individual
As Karlgren, et al. have observed, it is also important to construct systems whose operation conforms with the user's mental model of the information ltering process 76]. The
user models we refer to in this chapter, however, are models constructed by the system which
describe some aspect of the user.
11
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user, long-term user models" 124].

Sources of Information About the User
Before describing how machine learning techniques have been applied to text
ltering it is useful to consider more carefully how information about the user
can be acquired. Rich de ned a distinction between \explicit" models which are
\constructed explicitly by the user" and \implicit" models which are \abstracted
by the system on the basis of the user's behavior" 124]. Both implicit and
explicit user models are found in text ltering systems (SIFT, for example, uses
an explicit model). The machine learning techniques we describe in section2.5.2
can be used to create what Rich called implicit models.
In order to construct an implicit user model we must be able to observe
both the user's behavior and the salient features of the environment in which
that behavior is exhibited. In the case of text ltering, the salient elements
of the environment are the documents which have been examined by the user.
Section 2.5.1 described how information about those documents can be acquired,
either from contents or from annotations made by others.
In section 2.4 we presented several examples of how representations of previously seen documents can be combined with evidence of the user's interest in
those documents to predict interest in future documents. With the exception of
InfoScope, every system we have described requires the user to explicitly evaluate
documents, a technique we refer to as \explicit feedback."12 Explicit feedback
There is some potential for confusion here because we are describing the use of explicit
feedback to construct what Rich has called an implicit user model. In order to minimize
confusion, we avoid using the terms \implicit" and \explicit" in isolation.
12
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has the advantage of simplicity. Furthermore, in experimental systems explicit
feedback has the added advantage of minimizing one potential source of experimental error, inference of the user's true reaction. But in practical applications
explicit feedback has two serious drawbacks. The rst is that a requirement to
provide explicit feedback increases the cognitive load on the user. This added
eort works against one of the principal bene ts of a text ltering system, the reduced cognitive load that results from an information space more closely aligned
with the user's perspective. This problem is compounded by the observation
that numeric scales may not be well suited to describing the reactions humans
have to documents. For example, is a document which address the information
need well but contains little expository text better or worse than a document
that is easily understood but less complete? These diculties motivate the study
of implicit feedback mechanisms.
In Stevens' InfoScope system, three sources of implicit evidence were observed
about the user's interest in each message: whether the message was read or
ignored, whether it was saved or deleted, and whether it was replied to or not.
Because the users decision to read or ignore the message was necessarily based
on a summary of the same message header information that InfoScope used to
construct feature vectors, it would be reasonable to assume that the \read or
ignore" decision would be nearly as useful as explicit feedback. InfoScope did,
however, allow explicit feedback as well.
Morita and Shinoda also investigated implicit feedback for ltering Internet
News articles, using both save and reply evidence but substituting reading duration for InfoScope's \read or ignore" evidence 96]. In a six week study of eight
users, they found a strong positive correlation between reading time and explicit
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feedback provided by the user on a four-level scale. Furthermore, they discovered that interpreting as \interesting" articles which the reader spent more than
20 seconds reading produced better recall and precision in a text ltering experiment than using documents explicitly rated by the user as interesting. This
surprising result reinforces our observation that users sometimes have diculty
expressing their interest explicitly on a single numeric scale.
Since the experimental subjects were asked to read articles without interruption, it is not clear whether such useful relationships can be found in environments where reading behavior is more episodic. But Morita and Shinoda's
results, coupled with the anecdotal evidence reported by Stevens, suggest that
implicit feedback may be a practical source of features to which machine learning
algorithms can be applied. Both implicit and explicit feedback produce features
that are associated with documents. But unlike the feature vectors which describe the document's contents, feature vectors based on implicit or explicit
feedback describe the user's reaction to the document.

Machine Learning
Complete feature vectors describing both the document and the user's reaction
to it can be constructed for documents which have been read by adjoining the
features that represent the document (e.g., term frequency values) with the vector that represents the user's reaction to it (e.g., explicit feedback). For new
documents, only those features that represent the document will be known, and
it would clearly be useful to be able to estimate the missing information (the
user's anticipated reaction to the document). In the eld known as \machine
learning" this is known as the \supervised learning" problem.
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In the canonical supervised learning problem, the machine is presented with a
sequence of feature vectors (training instances), and then it is required to predict
one or more missing elements in another set of feature vectors.13 Predicting
these missing values is an induction process, so induction forms the basis for
machine learning. No induction technique can be justi ed without reference to
domain knowledge, however. Because it would be possible to explain any set of
observations after the fact, in the absence of some bias in the induction technique,
any values could reasonably be predicted.14 Langley identi es three ways in
which this necessary bias can be introduced in a machine learning system: in the
representation, in the search technique, and as explicit domain knowledge 82].
The vector space method, in which pro les are represented as a single vector
and documents are ranked based on the angular similarity of their representation
with that vector, combines both representation bias and search bias. InfoScope's
learning heuristics (e.g., suggest lters for newsgroups that are read in at least
2 of the most recent 6 sessions) is an example of domain knowledge bias.
Supervised learning is particularly well suited to exact match ltering systems which use explicit binary feedback, because in that case the training data
contains exactly the same information (whether or not to select a document)
that must be estimated for newly arrived documents. This is a special case of
the \classi cation" problem, in which we wish to sort newly arrived documents
into two or more categories (in this case, retained and rejected). Supervised
What we describe here is actually a restricted case of the supervised learning problem that
is specialized to vector representations.
14One possible \after the fact explanation" would simply be that the formerly unknown
parameters are random variables with some (still unknown) distribution that included the
observed values.
13
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learning can also be applied in ranked output ltering systems that use explicit
feedback, assigning as a score for each document the system's estimate of the
score that the user would assign. When implicit feedback is used, the ranking
can be based on the predicted value of some observed parameter (e.g., reading
duration). Alternatively, a manually constructed user model can be used to
combine several observed parameters to produce an estimate of utility and then
that estimate can be used to augment the training data.
Six classic machine learning approaches have been applied to text ltering:
rule induction, instance based learning, statistical classi cation, regression, neural networks, and genetic algorithms. Stevens' work on InfoScope is an example
of rule induction. InfoScope's lter suggestions were implemented as a decision
list of parameters (newsgroup, eld and word) which, if present in an article,
would result in either selection or rejection of that article. These rules (e.g.,
select if newsgroup is rec.sewing and \bobbin" appears in the subject eld) are
learned using heuristics which can be modi ed by the user.
Foltz applied an instance based learning technique to selection of Internet
News articles 48]. Representations of about 100 articles from a training collection which the user designated as interesting were retained, and then new articles
were ranked by the cosine between their representation and the nearest retained
representation. In other words, articles were ranked most highly if they were the
most similar (using the cosine measure) to some positive example. In a small
(four user) study, Foltz found that this technique produced an average precision of 0.55 (43% above that achieved by random selection), and that a further
improvement to 0.61 (11%) could be achieved using a dimensionality reduction
technique known as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI).
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This dimensionality reduction is an example of \feature selection." Feature
selection can be an important issue when applying machine learning techniques
to vector representations. Langley has observed that \many algorithms scale
poorly to domains with large numbers of irrelevant features," 82] and it is not
uncommon to have thousands of terms in the vocabulary of a text ltering system. Sch$utze, et al. at Xerox PARC applied two rank reduction techniques, one
using the best 200 terms found with a 2 measure of dependence between terms
and relevant documents, and the other using a variation of the LSI dimensionreduction technique used by Foltz 132]. For each of these feature selection
techniques they evaluated four machine learning techniques, linear discriminant
analysis (a statistical decision theory technique), logistic regression, a two-layer
(linear) neural network, and three-layer (nonlinear) neural network using training and evaluation collections from TREC.
Sch$utze, et al. found that using only the LSI feature vectors provided the
best ltering eectiveness with linear discriminant analysis and with logistic
regression, and that their implementation of linear discriminant analysis was the
better of the two techniques. They also found that both the linear and nonlinear
networks were able to equal the eectiveness of linear discriminant analysis on
the LSI feature vectors, but that both types of networks performed slightly (but
not statistically signi cantly) better when presented with both sets of selected
features simultaneously. Finally, they found that a nonlinear neural network
resulted in no improvement over their simpler linear network. We explore the
use of LSI feature vectors in detail in Chapter 3 because they have a natural
extension to multilingual applications.
Exploring another machine learning technique, Sheth implemented a genetic
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algorithm to lter Internet News in a system called \Newt" 137]. A genetic
algorithm uses algorithmic analogues to the genetic crossover and mutation operations to generate candidate pro les that inherit useful features from their
ancestors, and uses competition to identify and retain the best ones. Candidate
pro les in Newt were vectors of term weights.15 Relevance Feedback based on
explicit binary evaluations of articles was used to improve candidate pro les,
moving them closer in the vector space to the representation of desirable articles
and further from the representation of undesirable ones. In machine learning this
approach is referred to as \hill climbing." The crossover operator was periodically applied to combine segments of two candidate pro les which were among
those that had produced the highest ranks (using a cosine similarity measure)
for articles that the user later identi ed as desirable. A mutation operator was
sometimes applied to the newsgroup name to explore whether existing candidate
pro les would perform well on newsgroups with similar names. All of the candidate pro les contributed to the ranking of the documents shown to the user,
although those which consistently performed well contributed more strongly to
the ranking. Hence, the pro le itself was determined by the population of candidate pro les, rather than by any individual candidate.
Sheth evaluated Newt using a technique referred to in machine learning as
a \synthetic user." By generating (rather than assessing) user preferences, the
synthetic user technique allows speci c aspects of a machine learning algorithm's
performance (e.g., learning rate) to be assessed. Sheth created synthetic users
whose interests were deemed to be satis ed whenever at least one word from a list
In Newt, terms were segregated by the eld of the article in which they occurred, so \talk"
in the subject eld could be assigned a di erent weight than \talk" in the body of a message.
15
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associated with that simulated user appeared in an article. Using this technique
he found that although individual candidate pro les were able to learn to satisfy a simulated user quickly, when the simulated user's interest shifted abruptly
(simulated by changing the list of words associated with the simulated user)
individual candidate pro les were slower to adapt. When evaluating complete
pro les made up of populations of individual candidates, Sheth demonstrated
the ability to control the adaptation rate by adjusting parameters of the genetic
algorithm. Experiments based on simulated users provide less insight into overall system-level performance than do experiments that are grounded in human
relevance judgements, so we do not use simulated users in the experiment we
report in Chapters 3 and 5. But because the technique is both economical and
reproducible, it can be useful when answers to speci c questions about learning
performance are sought.

2.5.3 Other Fields
This completes our description of the two major sources of technology for text
ltering systems: information retrieval and user modeling. Humans pursue the
information ltering process in a social context, though, and the machines that
they use must operate in some physical context. In this section we briey identify
the issues raised by the interaction between the information ltering process and
these larger contexts.

Networked Computing Infrastructure
The physical context for the information ltering process is the existing networked computing infrastructure. The relevant portion of the physical context
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may consist of, for example, isolated workstations monitoring a common newsfeed, a workgroup computing environment supported by an intranet, or the entire
Internet. With a few notable exceptions (SIFT and Tapestry), in our descriptions
we have placed more emphasis on eectiveness than eciency when describing
design features and performance evaluations. This is not surprising, since most
experimental work on text ltering has sought to demonstrate eectiveness and
a small user population suces for that purpose. Even the TREC evaluation,
which requires ltering hundreds of thousands of pages of text, speci es only 50
topics each year.
Once adequate eectiveness has been demonstrated for small user populations, the task of engineering ecient implementations for widespread use of
such systems remains. One alternative is to simply replicate the ltering system
and then provide all of the content to each ltering system. Tapestry implemented a more sophisticated approach, demonstrating that an appropriate division of eort between server-side and client-side computing can improve overall
eciency.
In general, the goal of distributed computation is to optimize the tradeo between distributing the workload and minimizing communication requirements.
Yan studied this issue rigorously in conjunction his with work on SIFT, developing optimal assignments of computational tasks among a group of cooperating
servers 160]. The GroupLens project has chosen an alternative approach that
exploits an existing infrastructure for document distribution. By augmenting
this infrastructure with distributed annotation servers, GroupLens expects to
achieve acceptable eciency in a manner compatible with the existing physical
and social structure for Internet News. Thus, one of the key issues to be ad-
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dressed as the number of users scales up is which constraints to accept and which
to change.

Computer Supported Cooperative Work
The same type of tension between constrained and unconstrained system design
occurs at many levels. Adopting an even broader perspective, it is apparent that
users operate within a social system, and that system imposes social constraints
on what is possible. Organizational aspects of networked communications are
studied the eld of Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), so text
ltering is an issue for which the CSCW perspective can be informative.
Consider, for example, Denning's suggestion that users set up separate mailboxes for speci c purposes and that senders direct electronic mail to the appropriate mailbox. In order to be eective, this approach would require that
the user address messages correctly, that receivers organize their mailboxes in
a useful manner, and that all of the software systems between the sender and
the receiver support this addressing scheme. Standards that are developed by
consensus or through competitive market mechanisms often address such issues,
and there are numerous examples of the practicality of such schemes (e.g., Lotus
Notes and Internet News). Because many of the constraints on such eorts are
social rather than technical, the breadth oered by the CSCW perspective is
essential to the success of such endeavors.
Once such social conventions are created to add the necessary structure to the
documents, text ltering techniques provide a way to exploit that information.
For example, the current interest in assigning \ratings" to World Wide Web
pages to facilitate parental control of the information available to their children
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presumes the availability of technology to exploit that information. The design
of a system for creating, distributing, and using these ratings is an issue best
studied from the perspective of CSCW because a common task motivates multiple participants. Ratings are, however, simply one type of annotation. So an
understanding of how annotations are used in information ltering systems can
provide useful insight into how those annotations could be integrated with other
sources of information about the contents of a document.

Market Formation
For applications which lack a shared objective, economic theory provides a more
useful perspective than CSCW. In a market economy, \cost" or \price" (the
value discovered by a market) serves as a basis for allocating scarce resources.
In the emerging information-based economy, both information itself and the
tools which manage that information have economic value. This will result in
the development of a market for not merely information and tools, but also for
metainformation such as the annotations on which social ltering is based. The
CSCW perspective will certainly be helpful when designing common standards
for the exchange of price information and monetary instruments because all participants in a market bene t from such social structures. But when participants
do not share common goals with respect to the use they make of the information
they obtain, market dynamics provide a more eective way of allocating scarce
information resources such as intellectual property and expert annotations.
The vast majority of experimental work on text ltering has exploited freely
available information such as Internet News and messages sent to electronic mailing lists, so little reference to the cost of intellectual property can be found in
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that literature. On the other hand, users of commercial text ltering systems
have developed pro le construction techniques which which recognize diering
costs for dierent aspects of access to intellectual property (e.g., selective purchase of limited redistribution rights) 39]. Commercial text ltering systems
typically require explicit pro les, however, and we are not aware of any research
on implicit user models for text ltering which exploit cost information. Like the
ratings we described in section 2.5.3, prices are a type of annotation, and hence
they can be exploited by a social ltering system. The dierence between prices
and other annotations on which social ltering can be based is that there may
be a rmer a priori basis for using cost information than for using other types
of annotations, and that fact may prove useful when designing user models for
text ltering.
In addition to these technical considerations, market formation also raises
broad social issues. The creation of markets for information, for annotations,
and even for the ltering systems themselves restricts information access to users
for whom the value of the information justi es the cost of obtaining it. Such
unrestrained market operation is rarely allowed, however. Governments and
other social structures are often charged with regulation of economic activity
in order to limit the eect of inequities that can result from market economics.
The establishment of public libraries, the imposition of disclosure requirements
for securities transactions, and the regulations which subsidize universal access
to the telephone network with revenue generated from other sources provide
instructive examples of how market forces can be adjusted to accomplish social
goals. If information truly has value then such issues of equity will undoubtedly
arise in information ltering as well.
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Privacy
Privacy becomes an issue when a system collects information about its user, so
important social issues arise on an individual scale as well. In commercial applications, for example, it may be desirable to restrict access to pro le information
in order to protect a competitive advantage. And users with personal applications may demand that their pro le remain private simply on moral grounds.
For content-based ltering systems, the privacy issue has two aspects: preventing unauthorized access to the pro le and preventing reconstruction of useful
information about the pro le. The rst issue is a straightforward security problem for which a variety of techniques such as password protection and encryption
may be appropriate depending on the nature of the anticipated threat. But preventing reconstruction of useful information about the pro le is a much more
subtle problem. In Tapestry, for example, it would be possible to infer a good
deal of information about the pro le registered at the server by simply noting
which documents were forwarded. An unauthorized observer who can detect
which documents are being forwarded to speci c users could conceivably build
a second text ltering system (e.g., a social lter with an implicit user model)
and then train it using the observed document forwarding decisions. Preventing such an attack would require that unauthorized observers be denied access
to information about the sources and destinations of individual messages. In
the computer security eld, this is known as the \trac analysis problem," and
cryptographic techniques which address it have been devised (c.f., 23, 25]).
In the case of collaborative ltering, the situation is further complicated by
the imperative to share document annotations. A simple approach (which is
used by GroupLens) is to allow each user to adopt a pseudonym. While use of
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pseudonyms makes it more dicult to associate annotations with users, trac
analysis can still be used to determine which users would read a document.
Unfortunately, information about who is reading speci c documents is exactly
what other authorized users must know to perform social ltering. Furthermore,
Hill has observed that users choosing which information to examine may nd
it useful to know the identity (not merely the pseudonym) of the users who
made the annotations 63]. While encrypted transmission of annotations to
other authorized users is a possibility in such cases, signi cantly limiting the
user group in that way may prevent a social ltering system from reaching the
necessary critical mass. This tension between a desire for privacy and the bene t
of free exchange of information may ultimately limit the applications to which
social ltering can be applied.
The level of protection which must be aorded to privacy varies widely across
applications. By common agreement, many details of our private lives (e.g.,
birth, marriage and death) are a matter of public record. On the other hand, in
some states of the United States it is a crime to divulge the borrowing history
of a library patron without a court order. One can even envision applications
in which a user might prefer not to know information represented in their own
pro le. Where these lines should be drawn is a matter of judgement that must
ultimately be resolved by those who control the information resources that are
being used.
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2.6 Observations on the State of the Art
With this background we can now identify issues which will be important for further progress in the development of text ltering systems. In this section we rst
briey address some large-scale issues which oer useful alternative perspectives
from which the information ltering problem generally, and the text ltering
problem in particular can be viewed. We then discuss in detail the relationship
between the content-based and collaborative approaches, an issue which will be
particularly important for the development of adaptive multilingual text ltering
systems.
Early information ltering systems (then known as SDI) were developed to
exploit the availability information in electronic form to manage the process of
disseminating scienti c information. When the printed page was the dominant
information paradigm for text transmission, high production costs led to the
development of extensive social structures (e.g., the peer review process) for selecting information worthy of publication. As long as this situation persisted, the
dissemination process managed admirably, and SDI improved its performance.
With the introduction of personal computing and ubiquitous networking, each
participant is now able to also be both a consumer and a producer of information.
The drastic reduction in publishing costs has greatly increased the importance
of ltering the resulting ood of information, but the resulting variability in
quality has also made that ltering task more dicult. Automatic techniques
are needed to make this wealth of information accessible, since information that
cannot be found is no better than information which does not exist.
Rather than simply removing unwanted information, information ltering
actually gives consumers the ability to reorganize the information space 143].
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For economic reasons, information spaces have traditionally been organized by
producers and, in some cases, reorganized by intermediaries. In book publishing,
for example, authors and publishers work together to assign titles to books and
to announce their availability. Intermediaries such as libraries, book clubs and
book stores obtain those announcements, select items which are likely to be
of interest to their customers, and organize information about their selections
in ways that serve the needs of those customers. Because such intermediaries
typically serve substantial numbers of customers, economic factors usually limit
them to providing a few (sometimes only one) perspectives on the information
space.
Information ltering is essentially a personal intermediation service. Like a
library, a text ltering system can collect information from multiple sources and
produce an organization that is useful to the patrons. But by automating the
process of organizing the information space it becomes economically feasible to
personalize this organization. Of course, automating this intermediation process
eliminates the value that could be added by human intermediaries who can apply
their judgement to improve the organization of the information space.
Social ltering oers a way of integrating human and automated intermediation. Human intermediaries have traditionally organized the information space
through selection and annotation. Selection, however, is simply a special type
of annotation (i.e., a document is marked as \selected by the intermediary").
As with price annotations, the user may nd it useful to assign expert annotations an a priori degree of con dence because they come from a source with well
understood characteristics. Tapestry's pro le speci cation language provides an
example of how such functionality could be incorporated.
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Social ltering is also inherently well suited to managing multilingual information because the representation is based on annotations (which need not be
expressed using language at all) rather than content. But social ltering alone
is unlikely to provide a complete solution to users' information ltering needs.
Expert annotations require eort and have economic value, so the marketplace
will undoubtedly assign them a price. With continued reductions in the cost
of computing and communications resources, content-based ltering will oer a
competitive source of information on which to base selections. Furthermore, because humans and machines base their evaluations on dierent features, systems
which incorporate both social and content-based ltering will likely be more effective than those which use either technique in isolation. In this light, the work
of Sch$utze, et al. suggests that machine learning techniques which eectively
exploit multiple sources of evidence can be found 132].
Content-based and social ltering will almost certainly prove to be complementary in other, less easily measured ways as well. A perfect content-based
technique would never nd anything novel, limiting the range of applications for
which it would be useful. Social ltering techniques excel at identifying novelty
(because they are guided by humans), but only when the humans who guide
them are not overloaded with information. Content-based systems can help to
reduce this volume of information to manageable levels. Thus, both contentbased and collaborative ltering contribute to the other's eectiveness, allowing
an integrated system to achieve both reliability and serendipity. The focus of
our work has been content-based ltering because that is where multilingual
content can be directly exploited. But until these content-based approached
are integrated with the collaborative approaches, many information information
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ltering applications will likely fail to achieve their full potential.
One reason that this integration is not presently practical is that social ltering itself has yet to realize its potential. The diculty of achieving a critical
mass of participants makes social ltering experiments expensive. One clear disincentive in present experiments is the additional cognitive load imposed on the
user by the requirement to provide explicit feedback. We are not aware of any
research in which implicit feedback has been applied to social ltering, but there
is some evidence that such an approach could be successful. Hill, et al. have
reported that readers nd it useful to know which portions of a document receive the most attention from other readers. In an analogy to the tendency of
well-used paper documents to acquire characteristics which convey similar information, they call this concept \read wear" 62]. Coarser measurements such as
Morita and Shinoda's reading time metric, or the save and reply decisions explored by Stevens, may also prove to be useful bases for social ltering in some
applications. If useful annotations can be acquired without requiring explicit
feedback, lesser inducements (such as the improvement that could result from
application of a simple content-based ltering technique) may be sucient to
assemble the critical mass of users needed to evaluate social ltering techniques.
Another serious impediment to the large scale evaluation of social ltering
techniques is the diculty of constructing suitable measures of eectiveness. Recall, precision and fallout are of some use when comparing content-based ltering
techniques, but their reliance on normative judgements of document relevance
suppresses exactly the individual variations that social ltering seeks to exploit.
One feasible evaluation technique would be to apply simulated users like those
used by Sheth to investigate speci c aspects of collaborative behavior. Impor-
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tant issues such as the learning rates and variability in learning behavior across
large heterogeneous populations could be investigated with large collections of
simulated users whose design was tailored to explore those issues.
Another alternative is to study situated users (i.e., human users performing
self-directed tasks), attempt to provide them with desirable documents, and then
measure something related to their satisfaction. Those \dependent variables"
could certainly be the sort of explicit feedback commonly required in present
social ltering experiments, but insisting on explicit feedback increases the difculty of assembling a suciently large user population. If suitable sources of
implicit feedback can be identi ed, those same measures would be a far better
choice for the set of dependent variables. Such an experiment design requires that
separate training and evaluation document collections be used, a feature easily
introduced by withholding implicit feedback from the ltering algorithm during
the evaluation period. This approach can be used to evaluate both content-based
and social ltering systems, so it would be a natural choice when evaluating systems which applied both types of techniques. It can only be applied, however,
after suitable sources of implicit feedback are found. Since implicit feedback has
the potential for a high payo in performance evaluation, ltering eectiveness,
and user satisfaction, research on that topic should be accorded a high priority.

2.7 Summary
The design of text ltering systems in general, and our work on adaptive multilingual text ltering systems in particular, bene t from research in text retrieval,
user modeling and a number of other elds. Text ltering is, however, a unique
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information seeking process that is distinguished by a focus on satisfying relatively stable interests in documents containing text. This chapter has reviewed
progress in the eld with particular emphasis on the selection component of the
ltering process. Other useful perspectives are oered by Jiang 74], Mock 95],
Stevens 143], and Wyle 159].
Text ltering systems must develop representations of both documents and
user interests, they must be endowed with some way of comparing documents
with interests, and they must possess some way of using the results of those
comparisons to assist the user with document selection. Text retrieval research
has produced a number of content-based representations that use the frequency
with which terms appear in documents, and social ltering research has produced
a complementary set of features based on shared annotations from other users. In
this chapter we have described the representations that have been developed for
a single language because (with the exception of the Fast Data Finder's multiple
pro le approach) those have been the only type of representations to be applied
to text ltering. When combined with implicit or explicit feedback from the user
about the documents they have examined, text representations provide a basis
for construction of pro les which represent user interests.
Both text retrieval and machine learning oer techniques for comparing document representations with pro les, and this is an area of active research which
we examine in considerable detail in Chapter 3. Document visualization is another dynamic research area, but ranked output presently oers a simple way of
synergistically exploiting the strengths of human and machine to facilitate the
ltering process so that is the approach we have chosen to exploit. In the next
chapter we describe a speci c technique for adaptively de ning a pro le and then
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using that pro le in a manner inspired by text retrieval practice to rank newly
arrived documents. We then extend that technique to produce a user model
capable of greater delity and conduct an experiment to determine whether this
change results in improved eectiveness. The results of that experiment provide us with a key component for our comparison of adaptive multilingual text
ltering techniques in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Gaussian User Model
This chapter describes a cognitive model for adaptive text ltering and presents
experimental results comparing its performance to that of existing techniques.
We have described this model previously in 103], and additional results are reported in 101]. Like the LSI-mean technique that we describe in detail below, we
seek to exploit explicit relevance evidence and vector representations to predict
the relevance of future documents with respect to a single interest. The unique
feature of our approach, which we call the Gaussian User Model, is that we seek
to determine whether improved performance can be achieved by accounting for
observed dierences in the importance to human readers of speci c components
of the vector representations. In this way, we seek to model an aspect of human
cognition and to determine whether the greater potential delity of our model
can be used to improve the eectiveness of an adaptive text ltering system.
The feature vectors we use are constructed using Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), both because shorter vectors oer greater exibility in the choice of
machine learning algorithms and because (as we shall see in Chapter 4) Latent
Semantic Indexing is also the basis for an interesting multilingual text retrieval
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technique. At the end of this chapter we will use the experimental results reported in here to choose the user modeling technique that will serve as a basis
for the adaptive multilingual text ltering experiments that are described in
Chapter 5.
As Sch$utze, et al. have shown, LSI feature vectors and explicit feedback can
be used to build a number of dierent types of pro les 132]. With one exception,
the techniques they compared required that both positive and negative training
examples be available in order to construct pro les. Since negative examples
greatly outnumber positive examples in many text ltering applications, explicit
feedback of negative examples would impose signi cant demands on the user.
Identi cation of negative training examples through implicit feedback may well
be practical (e.g., if a document title is displayed and that document is not
selected, then it was not desired), but research on the use of implicit feedback is
not yet suciently mature to justify such assumptions.
The one approach they used which did not require negative training examples was a technique which we refer to as the \LSI-mean" adaptive text ltering
technique which was originally developed by Dumais 41].1 In the LSI-mean
technique the numerical average of the LSI feature vectors representing the relevant training documents is used as the pro le. Documents are then ranked by
decreasing cosine similarity with the pro le in the same manner as when vector
representations are used for text retrieval. In the Third Text Retrieval Conference (TREC-3), Dumais demonstrated good performance with this technique,
This terminology is ours. Dumais refers to this technique as \LSI routing." Since several
text ltering techniques exploit the LSI representation, we prefer the more descriptive name
\LSI-mean."
1
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achieving an average precision of 0.37.2. Furthermore, the LSI-mean technique
outperformed an LSI text retrieval approach which achieved an average precision
on 0.29 by forming the query from an explicit topic speci cation.
A useful perspective from which to view the LSI-mean technique is that
the reduced-dimensional representations of the relevant training documents are
samples of a random variable which has an unknown distribution and the mean
is used as statistic to characterize that distribution. The results Dumais' reports
in 41] thus suggest that (at least in TREC-3) with a reduced-dimensional vector
representation the information need can usually be fairly well represented by the
rst moment of the distribution (the mean), and that the number of samples
available (typically around 200 per topic) is sucient to closely approximate
that mean.
Dumais' results would be consistent with the hypothesis that the distribution
is fairly strongly unimodal, tending to cluster around a single point without
many interspersed non-relevant documents, but those results oer no insight into
other characteristics of the distribution. A unimodal distribution for a narrowly
de ned topic in a vector space is intuitively appealing, since it provides both
a mathematical and a geometric analogue to the clustering we imply when we
speak of \nearby" and \distant" concepts, while allowing for the imprecision
introduced by eliminating the eect of word order in the vector representation.
Dumais' work leaves open the question of whether the symmetry inherent in
the cosine measure can be improved upon, however. In this chapter we explore
that question by considering techniques which estimate both the rst and second
moments of the distribution and then use those estimates to construct a rank
2

TREC-3 \routing" results ranged from an average precision on 0.25 to 0.41
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order which accounts for observed directional sensitivity in the interest evidence.
The second moment of a random vector's distribution is known as covariance.
In a single dimension, variance is the expected deviation from the mean. In a
vector space, covariance extends the concept of variance by representing the expected deviation from the mean in every possible direction. We use estimates of
the mean and the covariance to rank previously unseen evaluation documents in
order of decreasing likelihood that they are drawn from a distribution characterized by the estimated rst and second moments. Because a Gaussian distribution
is uniquely characterized by it's rst and second moments, we call our technique
the \Gaussian User Model."
We begin by describing the LSI-mean technique, including a detailed description of Latent Semantic Indexing and a brief recapitulation of Dumais' experimental results. We next describe the cognitive model which inspires our choice of
covariance as a logical basis for extending Dumais' technique, and then present
the Gaussian User Model in detail. With that as background, we describe an
experiment comparing the Gaussian User Model with Dumais' technique and
discuss our experimental results which show that the Gaussian User Model does
not outperform Dumais' simpler LSI-mean technique. The Gaussian User Model
is most similar to the discriminant analysis technique investigated by Sch$utze,et
al., so we next introduce their work and identify the similarities and dierences.
We conclude by selecting the LSI-mean technique as the basis for our multilingual experiments and by using our results to draw some fundamental conclusions
about the nature of vector space user models for text ltering which are equally
valid for monolingual and multilingual applications.
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3.1 Latent Semantic Indexing
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) was originally developed as a vector space text
retrieval technique 37]. The classic vector space method incorporates ve types
of semantic information:
Removal of common low-content words using a \stoplist,"
Rules for replacing words with suitable word stems,
A term weighting scheme by which local (within-document) and global
(across-document) information are used to alter vector component values,
The cosine measure, which provides an operational de nition for similarity,
and
Ranked output, which implies a monotone relationship between similarity
to a query and the degree of relevance to the associated topic.
To these sources of semantic information, LSI adds a sixth:
Substitution of shorter vectors in which semantic information is preserved
but the eects of term usage variations are reduced.
LSI achieves this eect by constructing a linear mapping from the space spanned
by a collection of vectors which describe documents to a reduced-dimensional
subspace. As is the case for term weighting, LSI constructs this mapping by
using global information in a prespeci ed manner. The two techniques are complementary, rather then competitive, however. Term weights are often computed
by a nonlinear mapping which treats every term independently. LSI can compute only a linear mapping, but the values associated with several terms can
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inuence the result. Dumais has found that using term weighting with LSI produces better performance than when either technique is used in isolation 42].
Document
Number
Sentence
1
: : : improvement over raw term matching : : :
2
: : : compared the performance of the latent structure : : :
3
: : : uses the estimation of latent structure : : :
4
: : : calculations have exact analogs in the latent model : : :
Table 3.1: Short example \documents" for LSI.
The key insight in LSI is that just as a document is represented by a vector
of term frequencies, a term can be represented as a vector of document frequencies. This is easily seen in a simple example. Treating the short sentence
fragments in Table 3.1 as documents for the purpose of this example, vectors constructed using the technique shown in Figure 1.1 are used as the columns of the
term-document matrix in Table 3.2.3 Just as document 1 is represented by the
column vector (0000001001001010100)T , the term \latent" can be represented
in this collection by the row vector (0111). This vector succinctly summarizes
everything that is revealed about the term \latent" by the vectors which describe
these four documents. Computing cosine similarities, for example, we see that
\latent" is used in a manner similar to \the" (cosine=0.97) and fairly similar to
\structure" (cosine=0.90). This somewhat contrived example is intended only to
illuminate the sense in which vectors can represent terms as well as documents.
The sentence fragments are drawn from the rst paper on LSI 54]. No stemming or term
weighting has been applied, and no stopwords have been removed in this example.
3
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The foundation of LSI is that for larger document collections the correspondence
between semantic similarity and usage pattern similarity is suciently strong to
automatically extract semantic information from these patterns.
Term
analogs
calculations
compared
estimation
exact
have
improvement
in
latent
matching
model
of
over
performance
raw
structure
term
the
uses

Document Number
1 2 3 4
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0
0 2 1 1
0 0 1 0

Table 3.2: An example term-document matrix.
LSI is, in essence, an automatic technique for recognizing similarities in the
way terms are used in a collection and then suppressing the eect of term usage
variations in order to conate similar terms towards a \conceptual" representation. In fact, the output of LSI is a \T0" matrix which, like the term-document
matrix, has one row for each term in the collection. The rows of the T0 matrix
contain row vectors which represent the terms in such a way that terms with
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similar usage are assigned similar vectors, while terms with signi cantly dierent
usage are assigned dissimilar vectors. For example, the terms in Table 3.2 are
represented in LSI with the four-dimensional vectors in the T0 matrix shown in
Table 3.3.
Term
analogs
calculations
compared
estimation
exact
have
improvement
in
latent
matching
model
of
over
performance
raw
structure
term
the
uses

Dimension
2
3
0.39
0.00
0.39
0.00
-0.10
0.00
-0.16
0.00
0.39
0.00
0.39
0.00
0.00
0.45
-0.16
0.00
0.13
0.00
0.00
0.45
0.39
0.00
-0.26
0.00
0.00
0.45
-0.10
0.00
0.00
0.45
-0.26
0.00
0.00
0.45
0.02
0.00
-0.16
0.00

1
0.11
0.11
0.18
0.15
0.11
0.11
0.00
0.15
0.44
0.00
0.11
0.33
0.00
0.18
0.00
0.33
0.00
0.63
0.15

4
0.07
0.07
-0.39
0.43
0.07
0.07
0.00
0.44
0.12
0.00
0.07
0.05
0.00
-0.39
0.00
0.05
0.00
-0.27
0.44

Table 3.3: The LSI T0 matrix for the term-document matrix in Table 3.2.
The T0 matrix has two useful properties:
1. Any pair of document representations that are both formed as a particular
linear combination of the rows of the T0 matrix will have exactly the same
cosine as the corresponding columns of the original term-document matrix.
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2. Removing the last few components of each vector in the matrix T0 matrix
will often signi cantly improve the rank ordering that is produced when
this technique is used to compute the cosine similarity measure between a
pro le (or query) vector and vectors representing the documents.
The rst property is easily illustrated with a simple example. The cosine
of the vectors for documents 2 and 3 in Table 3.2 is 0.79. Table 3.4 shows
how each each row of Table 3.3 is multiplied by the weight of the associated
term in column 2 of Table 3.2 and then summed to produce the short vector (2:73 ;0:56 0 ;1:12) which represents document 2. Repeating the process
using term weights from column 3 of Table 3.2 produces a representation of
(2:17 ;0:85 0 1:25) for document 3. The cosine of the angle between these two
vectors is 0.79, verifying property 1 for this example.4
Term
weight
1
compared
1
0.18
latent
1
0.44
of
1
0.33
performance
1
0.18
structure
1
0.33
the
2
0.63
Linear Combination
2.73

Dimension
2
3
-0.10 0.00
0.13 0.00
-0.26 0.00
-0.10 0.00
-0.26 0.00
0.02 0.00
-0.85 0.00

4
-0.39
0.12
0.05
-0.39
0.05
-0.27
1.25

Table 3.4: Calculation of the LSI feature vector describing document 2.
In fact this result is even stronger because it is actually the inner product of any two
q
vectors which is preserved. As a result, the cosine in both cases can be computed as p95p7
4

using equation (2.5).
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This rst property establishes the full ranking eectiveness of the LSI at
that achieved by the classic vector space method. But the more remarkable
property is that removing the last few components of each vector in the matrix
T0 (producing a matrix we call T ) can actually improve the eectiveness of a
rank ordering system. Figure 3.1 shows the variation in average precision as the
number of dimensions retained increases for a standard information retrieval test
collection using two dierent term weighting functions.5 The upper plots were
produced using the \ltc" weights computed using the following four steps:6
local weight = ln(occurrences of term i in doc k)
of docs
collection-wide weight = ln( numbernumber
of docs with term i )
unnormalized weight = local weight  global weight
normalized weight : qP unnormalized weight 2
(unnormalized weight )
i

(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

i

The upper horizontal line shows the average precision achieved using the original
vectors of term frequencies, and the line with the pronounced peak represents the
average precision achieved when the \ltc" term weights are used with LSI. LSI
does not always exceed the performance of the classic vector space method, however. The lower curve in Figure 3.1 represents the performance of LSI when raw
term frequency with no collection-wide adjustments and no cosine normalization
is used, and the lower horizontal line shows the average precision achieved with
These results were obtained using the Craneld collection of 1398 aerospace abstracts that
we describe in Section 3.3, and are averaged over 225 queries.
6 The notation we use for term weighting functions is drawn from the SMART experimental
text retrieval systemthat we describe in Section 3.3. The rst letter species the local weight,
the second the collection-wide weight, and the third the normalization technique. The \ltc"
nomenclature is read as \log," \tdf," \cosine" weighting.
5
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the original vectors under those conditions. With these \nnn" weights,7 LSI consistently reduces the quality of the rank ordering (unless almost every dimension
is retained), and no choice of dimensions actually improves performance.
0.5
"LSI.LTC"
"Vector.LTC"
"LSI.NNN"
"Vector.NNN"

Average Precision

0.45

0.4

0.35

0.3

0.25
0

200

400

600
800
Dimensions Used

1000

1200

1400

Figure 3.1: Eect of varying the number of retained dimensions on LSI eectiveness.
Although LSI does not always improve performance, examples like the \nnn"
case above in which LSI signi cantly reduces the quality of a rank ordering are
actually fairly rare. When signi cant improvements do occur, the best explanation for that improvement is that removing the last few dimensions generally
moves terms with similar meaning closer together (i.e., their representations become more similar), but that terms with dissimilar meanings remain far apart
The SMART \nnn" designation is read as \no adjustment to term frequency, no collectionwide weight adjustments and no normalization.
7
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in the lower dimensional space. Just as a human might choose to subsume two
slightly dierent terms under the heading of a broader term when constructing
a thesaurus, in LSI the representation of terms which have similar usage (in
the training collection) is compressed towards a single combined representation
when the last dimensions are removed.
As a somewhat extreme (but easily seen) example, examining only the rst
dimension (column 1) in Table 3.3 would lead to the conclusion that the usage
of \latent" should be fairly similar to the usage of \of," and that the usage of
\analogs" should be quite dierent from the usage of \the." A glance at Table 3.2
shows that this accords well with the similarities that would be computed using
the patterns in the original term-document matrix. Larger collections provide
more ne-grained term representations and larger numbers of retained dimensions provide a richer variety of ways in which documents can be represented in
the reduced-dimensional space, but the key idea of moving similar objects closer
together while preserving the dierences between dissimilar objects is the same.
It is the demonstrated ability of LSI to abstract such representations which
encode \latent" semantic meaning from the structure of the term-document matrix that led Deerwester, et al. to coin the name Latent Semantic Indexing 37].
In the next section we describe the mathematical details of the technique and
discuss the way in which the number of dimensions to be retained is determined.

3.1.1 Mathematical Details
The mathematical basis for LSI is the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of
the term-document matrix. The SVD identi es a useful set of basis vectors for
the column space of a term-document matrix. These basis vectors span the
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same space as the collection of vectors which represent documents and, because
they are computed by a rotation (multiplication by an orthogonal matrix) of the
original vectors, applying the change of basis leaves the inner product of any
pair of vectors unchanged. This is the characteristic which underlies the rst
property of the T0 matrix. The second property described on page 78 results
because the basis vectors chosen by the SVD are chosen and sorted in such a
way that removal of one or more from the end of the sorted set will induce
the minimum possible average change to the unnormalized inner product of two
vectors from the collection. In other words, if r basis vectors suce to span the
space and the last n basis vectors are removed from the sorted set produced by
the SVD, the mean magnitude of the change in the set of possible inner products
will be the minimum that could be achieved in any subspace with r ; n basis
vectors. In the remainder of this section we formalize that notion.
From a collection of documents, a term-document matrix X is formed. Each
entry in X consists of a single term weight for the term associated with its row
and the document associated with its column, computed with any appropriate
function of within-document and across-document term frequencies. The SVD
of this matrix is then computed to nd:

T0 : A matrix with orthonormal columns of \left singular vectors" which span
the column space of X ,
D0 : A matrix with orthonormal columns of \right singular vectors" which span
the row space of X , and
S0 : A diagonal matrix of singular values which accumulates the results of
normalizing T0 and D0,
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such that X = T0S0D0T . This decomposition is illustrated in Figure 3.2. By
convention, the left and right singular vectors are constructed so that the values
on the main diagonal of S0 will be nonnegative and sorted in decreasing order.
For a matrix X of rank r, the S0 matrix will have exactly r positive (i.e., nonzero)
entries. The existence (and conditions for the uniqueness) of the SVD of any
matrix is easily shown (c.f., 145]). We compute the SVD using the single vector
Lanczos method, a standard numerical analysis technique adapted for sparse
matrices by Berry, et al. 9].8

x

T0

S0

documents

x

rank

=

rank

T

D0

terms

terms

X

rank

rank

documents

Figure 3.2: Singular Value Decomposition of the term-document matrix X .
Since S0 is diagonal, the SVD of X can be rewritten as:

X=

XT S D T
0
0
0
r

=1

i

ii

i

(3.5)

i

where T0 (the ith left singular vector), S0 (the ith singular value) and D0
(the ith right singular vector) are together referred to as the ith singular triple.
i

ii

i

In particular, we use a version of the the las2.c le from SVDPACKC which we have
modied to conform to the calling conventions used in the SMART text retrieval system.
SVDPACKC is available from http://www.netlib.org/svdpack and SMART is available from
ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart. Details of our modications can be found in Appendix A.
8
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The key property of the SVD for LSI is that because the singular values are
sorted in descending order the best possible rank k approximation to X (for any
rank k < r, in the least squares sense) can be computed as:

X
X^ = T0 S0 D0 T
k

=1

i

ii

(3.6)

i

i

In other words, removing the last r ; k singular triplets results in the smallest
possible change to the average inner product of any two columns of X . Figure 3.3
depicts the matrices T , S and D that result from retaining the singular triples
associated with the k largest singular values, and Tables 3.5 and 3.6 summarize
the notation that we use in this section.
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documents

x

terms

T

dimensions

dimensions

=

terms

X

dimensions

dimensions

documents

Figure 3.3: Result of retaining k singular triples.
Quantity
t
d
r
k

Interpretation
Number of terms
Number of documents
Rank of the term-document matrix
Number of retained dimensions

Table 3.5: Summary of SVD matrix dimensions.
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DT

Matrix
X
T0
S0
D0
T
S
D
X^

Dim
td
tr
rr
dr
tk
kk
dk
td

Contents
Original term-document matrix
Orthonormal columns are left singular vectors of X
Diagonal elements are the singular values of X
Orthonormal columns are right singular vectors of X
Retained left singular vectors
Retained singular values
Retained right singular vectors
Approximate term-document matrix formed as TSDT

Table 3.6: Summary of SVD matrix notation.
The eectiveness of LSI depends on the ability of the SVD to extract salient
features from the term frequencies across a set of documents. To understand
this behavior it is helpful to develop an operational interpretation of the three
matrices which make up the SVD. In the original vector space representation,
X T X is a d  d symmetric matrix of inner products between vectors representing documents (which we call \document vectors"). Each column of the X T X
matrix is a set of inner products between the document vector in the corresponding column of X and every document in the collection. The cosine similarity
measure for documents i and j can be computed as:
(X T X )
(3.7)
(X T X ) (X T X )
ij

ii

jj

Expanding X using the SVD,

X T X = D0S0T0TT0S0D0T
= D0S0S0D0T
= (D0S0)(D0S0)T
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(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)

Considering each column individually,

X T X = (D0 S0) (D0S0)T 8i j
i

j

i

(3.11)

j

In other words, the cosines computed with columns of X will be identical to the
cosines computed using the rows of D0S0.
Given any document vector X , (D0S0) can be calculated as X T0T, since
X = T0S0D0T leads directly to
i

i

T0TX = T0TT0S0D0T
= S0D0T

i

(3.12)
(3.13)

Together with equation (3.11), this proves our rst claim about the LSI, that
we can produce a dense vector of rank r which will produce the same cosines as
the sparse rank t document vectors, and that that dense vector can be formed
as the linear combination of the rows of the T matrix that is speci ed by the
original document vector.
Our second claim is that eliminating the last several columns of T will often
improve the representation. Of course, (as Figure 3.1 illustrates for the case of
\nnn" term weights) this is not always true. So rather than prove our second
claim we instead formalize the intuitive explanation of why an improvement in
ranking performance is often observed that we introduced above. Our explanation is motivated by the approach suggested by Deerwester, et al. 37], but the
details of our presentation are original.9
In the computation of the cosine similarity measure in the vector space model,
each element of the feature vector is treated identically. In other words, the
Alternative explanations of the e ectiveness of LSI which are based on the same concepts
have recently been o ered by Story 144].
9
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vector space model treats terms that happen to have similar meaning in exactly
the same way that it treats unrelated terms. Elimination of the small singular
values from S0 amounts to a judgment that the features associated with small
singular are harmful when representing terms. To see why this is so, it is helpful
to examine how the SVD aects the vectors which represent terms.
Recall that each row of X represents all of the information that X encodes
about a term. Repeating the derivations starting from XX T , we nd that
cosines computed with rows of X are identical to cosines computed using the
rows of T0S0 and that
XD0 = T0S0
(3.14)
Since each value in S selects (and scales) a single column in T , eliminating small
singular values amounts to eliminating the columns of T which have the smallest
average eect on term similarity computations. Furnas has demonstrated that
humans often use a variety of words to describe the same concept 53] and
Deerwester, et al. suggest that retaining only the singular vectors associated with
the largest singular values captures the underlying semantic structure (i.e. the
concepts) in the term-document matrix while rejecting the \noise" that results
from term usage variations 37]. In other words, the elimination of the small
singular values reduces the document feature space into a \document concept
space."
This analysis motivates the description of T T as a linear function from a
document vector (which speci es which terms appear in the document) to a
\concept vector" which encodes the concepts which appear in a document. Similarly, SDT represents a linear function from a term vector (which speci ed
which documents a term appears in) to the \concept vector" which represents a
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term. Table 3.7 depicts this relationship.
Matrix
Row
Column
T
Concept Vector Space Term Vector Space
DS Concept Vector Space Document Vector Space
Table 3.7: Spaces spanned by the left and right singular vectors.
Although we are able to describe the eect of eliminating the smallest singular
values, our explanation oers little insight into the number of singular values
which should be retained. Inspection of the singular values for the Cran eld
collection in Figure 3.4 reveals that the pronounced peak in Figure 3.1 appears
to be associated with the departure from linear decay of the singular values on a
log{log plot, but is not known whether a similar cue exists for other collections
or term weighting strategies.10 Results reported by Dumais do, however, suggest
an empirical correlation between the breadth of a test collection (i.e., the number
of topics addressed in the collection) and the optimal value of k. On a collection
of 1,033 medical abstracts, Dumais found that average precision was maximized
at between k = 70 and k = 100 42] and Figure 3.1 shows a similar maximum
between k = 100 and k = 150 on a collection of 1398 aerospace abstracts. But
for a larger collection containing 38,175 news articles, performance continued to
improve up to k = 346, the largest value that was tried 41]. This \what works
best" approach is presently the best known approach for choosing k, with values
between k = 100 and k = 400 typically found to oer a reasonable performance
without imposing exceptional computational demands 10].
This observation was originally made by Dr. Christos Faloutsos. SMART \ltc" term
weights were used to produce this plot.
10
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Figure 3.4: Singular values for the Cran eld collection (log{log).
The sparse matrix Lanczos method we use is an iterative algorithm that is
well suited to computing the singular triples associated with the largest singular
values. Typically the largest singular triples can be found in time proportional
to the number of documents, but the time required for the computation increases with the square of the number of singular triples that are desired. Thus,
large document collections pose no particular problems by themselves, but the
larger numbers of singular triples needed to achieve good performance on those
collections does pose a diculty. The time complexity of the algorithm is:
4in + 2kn + i2d

(3.15)

where n is the number of of nonzero elements in X , i is the number of iterations
that are required to compute the desired number of singular values and k and d
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are de ned in Table 3.5 7].11
In text retrieval applications it is reasonable to treat the number of terms in
any document as an independent and identically distributed random variable.
Thus as d becomes large, n will be well approximated by a constant multiple
of d. The number of iterations is upper bounded by the rank of X (which is
in turn upper bounded by minfd tg), but in practice it can be fairly closely
approximated by a constant multiple of k when k minfd tg, as Table 3.8
shows for the Cran eld collection.
Dimensions (k)
Documents (d) 100 200 300
200
176 200 N/A
400
212 332 400
600
224 370 484
800
226 384 514
1000
236 392 526
1200
234 396 540
1398
232 409 550
Table 3.8: Number of iterations required to compute k dimensions using SVD
on the Cran eld collection.
Thus it is the i2d term in equation (3.15) that dominates the asymptotic time
complexity of the sparse matrix SVD calculations in text retrieval applications
when the Lanczos method is used, and the resulting asymptotic time complexity
is k2d. Table 3.9 shows timing results for SVD computations on term-document
matrices formed from the Cran eld collection on a SPARC 20.
The equation presented in 7] omits the third term, which is only required when the singular
vectors are desired, and it includes some smaller terms that are dominated by the terms shown
here.
11
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Documents (d)
Dimensions (k) 400 600 800 1000 1200 1398
100
0:28 0:41 0:56 1:09 1:19 1:29
300
2:59 6:25 9:10 10:06 11:57 14:27
Table 3.9: Time to compute the SVD for the Cran eld collection (min:sec).
The space complexity of the algorithm is somewhat more tractable. The
space required is proportional to 106]:12
2ki + i2 + 2t + 1:5n

(3.16)

As more documents are added to the collection, t (the number of unique terms)
will eventually grow more slowly than d. So initially equation (3.16) will be
dominated by k2 + t, but for very large collections it will eventually be dominated by k2 + d. So although the asymptotic space complexity of the algorithm
is also proportional to the number of documents and to the square of k, for the
asymptotic space complexity the combination is additive rather than multiplicative. Since we do not yet know whether the optimum value of k grows more or
p
less slowly than d, it is not presently possible to determine which of these two
terms will dominate the asymptotic space complexity.

3.1.2 The LSI-Mean Filtering Technique
In Chapter 2 we briey described how both Foltz and Sch$utze, et. al. have used
LSI feature vectors with machine learning techniques 48, 132]. Dumais has used
LSI in conjunction with \relevance feedback," an information retrieval technique
in which training documents are used to construct a single representation of an
12

Again, less signicant terms are not shown.
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interest 41]. That approach is distinguished from other applications of relevance
feedback to vector representations by two characteristics:
The relevance feedback is done in the reduced-dimensional LSI space.
Only the relevant training documents are used to construct the pro le.
In Dumais' LSI-mean adaptive text ltering technique, the SVD and small
singular value rejection steps are rst performed using a representative sample
of the relevant and non-relevant documents in the training set. Concept vectors
for the documents judged to be relevant to each topic are then computed. The
mean of the relevant document concept vectors is computed for each topic and
that mean vector is used as the pro le. Documents in the evaluation set are
then rank ordered by decreasing cosine between the pro le and the evaluation
documents' concept vectors.
In the TREC-3 \routing" evaluation, Dumais computed the SVD on the approximately 78,746 word stems which occurred in ve or more of the 38,175
documents in the training collection for which relevance judgements were available, using the \ltc" term weight formula.13 Pro le vectors for fty topics were
then computed based on between 25 and 742 (mean 215) relevant documents
per topic. Retaining 346 dimensions, Dumais then computed concept vectors
for 336,306 documents in the evaluation collection 41]. The average precision of
0.3737 achieved using this technique greatly exceeded the 0.2880 average precision achieved when the concept vector for the topic speci cation was substituted
TREC includes both a \routing" evaluation and a \ltering" special interest track. The
\routing" evaluation evaluates ranked output systems, while the \ltering" evaluation evaluates exact-match systems.
13
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for the pro le, and is close to the 0.4068 average precision achieved by the best
participating system.

3.2 The Gaussian User Model
Dumais' results suggest that a statistical user model can be eective, even when
a very simple user model is used. The LSI-mean model represents each information need with a single vector and then ranks documents by how \close"
they are to that representation, regardless of the \direction" of the dierence.
The \direction" may, however, encode important information as well because
LSI produces vectors which behave in some ways as if they represent concepts.
For this reason, we have investigated the performance of a technique which extends the LSI-mean model with an asymmetric similarity measure that we rst
described in 103].

3.2.1 A Cognitive Model for Document Selection
By a \cognitive" model we mean one which approximates in some way a highorder human decision-making process. The process we wish to model is that of
sorting newly arrived documents into a list ranked by their degree of relevance to
an information need. Our goal is to use vector representations of documents and
positive training examples to order the newly arrived documents in a way that
is as similar as possible to that which would be arrived at by a human cognitive
process. The LSI-mean technique has demonstrated good performance in this
same task, so we have chosen to extend that technique to model an aspect of
human cognition.
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The aspect of human cognition we seek to model is \speci city of interest."
Our intuition suggests that humans treat a relatively small number of concepts
with great speci city when identifying relevant documents (i.e., they must specifically be present in the right amounts, or they must speci cally be absent), while
other concepts are allowed a greater range of variation. We refer to this later
case as \don't care" concepts, although even in this case humans may prefer
that such concepts do not completely dominate the document. The cognitive
basis for the Gaussian User Model is our belief that representations of human
interests could bene t from an ability to assign diering tolerance for deviation
from \typicality" for dierent concepts.
A simple example may help to visualize this approach. Consider a vector
representation of two information needs using three conceptual dimensions that
are developed from occurrences of evidence for the concepts \valuable," \green,"
and \paper." In order to motivate the mathematical techniques we describe
below, suppose that we were to represent an interest in United States paper
currency with approximately equal measures of all three concepts and that we
chose to represent an interest in emeralds with approximately equal measures of
\green" and \valuable," regardless of how often \paper" appears.
Because only positive evidence is used for each concept, three dimensional
vectors that have been normalized to unit length will all appear on the surface
of the rst octant of a unit-radius sphere. The circle in Figure 3.5 describes
the points at which individual vectors from the cone of vectors which contain
approximately equal proportions of all three concepts (reasonable representations
for documents about paper money) will meet the unit sphere. The vector with
exactly equal proportions of the three concepts is shown at the center of the
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circle. This corresponds to the LSI-mean pro le. The LSI-mean approach is well
suited to this situation because the cosine similarity measure is sensitive only to
the amount of angular dierence between the pro le and the document vectors.
So use of the cosine similarity measure is equivalent to ranking documents in
order of increasing arc distance from the pro le vector to the projection of the
documents' concept vectors onto the unit sphere.
Green

U.S. Currency
Emeralds

Valuable

Paper

Figure 3.5: Circle and band interest representations on the unit sphere.
The band in Figure 3.5 describes the intersection of the group of vectors
with approximately equal proportions of \green" and \valuable" without an
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overwhelming proportion of \paper" (reasonable representations for documents
about emeralds) with the unit sphere. This situation in which there is a \don't
care" dimension (paper), is less well modeled by the LSI-mean approach. With
any single pro le vector and a rotationally invariant ranking technique, some
documents outside the band will necessarily be ranked ahead of some documents
that are inside the band, regardless of where that pro le vector is placed. It is
this limitation which our extension to the LSI-mean technique is designed to
overcome.
In this example our simple cognitive model is known a priori , having been
constructed by hand to illustrate these ideas. For adaptive text ltering it is also
necessary to provide a means of learning the cognitive model. In this section
we describe a directionally sensitive user model which is based on the same two
adaptation characteristics as Dumais' LSI-mean technique:
The relevance feedback is done in the reduced-dimensional LSI space.
Only the relevant training documents are used to construct the pro le.

3.2.2 Gaussian User Model Design
When ranked output is desired, the circle and band in Figure 3.5 can be thought
of as prototypes for contours of equal rank on the surface of the sphere. Increasingly larger circles (or bands) would encompass increasingly larger number of
documents. The rst to be encompassed should be ranked the highest and the
last ranked the lowest. This de nes a concept of distance which is distorted by
the shape of the prototype. The concept of a distorted distance measure on the
unit sphere (or, in higher dimensions, unit hypersphere) is the fundamental idea
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behind our extension to the LSI-mean technique.
In LSI, the SVD computation rotates the axes of the concept space in order to
produce a diagonal S matrix. So when LSI is used, it is not practical to identify
a single concept with each axis in the manner depicted in Figure 3.5. LSI-based
techniques which account for varying levels of concept-speci city must therefore
learn these models without obtaining human guidance on a concept-by-concept
basis. Furthermore, the information need representation must be able to encode
the level of speci city in arbitrary directions.
These considerations led us to consider characterizing concept speci city using both the mean and the covariance of the relevant training documents. This
is a quite straightforward extension of the LSI mean approach. If the training
documents are viewed as instances of a random vector, the LSI-mean user model
represents the interest by estimating the rst moment of the distribution (the
mean) and then using a symmetric function to rank order newly arrived documents. A natural next step is to consider a model based on estimates of the
rst and second moments of the distribution and a rank ordering scheme which
accounts for the dierences revealed by the second moment of the distribution.
Thus, estimates of the mean and the covariance of a random vector are the basis
for the technique we call the the \Gaussian User Model."
It is well known that length normalization signi cantly improves the performance of text retrieval systems 51]. For example, normalizing each vector to
unit length before computing the SVD signi cantly improved the performance
of the LSI-mean technique in the results depicted in Figure 3.1. This makes
sense intuitively as well, since human evaluation of the topical similarity of two
documents should be more closely related to the relative distribution of concepts
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in the two documents than to the actual number of references to each concept in
each document. For example, a document formed by concatenating two copies of
a shorter document would likely be judged by a user to have identical content.
Singhal, et al. have recently shown that in some situations it can make sense
(and improved retrieval performance) to make some adjustments for document
length when selecting documents because in some applications longer documents
typically address a larger number of topics 138]. We are not aware of a case in
which this approach has been applied in conjunction with LSI feature vectors,
however, so we chose to avoid this problem by using a fairly homogeneous document collection consisting of abstracts of similar length in the experiments we
report below. This allows us to simply normalize each vector that represents a
relevant document to unit length before using it to construct the Gaussian User
Model.
The most straightforward way to address this problem would be to calculate a
covariance-sensitive distance measure on the surface of the unit hypersphere (or,
equivalently, to distort the unit hypersphere itself using the covariance matrix
and then use a symmetric distance measure on the distorted manifold). But a
more ecient approach is to project every concept vector to the hyperplane which
is tangent to the mean vector and then compute what is known as \Mahalanobis
distance" in that hyperplane 121]. Mahalanobis distance essentially allows us
to rank order documents in order of increasing surprise that they would have
come from the distribution represented by the mean vector and the covariance
matrix.
Together, the mean vector and the covariance matrix uniquely specify a multidimensional Gaussian distribution. For such a distribution, the surfaces of
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equal probability density are hyperellipses, and the Mahalanobis distance is simply the inverse of the probability density at which the deterministic vector is
found. In directions with small variance, small Euclidean distances equate to
large Mahalanobis distances. For directions with large variances, even large Euclidean distances will equate to relatively small Mahalanobis distances. If the
variance is the same in every direction, Mahalanobis distance is simply a scaled
version of the Euclidean distance. To the extent that a distribution is well characterized by its rst and second moments, Mahalanobis distance is essentially a
measure of our \surprise" at encountering a speci c instance of a random vector.
Because the rst and second moments of a random vector uniquely describe a
Gaussian distribution, the user model described here is a \Gaussian User Model"
in the sense that it implements a Gaussian distribution which seeks to approximate the true distribution more closely that would be possible with the rotationally invariant LSI-mean model. Figure 3.6 depicts the same example described
above when ellipses depicting contours of constant probability density are substituted for the bands and circles. In this case the circle appears exactly the same,
since a circle is simply a special case of an ellipse. The ellipse representing the
band is a less perfect approximation, but it does capture some of the information
about the region in which desirable vectors will be found.
As can be seen in Figure 3.6, a rank ordering of vectors produced using
nested ellipses that represent contours of constant Mahalanobis distance in the
hyperplane normal to the mean vector will be the same as that which would
be produced with computations on the surface of the unit hypersphere, except
for extremely distant vectors. Vectors which would violate this monotonicity
property are easily recognized because they have a negative projection on the
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Paper

Figure 3.6: Contours of constant Mahalanobis distance on planes tangent to the
surface of the unit sphere.
mean vector, and they can safely be grouped (unranked) at the bottom of the
ranked list because that is where computations on the unit hypersphere would
have placed them.
In the next section we present the mathematical details of the Gaussian
User Model. The sections which follow present the results of an experiment
which compares the performance of the Gaussian User Model with the LSI-mean
technique and discuss the implications of those results.
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3.2.3 Mathematical Details
We begin by estimating the mean vector and then projecting each document to
the hyperplane that is normal to the mean vector. As in the LSI mean model, the
sample mean of N relevant training concept vectors fv1 v2 : : : v g is computed
as:
X
 = N1 v
(3.17)
=1
The projection p of every vector v to the hyperplane normal to  is then computed using Gauss-Seidel elimination as:
N

N
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This projection requires about twice as many elementary arithmetic operations
as length normalization, but it enables the use of linear, rather than angular,
measures for ranking.
Once the projections of the relevant documents are known, the sample covariance matrix of those projections can be formed as:

X
& = N1 p pT
=1
N

i

(3.19)

i

i

If this sample covariance matrix were a good estimate of the true covariance
matrix, the Mahalanobis distance m from the distribution represented by  (the
projection of which is zero) and & to any projected vector p is de ned as:
i

m2 = pT &;1p
i

i

(3.20)

Mahalanobis distance is a natural replacement for Euclidian distance in this
case because both are computed as a quadratic form of the projection of a vector
to a hyperplane. When & is the identity matrix, m in equation (3.20)will simply
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be the Euclidian distance. Otherwise, for directions in which high variance is
expected the eect of &;1 in the quadratic form will be to make the Mahalanobis
distance smaller than the Euclidian distance would have been. Similarly, for
directions in which small variance is expected the Mahalanobis distance will be
larger than the Euclidian distance.
Unfortunately, two problems arise with this approach. First, the sample
covariance may not have full rank, so &;1 may not exist. In particular, & is the
sum of N rank 1 matrices, so the rank of & is upper bounded by N . Until there
are more relevant training documents than dimensions, & is guaranteed not to
have a unique inverse. A second diculty persists even after & achieves full rank,
however. Spectral decompositions of typical sample covariance matrices formed
with relatively small numbers of samples (up to about three times the number of
dimensions) into an orthogonal eigenvector matrix U and a diagonal eigenvalue
matrix ' usually reveal that the largest eigenvalue of the sample covariance
matrix is too large and the smallest eigenvalue is too small 52]. Of course, the
zero eigenvalues which occur before the sample covariance matrix achieves full
rank are clearly too small, so the rst problem is actually a special case of this
second.
Friedman has proposed a technique known as \regularization" which addresses both diculties 52]. Friedman suggests that by replacing every eigenvalue with a linear combination of that eigenvalue and the mean of the set of
eigenvalues, this observed bias towards extreme eigenvalues can be mitigated 52].
The spectral decomposition of the sample covariance matrix is rst formed as:
& = U T 'U
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(3.21)

Then each eigenvalue is adjusted towards the mean eigenvalue using:

X
^ =  + (1 ; ) k1 
k

i

i

j

j

=1

(3.22)

where  is the ith eigenvalue from ', ^ is the adjusted estimate of the ith
eigenvalue and k is the number of dimensions. The parameter  de nes a family
of user models, and the optimal value must be determined experimentally. We
describe an experiment to nd the value of  which produces the best average
precision for a text retrieval test collection in Section 3.3. Once a value for  is
chosen, the \regularized" covariance matrix is computed as:
i

i

& = U' UT


(3.23)



where ' is the diagonal matrix with f^1 ^2 : : : ^ g on the main diagonal. The
results of an experimental determination of suitable values for  are described
in the next section.
Using equations (3.17), (3.18), (3.21), (3.22) and (3.23), the Gaussian User
Model is implemented by rank ordering documents in increasing order of the
estimated Mahalanobis distance m


k



m2 = pT&;1 p
i
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(3.24)

between the projection p of any vector v and the distribution speci ed by 
and & . We describe an experimental procedure to discover a suitable value for
 in the next section.
i

i



3.3 Experiment Design
The two goals of our experiment were:
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Determine the optimum value for the parameter  in the Gaussian User
Model.
Compare the eectiveness of the Gaussian User Model with the eectiveness of the LSI-mean technique.
It turns out that the same experiment design actually suces for both purposes.
Our basic approach is to repeat the same text ltering experiment, using dierent
values for  each time, and then select the value of  which maximizes the
average precision. When  = 1:0, the Gaussian User Model produces the same
rank order as the cosine measure (a fact which we prove in the next section), so
by including 1.0 in the range of values for  both objectives can be realized.
In our experiment we have used the Gaussian User Model to select abstracts
from the Cran eld collection. The Cran eld collection contains 1398 abstracts of
journal articles from the eld of aerospace engineering.14 Originally designed for
evaluation of text retrieval systems, the collection also includes 225 brief topic
speci cations and binary relevance judgements for every document against each
topic. There are between 2 and 39 relevant documents for each topic, with an
average of approximately 8.
The Cran eld collection is an attractive choice for this experiment because
it is small enough to permit experiments to be run repeatedly and yet there
are enough topics so that performance dierences on individual topics can be
smoothed out in order to understand the \typical" performance of a ltering
technique. Given the relatively small number of relevant documents for each
query, it is only possible to evaluate the initial learning behavior of the Gaussian
14

The Craneld collection is available from ftp://cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart/cran
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User Model using the Cran eld collection. But because the performance of a
ltering technique during the initial training phase is of particular signi cance
in interactive applications, we are willing to accept this limitation.
Hull has used this collection for text ltering experiments as well 67]. For
these experiments Hull developed a cross-validation technique to maximize the
size of each training set, and we have applied the same technique. For each
topic, we repeatedly train on all but one of the relevant documents, and then
determine the rank that would be assigned to the remaining relevant document.
This process is repeated as many times as there are documents relevant to a
topic, each time with a dierent relevant document withheld from the training
set. The result is a list of ranks at which the relevant documents would have
been placed if that document had been the last to arrive. In the event of a tie
we arbitrarily increment the rank of all but one of the documents, repeating the
process until all ties have been removed. For a topic with 8 relevant documents,
this is a fairly good estimate of the ranks that would be assigned to a set of 8
relevant documents which arrive after 7 earlier documents have been used for
training. As a measure of eectiveness we compute precision using 11 point
interpolation (nonincreasing step function interpolation at values between 0.0
and 1.0 in steps of 0.1), average the results over the 225 topics at each of the
eleven points, and then average the eleven resulting values to nd the average
precision.
We used version 11.0 the SMART text retrieval system to conduct the experiment. SMART is designed speci cally to support the evaluation of vector
space text retrieval systems. As a result, it contains extensive facilities for lexical analysis, vector construction, term weighting, similarity calculations, ranked
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output, and computation of evaluation measures. For the Singular Value Decomposition we integrated the SVDPACK sparse matrix SVD routines. Appendix A
describes the modi cations which we made to the two packages to integrate
them, implement the Gaussian User Model, and collect experimental results for
text ltering using cross-validation. The SMART and LSI parameters listed in
Table 3.10 were used for every experimental run.
Parameter
Dimensions Retained (k)
Stopword List
Term Weight Function

Value
100
SMART English
SMART ltc weights

Table 3.10: Parameters for the Gaussian User Model experiment.

3.4 Results
Figure 3.7 shows the average precision achieved by the Gaussian User Model for
a range of values of . The upper line shows the comparable results when the
\ltc" weighting function is applied (including the length normalization) before
the SVD is performed. The lower line shows ltering eectiveness when no
weighting function or length normalization is performed before computing the
SVD. This corresponds to the use of raw term frequency. Dumais has reported
that advanced weighting functions signi cantly improve the performance of LSI
for information retrieval, and these results con rm that information ltering
applications of LSI accrue similar bene ts 42].
Figure 3.7 convincingly demonstrates that the optimum value for  is 1.0,
regardless of whether \ltc" or \nnn" weights are used. That is the value, however,
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Figure 3.7: Average precision on the Cran eld collection with and without term
weights.
which produces the same rank order as Dumais' LSI-mean technique. When
 = 1:0, a scaled identity matrix is used in place of the covariance matrix, so
the Mahalanobis distance between the distribution and any projected vector is
a constant multiple of the length of that projection. As Figure 3.8 illustrates,
the length m1 0 of the projection p of any vector v will have a length speci ed
by the tangent of the included angle  (since  has unit length), provided only
that v forms an acute angle with . Therefore,
:

i

i

i

(2)
(1) > (2)
m(1)
1 0 > m1 0 , 

, cos((1) ) < cos((2) )

(3.25)

(2)
(1) = (2)
m(1)
1 0 = m1 0 , 

, cos((1) ) = cos((2) )
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since tan  is strictly increasing and cos  is strictly decreasing in the rst quadrant. So the order produced when documents are ranked by increasing Euclidian
distance in the hyperplane normal to  will be identical to the order produced
when documents are ranked by decreasing values of the cosine similarity measure.

μ

p

i

θ
vi

Figure 3.8: Relation of the length of p to the included angle .
i

So the somewhat surprising result of our experiment is that the best value of
 is the one which reduces the Gaussian User Model to the LSI-mean technique.
The eect is even more dramatic near the top of the ranked list (i.e., at lower
values of recall), which is the region most likely to be of interest for interactive
applications. Figure 3.9 shows the eect of alpha on the precision at several
levels of recall.
Because the bias towards extreme eigenvalues is most severe when there are
few samples, it would be reasonable to consider making  a function of the
number of samples in the training set. Unfortunately, no such trend is seen when
performance statistics are collected with the topics grouped by the number of
training examples. In fact, the same dramatic improvement near  = 1:0 is seen
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Figure 3.9: Precision at several values of recall, averaged over 225 topics.
for almost every topic when the same statistics are collected on a topic-by-topic
basis. So the averaging eect of the average precision statistic is not responsible
for these disappointing results.
The sharp rise near  = 1:0 suggests that there might be some counterintuitive eect which would further improve eectiveness for values of  above 1.0, a
process which (by analogy to overrelaxation) we could refer to as \overregularization." Since it makes little sense to construct an estimate of the covariance
matrix which is not positive de nite, we have chosen to explore the the region
in which every eigenvalue remains positive. This condition is assured for every
value of  that transforms the largest eigenvalue to a positive value, so we de ne
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max as:

max

(3.28)
max ; 1 P =1 
where max = max  . The value of max will vary from topic to topic, so
we normalize the region 1:0 <  < max, to cover the range 1:0 < 0 < 2:0 as
follows:

max =

k

j

k
j

j

j

0 =  0 <  1:0
0 = 1 +  ; 1  1:0 <  < max
max

(3.29)
(3.30)

Figure 3.10 shows the result of extending the data for the \ltc" weights from
Figure 3.7 into the overregularization region. The sharp fallo at  = 1:0 clearly
indicates that overregularization is not helpful either.
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Figure 3.10: Average precision for \ltc" term weights with overregularization.
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3.5 Representing Uninteresting Documents
Both the Gaussian User Model and the LSI-mean technique use only positive
training examples, those which the user has designated as interesting. From
the performance of the LSI-mean technique we can be certain that there is a
tendency for similar documents to cluster together in the LSI concept space
and that the clustering tendency is suciently strong (at least when averaged
over many topics) for construction of text ltering systems which exploit it.
The Gaussian User Model's failure to improve on (or even equal, except in the
degenerate case) the eectiveness of the LSI-mean model suggests that the shape
of the distribution cannot be exploited, at least for training sets of moderate size.
There are two possible explanations that would be consistent with our hypothesis
that human interests are more speci c with respect to some concepts than others:
The LSI concept-vector representation does not preserve sucient information to recognize the most important concepts with a moderate number
of training samples.
The assumption implicit in the Gaussian User Model that small variance
in the training set indicates speci city of interest is invalid.
If the rst possible explanation is correct, then no replacement for the symmetric cosine measure can be found and this line of investigation will prove fruitless. The second possibility oers greater promise, since it would be possible to
relax the constraint that only positive training documents be used in order to
exploit an additional source of information about how concept speci city varies
across concepts.
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Consider again the original example of documents about emeralds. If the
concepts \shiny" and \boat" also appeared in the document collection, they too
might be represented in the LSI concept space. \Shiny" might occur often with
\emeralds," making it useful for identifying that interest. \Boat," on the other
hand, might appear equally rarely in documents about emeralds and those that
are not about emeralds. Thus, \shiny" is informative, but \boat" is not. But
if both have small variance in the relevant training documents, the Gaussian
User Model would treat both identically. The key to recognizing the dierence
is to represent the expected variations in the non-relevant documents as well and
then compare the two interest representations in some way. If that results in
improved performance, then we would know that the reason the Gaussian User
Model is unable to distinguish between informative and uninformative concepts
is that only positive examples are examined.
Unfortunately, the non-relevant documents are unlikely to form a single cluster, so some representation that is appropriate for multimodal distributions must
be devised. One approach would be to use the unimodal distribution which represents the relevant documents to de ne a \region" of interest, and then remove
the elements of the multimodal distribution of non-relevant documents which
lie outside that region. If the remaining nonrelevant distributions then form a
single cluster, discriminant analysis techniques that are appropriate for separating unimodal distributions can then be applied. Hull has developed a technique
called \local LSI" that works in exactly this way 68].
Hull de ned the \region" of interest on the surface of the unit hypersphere by
using the basic (not LSI) vector space method, combining the vector representing
the topic speci cation with the vectors representing relevant documents to form
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the pro le for the rst pass. The top 2,000 documents were then selected (using
the cosine measure and that pro le), and performed the SVD for LSI using
only those documents. The advantage of this preprocessing step is that the
resulting LSI representation is tuned to preserve signi cant dierences among
the documents which are similar to rst-pass pro le.
Hull then represented the relevant and non-relevant document sets separately,
nding separate mean vectors and covariance matrices, and then computed the
Mahalanobis distance from every vector to each of the distributions. These values were used to rank documents in order of decreasing dierence between two
Mahalanobis distances, with the documents closer to the relevant distribution
being assigned positive values so that they would be listed rst. This is a variation on Quadratic Discriminant Analysis.15
Hull computed mean vectors and covariance matrices in the full LSI space,
rather than in the projection to the tangent hyperplane. When some dimensions
exhibit large variance, this results in a component of the covariance matrix that
is aligned with the mean vector, favoring documents which are closer to the
mean by predicting a somewhat larger variance for them. Since this tendency
towards the mean is the same eect achieved by increasing  in our model, the
two approaches should produce results which are comparable even though the
associated value of  may dier.
Hull found no value for  which resulted in a statistically signi cant improvement in performance over the LSI-mean technique. He ran those experiments by
training on 100,000 Wall Street Journal articles which had been judged against
In Quadratic Discriminant Analysis a threshold of zero is applied to the di erence in order
to separate the two sets without computing a rank order.
15
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40 topics for the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) and then using another
80,000 articles from the same collection for evaluation 68]. This would suggest
that on larger collections even the non-relevant documents in the local region
are not well represented by a unimodal distribution.16
In the more recent experiments that we referred to at the outset of this chapter, however, Sch$utze, Hull and Pedersen have reported signi cant eectiveness
improvements, even when a signi cantly simpler technique based Linear Discriminant Analysis is used. In Linear Discriminant Analysis the covariance matrix
of the two distributions is assumed to be identical, so every sample (relevant
and non-relevant) is used to estimate a single covariance matrix. The mean vectors are, of course, allowed to be dierent so that the two distributions can be
separated.
The key to achieving the eectiveness improvements they report is that only
the 250-word passage of each document that is most closely related to an explicit
topic description is used to form the term-document matrix when computing
the local LSI representation. It would appear from their results that shorter
documents provide a more informative basis for recognizing similarities in the
usage of individual terms. Such an observation is consistent with the excellent
results which Hull obtained when Quadratic Discriminant Analysis was applied
to the Cran eld collection, since the median document length in that collection
is about 100 words 67].
Hull actually did demonstrate improved performance on the Craneld collection with a
similar technique 67]. Hull explains this seeming contradiction by observing that it is far
easier to separate the two distributions on the much smaller Craneld collection.
16
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3.6 Implications for Future Research
The results obtained by Sch$utze, et al. suggest that improved representations,
such as those based on identi cation of salient passages, can produce enough
information to permit discriminant analysis techniques which assume unimodal
distributions to succeed. Of course, such an approach requires that both relevant
and non-relevant training examples be available. The diculty of collecting explicit judgements about non-relevant documents leads us to conclude that further
research on implicit feedback techniques for interactive text ltering will be particularly important if we are to eventually achieve the best possible eectiveness
from vector space text ltering systems.
There is no a priori reason to believe, however, that the unimodal statistical
representations used in Linear and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis capture all
of the useful information well, even when the local LSI approach is adopted. In
order to investigate whether even better eectiveness can be achieved, it would
be useful to experiment with non-statistical techniques based on multimodal
representations. DeClaris and his colleagues have developed a heuristic approach
which uses successive feature extraction steps (or a neural network) to identify
hyperellipsoid or hypercube representations that satisfy logical constraints on
cluster formation that are known a priori and they have used the technique to
construct cognitive models for disease classi cation and dierential diagnosis 22,
35, 33, 61, 70, 146, 151]. In machine learning this type of approach is referred
to as \disjunctive induction," since (in text ltering applications) the pro le
would be built by applying inductive learning to infer a union (or \disjunction")
of unimodal representations 82]. Recently developed \neuro-fuzzy" techniques
which exploit ideas from both neural networks and fuzzy logic may also be well
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suited for adaptive text ltering 36]. Radial basis function neural networks and
wavelet neural networks oer other alternatives. All of these techniques need to
be investigated in order to discover the ultimate limits on the eectiveness of
vector space text ltering.
A more practical question which is raised by our Gaussian User Model experiment is whether improved performance would be observed if more relevant
training examples were available. This is the basis for our participation in the
\routing" portion of the TREC-5 evaluation, the results of which will be available in November of 1996. If that experiment reveals that a value of  below
1.0 produces good results on large training sets then a hybrid approach in which
the LSI mean is used initially, transitioning to the Gaussian User Model once its
lower eciency is oset by improved eectiveness.
Another important issue raised by our work with the LSI-mean technique and
the Gaussian User Model is whether the Singular Value Decomposition can be
replaced by an alternative technique for generating short feature vectors that can
serve as a useful basis for adaptive text ltering applications. Berry has achieved
signi cant savings in computational complexity when a recursive approximation
technique is applied by using what are known as \ULV" and \URV" decompositions 8]. We have evaluated an alternative approach based on a heuristic
approximation to multidimensional scaling known as \FastMap" that was developed by Faloutsos and Lin 45]. Although Faloutsos and Lin reported promising
results on very small document collections, our initial experimental results on
the considerably larger Cran eld collection are disappointing 101].
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3.7 Summary
We have shown that Dumais' LSI-mean technique is better than any other known
vector space approach that uses LSI feature vectors for adaptive text ltering
when only a small number of explicitly identi ed positive training examples
are available. LSI feature vectors are important for our adaptive multilingual
text ltering experiments and restriction to a small number of positive training
examples closely matches our conception of a typical interactive text ltering
task, so we can be con dent that the LSI-mean technique is a reasonable basis
for the experiments reported in Chapter 5. We are now prepared to justify our
claim that LSI provides a useful basis for multilingual text ltering, and to begin
our search for other promising techniques. This is the subject of Chapter 4, in
which we step back and take a comprehensive look at techniques which have
been developed for multilingual text retrieval.
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Chapter 4

Multilingual Text Retrieval
In this chapter we review the present state of the art in multilingual text retrieval (a topic we have previously surveyed in 104]. Our objective here is to
identify techniques that can be adapted to perform multilingual text ltering.
By \multilingual" text retrieval we mean the retrieval of documents based on
explicit queries formulated by a human using natural language, regardless of
the language in which the documents and the query are expressed. Neville has
called this a \multilingually searchable system" 98]. We emphasize here only
the cross-language aspect of multilingual text retrieval, the case in which queries
are expressed in a language dierent from that of the documents, since our ultimate goal is to craft techniques which can be adapted to select documents in one
language based on pro les constructed using relevant training documents that
may have been written in another language.
Multilingual text retrieval has been the subject of a good deal of study because there are important information needs which cannot be satis ed by monolingual text retrieval systems. The examples which follow are meant to be illustrative, rather than exhaustive, but together they provide some insight into the
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practical problems which have motivated this research.
A collection contains documents in such a large number of languages that
it would be impractical to form a query in each language.
The documents themselves are expressed in more than one language. Consider, for example:

{ Technical documents in which English jargon appears intermixed with
narrative text in another language.

{ Literary criticism which quotes substantial portions of a work in a
dierent language.

{ Academic works which cite the titles of documents in dierent languages.
The user is not suciently uent in a document collection's language to
express a query in that language, but is able to make use of the documents
that are identi ed. This would certainly be useful for a user who is able to
read but not to write well in the document collection's language, but there
are a wide variety of circumstances in which a reader totally unfamiliar with
the principal language of the document collection might nd multilingual
retrieval useful. For example:

{ A collection of images that are indexed by captions in a language that
is unfamiliar to the user.

{ A researcher seeking to determine which individuals and institutions
have conducted research on a particular topic.
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{ A user with sucient resources to translate the selected documents
into a language that he or she is able to understand.
This last example points up a synergistic relationship between machine assisted translation and multilingual text retrieval. Multilingual text retrieval can
be used to reduce the number of documents requiring translation, while machine
assisted translation makes it practical to translate the selected documents at a
reasonable cost. Incremental improvement in either technology should result in a
greater demand for both. A similar relationship exists between multilingual text
retrieval and fully automatic machine translation. Although (except in narrow
domains such as weather reporting) translations produced by fully automatic
systems are of signi cantly lower quality than machine assisted translations,
they can be used in a \screening" role during document selection 97].
Figure 4.1 illustrates how fully automatic and machine assisted translation
resources could be integrated with a multilingual text retrieval system. With
such a system, queries can be constructed in whatever language the user nds
convenient, and documents will be returned in whatever language they are expressed. If necessary, fully automatic machine translation can be used to produce
screening-quality translations that allow the user to select documents. When a
higher quality translation is required, selected documents can be submitted for
machine assisted human translation.
Before proceeding it might be useful to identify related research that is outside the scope of this survey. The term \multilingual" is also commonly used
to refer to text retrieval systems which can be parameterized to search in one
of several languages (c.f. 26]). In such systems both the query and the documents must be expressed in the same language, so such systems are actually
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Figure 4.1: Integrating multilingual text retrieval with machine translation.
monolingual text retrieval systems. It is possible to use several monolingual text
retrieval systems to retrieve documents from a multilingual document collection,
but we do not consider such an approach multilingual text retrieval in the sense
of our original de nition.
Occasionally, \multilingual" is used even more broadly to describe features
of the user interface that allow text to be entered and/or displayed using more
than one language or character set (c.f. 116]). This concept is also referred to
as \localization" or \internationalization" of software, reecting the motivation
behind the design of a linguistically parameterized user interface. In this context,
an online library catalog might be described as \multilingual" if it allowed the
user to select the language in which help screens are displayed, even if only
monolingual searching is possible.
These closely related research areas oer important perspectives on text retrieval in languages other than English that would be useful to developers of truly
multilingual text ltering retrieval systems. Many components of a multilingual
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text retrieval system, such as character coding, font construction, morphology,
and phrase recognition, can be initially investigated in the context of monolingual text retrieval and then later applied to multilingual text retrieval. But
our interest is in cross-language text retrieval. So in this survey we restrict
our attention to techniques for selecting documents in one language based on
queries expressed in another, and we subsequently use the term \multilingual
text retrieval" to mean exactly that.

4.1 Text Retrieval System Model
Figure 4.2 shows a text retrieval system model which is nearly identical to the
text ltering system model in Figure 2.3. We have simpli ed the presentation
slightly by restricting that the range of both the comparison function c and the
human judgement function j to 0 1], the set of real numbers between zero and
one, rather than 0 1] because none of the multilingual text retrieval systems we
describe base their output on more than a single value. But the only signi cant
dierence is that in the ltering model the system seeks to develop a pro le
which represents what Taylor has called the \visceral" information need, while in
the retrieval model the queries (Taylor's \compromised" information need 149])
can be obtained directly from the user. We emphasize that in the text retrieval
system model by referring to the \query space" Q rather than the \information
need space" I , and replacing the \pro le acquisition" function p with a simpler
\query representation" function q that typically functions in a manner fairly
similar to that of the document representation function d.1
n

The document representation function's e ect is often referred to as an \indexing" because
the results of applying d to each document in the collection are often used to construct an
1
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Figure 4.2: Text retrieval system model.
The functions q and d are usually not identical, however, because it is usually
helpful to account for observed dierences in the characteristics of queries and
documents. For example, queries are often quite short (with lengths of one or
two words not being uncommon), while documents might easily be hundreds
of pages long. Another issue is that users frequently adopt a vocabulary that
diers signi cantly from that in the documents that contain the information
they seek 53]. This is known as the \paraphrase problem." One way that text
retrieval systems accommodate such dierences is by constructing representation
functions that treat queries and documents dierently to arrive at compatible
representations. This distinction is, in fact, crucial for multilingual text retrieval,
because the choice of an entirely dierent language is actually simply an extreme
index of some sort to improve query-time eciency.
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case of this paraphrase problem 46].

4.2 Approaches to Multilingual Text Retrieval
We next present a taxonomy of multilingual text retrieval approaches. Our
survey in this case is considerably more comprehensive than our review of adaptive text ltering systems in Chapter 2 In that chapter we sought to identify
the important issues and principal approaches for adaptive text ltering so that
we could choose a single technique for further study. In this case our goal is
to identify every multilingual text retrieval technique that could be adapted to
multilingual text ltering in order to choose a representative set of techniques on
which to base our experiments. The other signi cant dierence between the two
chapters is that average precision measurements have been reported for many
more of the techniques we survey here. This should not be too surprising, since
evaluation of text retrieval systems is somewhat more straightforward than text
ltering system evaluation because retrieval eectiveness on a xed size collection is more representative of typical applications. Care should be taken when
comparing reported average precision values, however, since there are several
techniques by which they can be computed. For example, averages over ve
(0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9), nine and eleven recall points are reported by dierent
systems and (because there may be fewer relevant documents than recall points)
a monotonically decreasing step function is often (but not always) used to calculate the precision at the chosen values of recall. Where it is necessary to
specify such details, we often do so in a footnote in order to avoid burdening our
descriptions with excessive detail.
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We have identi ed two main themes in the research literature on multilingual text ltering: knowledge-based approaches and corpus-based approaches.
We begin by describing a knowledge-based approach that we call \text translation," both because it is straightforward and because it has a clear potential for
application to multilingual text ltering.

4.2.1 Text Translation
Perhaps the most straightforward approach to multilingual text retrieval is to
implement either the query representation function q or the document representation function d using a fully automatic machine translation system in order to
bring the query and the document into a representation space R that is based
on a single language. Surprisingly, although this approach has been suggested
repeatedly in recent years 29, 46, 148] we are aware of only one experiment for
which results have been reported 47, 46, 117, 118].
One weakness of present fully automatic machine translation systems is that
they are able to produce high quality translations only in limited domains. Fluhr
observes that text retrieval systems are typically more tolerant of syntactic than
semantic translation errors, but that semantic accuracy suers when insucient
knowledge about the way in which words are used in the appropriate knowledge
domain is encoded into a translation system 46]. Since encoding domain knowledge can be expensive, Fluhr's observation would suggest that the eectiveness
of a machine translation approach to multilingual text retrieval will be limited,
particularly when it is the relatively short queries that are translated.
It might be possible to partially mitigate this problem by translating the
documents rather than the queries. Because the documents are typically much
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longer than queries, a machine translation system embedded in d would have
considerably more contextual information on which to base semantic choices than
one embedded in q. Furthermore, text retrieval systems are typically tolerant of
occasional semantic inaccuracy if the dominant pattern of the semantic choices
is appropriate. Longer documents usually include a larger vocabulary, and a
large vocabulary could improve the prospects for developing a dominant pattern
of correct semantic choices.
However, the eciency of available machine translation becomes an issue
when a translation system is embedded in d, because d typically must be applied
to a very large number of documents. Moreover, some of the work done by a
machine translation system yields no improvement in retrieval eectiveness. For
example, translation of text requires choosing word order and adding closed class
words in the target language.2 But both of these features are typically removed
by q and d.
In fact, some of the work done by a machine translation system could actually
reduce some measures of retrieval eectiveness. Because word senses may not be
grouped with words in the same way in dierent languages, machine translation
systems attempt to make the best possible determination of the sense in which
polysemous words are used.3 Following that analysis a single sense is chosen
for each polysemous word. In a text retrieval system, however, q and d can be
designed to preserve information about uncertainty and c can be designed to
exploit that information to improve eectiveness. As a simple example of this,
Closed class words, words which carry little content, are typically removed by the \stopword" list in a text retrieval system.
3 Polysemous words are words which have more than one meaning.
2
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an exact match text retrieval system could substitute every possible translation
for a polysemous word, thus increasing recall (at the expense of precision). Some
types of ranked retrieval systems are able to represent and exploit information
about the probability that each sense of a polysemous word is correct. If this
information could be extracted from the machine translation system, average
precision might be improved by increasing recall while limiting the adverse eect
on precision.
These observations suggest that when designing q and d functions for multilingual text retrieval, the type and depth of processing should be determined
by the ability of the representation space R to represent the results of that processing and the ability of the comparison function c to use that information. We
could either constrain our processing by the ability of existing techniques to use
the resulting information or we could design new representations and comparison functions to exploit the information that machine translation technology
can provide. In the remainder of this section we will describe how these two
approaches have been integrated in both practical and experimental systems.

4.2.2 Multilingual Thesauri
In this survey we de ne a thesaurus broadly as any tool that encodes knowledge
about a domain by organizing the way terminology is used by an application.
In other words a thesaurus is a type of an ontology, one which is specialized
to the organization of terminology. A multilingual thesaurus is one which organizes terminology from more than one language. Bilingual dictionaries, which
typically de ne terms with respect to other terms, are clearly subsumed by this
de nition. Lexicons in computational linguistics, which encode syntactic and
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semantic information about terms, are included as well. Complex thesauri used
as a concept index in automatic text retrieval systems, are also within the scope
of our de nition of a thesaurus. Even a simple bilingual listing of technical terms
in which each term is assigned a unique translation, would be a thesaurus by
our de nition. We realize that this is an unusually broad de nition of the term
\thesaurus." But because no standard terminology succinctly captures the concept we describe, we have chosen to use the term most closely associated with
present multilingual text retrieval practice. Table 4.1 shows some common types
of thesauri used in multilingual text retrieval systems.
Thesaurus Type
Subject Thesaurus
Concept List
Term List
Lexicon

Characteristics
Hierarchical and associative relations.
Unique term assigned to each node.
Term space partitioned into concept classes.
List of cross-language synonyms.
Machine readable syntax and/or semantics.

Table 4.1: Examples of multilingual thesauri.
Thesaurus-based techniques share certain advantages and limitations. Because thesauri can represent relationships between terms and concepts in a way
that humans nd understandable, thesaurus-based text retrieval allows users to
exploit insight gained during the search process to reformulate better queries.
Furthermore, because a signi cant amount of domain knowledge can be encoded
in the thesaurus, in the hands of a skilled user a thesaurus-based text retrieval
system can be a powerful tool. On the other hand, use of a thesaurus imposes an
a priori limitation on both the vocabulary the user may employ and on the do-
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main to which the text retrieval system can be applied.4 Present techniques for
thesaurus construction and maintenance are resource-intensive, and the training
and eort required to eectively use the concept relationships contained in a
sophisticated thesaurus can be substantial. We discuss some of these limitations
in more detail at the end of section 4.2.2 after we have described how thesauri
are used for multilingual text retrieval.
Several aspects of domain knowledge can be encoded in a thesaurus. The
key feature of every multilingual thesaurus is a speci cation of cross-linguistic
synonymy.5 Hierarchical concept relationships (broader term, narrower term)
and associative relationships (related term, synonymous term) are typically included in more sophisticated thesauri.6
Thesauri can be used either manually or automatically. In so-called \controlled vocabulary" systems, every concept is labeled with a unique descriptive
term so that the user can manually specify the appropriate concepts in his or
her query. When the concept relationships encoded in a thesaurus are used automatically, the technique is often referred to as \concept retrieval." In a simple
concept retrieval system a concept list could be used to replace each term with
its concept class to increase recall (again at the expense of precision). A more
sophisticated approach, known as \query expansion" would be to use the conEven fairly comprehensive dictionaries lack detailed coverage of a large number of domains,
an observation conrmed by the development of countless specialized technical dictionaries.
5 The specication of cross-linguistic synonymy need not be complete because some terms
may not have direct translations in another language.
6 Systems which do not make the thesaurus accessible to the user may use only an internal
representation for nodes in a conceptual hierarchy, so the \broader terms" we refer to may not
be intended for human use.
4
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cept relationships encoded in the thesaurus to choose terms that could improve
both precision and recall. We give examples of both techniques below.
Both concept substitution and query expansion represent attempts to increase recall by reducing the eects of the paraphrase problem. Precision can be
increased by including syntactic or semantic information in a thesaurus to mitigate the eects of polysemy.7 For example, in a controlled vocabulary system
semantic information (called a \scope note") is often provided in the thesaurus
to help users manually choose the correct term. A concept retrieval system could
apply this idea by automatically tagging some words with their part-of-speech
and then select translations that are appropriate for that part-of-speech. We
describe such a system below.
We begin our discussion of thesaurus-based systems with a description of
two important early experiments that demonstrated the potential of that approach. We will then describe developments in controlled vocabulary and concept retrieval systems, followed by a description of projects which have exploited
encoded semantic knowledge.

Early Work
Pigur describes a multilingual controlled vocabulary thesaurus in English, French
and German that was developed for the International Road Research Documentation (IRRD) system in 1964 112]. But the earliest reported experimental
results on the eectiveness of multilingual text retrieval were reported by Salton
at Cornell University in 1969 128]. Salton augmented the SMART text rePolysemy is the assignment of more than one meaning to a single term. Polysemy resolution is often referred to as \word sense disambiguation."
7
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trieval system with a multilingual concept list constructed by translating some
of the words in an existing English concept list into German. Forty-eight English
queries for a collection of library science abstracts were manually translated into
German, and all four possible language pairs were evaluated. On the 468 German
abstracts, the use of English rather than German queries reduced the average
precision8 from 0.35 to 0.34 (3%),9 while on 1095 English abstracts the use of
German rather than English queries reduced the average precision from 0.33 to
0.31 (6%). From this Salton concluded that although retrieval eectiveness varied across document collections (a well known phenomenon in text retrieval),
\cross-language processing : : : is nearly as eective as processing within a single
language." After examining the retrieval failures in more detail Salton concluded
that \it would therefore seem essential that a more complete thesaurus be used
under operational conditions for future experiments."
For a 1973 paper Salton implemented an English-French multilingual concept
list, this time achieving more complete coverage by independently developing
the section for each language after establishing a common set of concepts 127].
Again, no information about the relationships between concepts was encoded
or used. In this study Salton obtained a French-English parallel corpus of 52
abstracts about documentation and used a set of 16 translated queries.10 Salton
In these studies Salton reported precision at ve values of recall evenly spaced between
0.1 and 0.9.
9 We report average precision to two decimal places, but do not mean to imply that the
results are statistically signicant to two gures. We report the percentage di erence based on
these values with reference to the monolingual technique in an attempt to facilitate comparison
with other approaches.
10A parallel corpus is a collection of documents in which every document is translated into
8
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observed that on French abstracts the use of English rather than French queries
increased the average precision from 0.43 to 0.45 (5%) but that on English documents the use of French rather than English queries decreased the average
precision from 0.43 to 0.38 (12%). This last result is perhaps explained by the
sensitivity of the average precision metric to the rank assigned to a single abstract
in such a small collection (a speculation reinforced by the nearly step-function
shape of the precision-recall graphs in this case). Salton observes, however, that
the smaller English vocabulary in this domain also gave English queries the
advantage of operating at a somewhat higher level of abstraction.
At about the same time, Pevzner performed a similar experiment using the
Russian PNP-2 exact match controlled vocabulary text retrieval system 111].11
Pevzner expanded the PNP-2's sophisticated Russian thesaurus, which contained
several thousand words, several thousand concepts, and over 600 relationships
between those concepts, to English 110]. PNP-2 was then used to retrieve both
Russian and English documents based on an identical set of 103 short Russian
queries.12 Using quantities called \losses" and \noise," Pevzner reported that
a sign test revealed no statistically signi cant dierence (to 95% con dence)
between selections from 4000 Russian and 4400 English electrical engineering
documents.13
every language.
11PNP-2 stands for \Pusto-Nepusto-2." In a 1973 paper 127], Salton translates the name
of Pevzner's system as \Empty-Nonempty 2" and transliterates Pevzner's name as \Pevsner."
12The examples Pevzner provides are all between 2 and 5 words.
13Unfortunately, the cited denitions of \losses" and \noise" are in Russian, and Pevzner's
summary of their denition appears to be incomplete.
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Controlled Vocabulary Systems
By 1973 it was well established that both controlled vocabulary and concept
retrieval systems with multilingual thesauri could achieve performance across
languages on a par with the within-language performance of the same techniques.
Commercial acceptance soon followed, and by 1977 Iljon was able to identify
four multilingual text retrieval systems operating in Europe 72]. Since this
early work, six principal lines of research on multilingual thesauri have emerged:
design standards, development and maintenance tools, special purpose hardware,
new language pairs and domains, user interfaces, and user needs assessment.
In 1970 it was already becoming clear that standardization of thesaurus development to prevent \creation of many divergent and incongruent subject indexing vocabularies" would be bene cial, and in 1971 the United Nations Educational Scienti c and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) proposed standards for
multilingual thesaurus development 154]. In 1973 the International Standards
Organization (ISO)14 took up the matter, and by 1976 the draft speci cation
had been greatly expanded 3]. Approved in 1978 as ISO 5964 and most recently modi ed in 1985, the standard describes how domain knowledge can be
incorporated in multilingual thesauri and identi es alternative techniques for
multilingual thesaurus development. In 1982 the Soviet Union adopted a similar
standard, GOST 7.24-80 108].15
The European Parliament's EUROVOC is an example of a modern ISO 5964
multilingual thesaurus 50]. First published in 1984, EUROVOC now includes
ISO Technical Committee 46, Working Group 5.
15BS 6723, DIN 1463 and AFNOR NF Z 47-101 are the national standards for multilingual
thesaurus development in the United Kingdom, Germany and France, respectively.
14
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all nine ocial languages of the European Community, and portions of it have
been translated into additional languages (c.f. 24]).16 Thesaurus design remains
expensive, and this fact has limited the domains to which controlled vocabulary
retrieval has been applied. But EUROVOC demonstrates that once the basic
concept relationships have been de ned for a domain, extension of an ISO 5964
multilingual thesaurus to additional languages is quite practical.
As large multilingual thesauri have proliferated, design and maintenance tools
have become increasingly important. In 1970, Neville described a procedure for
merging thesauri that could be used to merge monolingual thesauri to produce
a multilingual thesaurus 99], and in 1975 Neville contrasted this approach with
other ways of producing multilingual thesauri 100]. Bollmann and Konrad presented a technique for merging monolingual with bilingual thesauri in 1975 13],
and in 1977 Iljon surveyed available thesaurus design and maintenance tools
and described the operation of the Commission for the European Communities'
ASTUTE system 71].
More recently, an automatic technique for using a thesaurus to generate corresponding indexing terms in four languages was described by Pelissier, et al. in
1986 109]. In 1987 Kalachkina presented an algorithm for merging thesauri in
dierent languages 75] and in 1989 Loginov described tools developed in the
Soviet Union to maintain a Russian-English version of the (monolingual) United
States National Library of Medicine's Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) thesaurus 88]. Loginov's paper illustrates a case in which external factors (changes
to MeSH) generate the thesaurus maintenance requirements. Sosoaga of SABINI,
The nine languages are Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish.
16
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a Spanish library automation company, also described the design of interactive tools for multilingual thesaurus maintenance 32]. The SABINI system was
designed for automation of bibliographic records in an online library catalog.
Sosoaga provided no examples of implementations for speci c languages, however.
In 1988 Kitano, from NEC's Tokyo Software Engineering Development Laboratory, described the development of a hardware tool designed to support multilingual text retrieval 78]. Kitano implemented a Japanese-English thesaurus
using a NEC integrated circuit known as the \Intelligent String Search Processor." At the time, the ISSP thesaurus implementation had not been integrated
with a text retrieval system, however, so no experimental results were reported.
The research literature on multilingual text retrieval oers several examples of
systems which have implemented new language pairs 2, 19]. and new domains 6,
83, 156]. Because this type of report can describe the eect of previously unseen
linguistic phenomena on thesaurus design and other aspects of a text retrieval
system (e.g. stemming and compound recognition), case studies can provide
useful insights into the complexity of implementing ISO 5964 and similar national
standards.
Semturs, of IBM Netherlands' Scienti c and Cross Industry Center, provided
some insight into the contemporary commercial development of user interfaces
for multilingual text retrieval systems in the mid-1970's 133, 134]. Semturs described the capabilities of a commercial product, the STAIRS-TLS exact match
text retrieval system, which was able to accommodate queries and documents
in German, English and French. STAIRS was originally a monolingual full-text
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retrieval system,17 and STAIRS-TLS added a multilingual thesaurus. It included
an interactive interface with thesaurus-based tools to facilitate controlled vocabulary query formulation. Semturs' papers report no performance gures, but
they oer some insight into the market demands for multilingual text retrieval.
More recently, a team at the University of Hudders eld Centre for Database
Access Research in the United Kingdom led by Pollitt has integrated multilingual
thesauri with interactive personal computer technology to address one of the
fundamental limitations of controlled vocabulary text retrieval 12, 86, 113, 114].
Experience has shown that although the domain knowledge that can be encoded
in a thesaurus permits experienced users to form more precise queries, casual and
intermittent users have diculty exploiting the expressive power of a traditional
query interface in exact match retrieval systems. Adapting their Menu-based
User Search Engine (MenUSE) to use the European Parliament's multilingual
EUROVOC thesaurus, Pollitt's team has developed a query formulation tool
which facilitates visual browsing in the user's preferred language. Pollitt's team
has also extended the English thesaurus for the INSPEC database to Japanese
and integrated it with MenUSE. The cited works do not report experimental
results on the utility of the multilingual MenUSE interface, but a monolingual
evaluation of MenUSE on the INSPEC database is presented in 139].
Controlled vocabulary text retrieval systems are widely used in libraries, and
user needs assessment has received considerable attention from library and information science researchers. Rolling described a user needs assessment conducted
for the Council of the European Community in 1974 126], and the TRANSLIB
A full-text retrieval system is one which can index any word appearing in any document,
regardless of whether it appears in a thesaurus.
17
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project, a part of the European Commission's I*M-Europe Telematics for Libraries program, provides a recent example of user needs assessment 147].
TRANSLIB's goal is development of a trilingual (Greek, Spanish and English)
subject search capability for an online library catalog. Chachra discussed user
needs assessment for multilingual online library catalogs in 21] more generally,
and provided examples from the VTLS online library catalog system. In addition
to monolingual full text searching, VTLS used a multilingual thesaurus to suggest controlled vocabulary search terms in a second language. Rolland-Thomas
described a similar feature in the Canadian DOBIS bilingual online library catalog, and discussed the utility of more automatic techniques from a user needs
perspective 125].
Pasanen-Tuomainen, of the Helsinki University of Technology, reported results from a usability assessment for a multilingual online library catalog, TEN
TTU, that incorporated both multilingual controlled vocabulary and monolingual full text searching. 107]18 Examining 2,620 search commands issued during
655 sessions, Pasanen-Tuomainen found that library sta used the controlled
vocabulary in 46 of their 337 search commands (14%), but that other patrons
used it for less than 3% of their commands. Of the remaining search commands,
11% contained words found in the thesaurus that could have been mapped across
languages had TENTTU been designed to do so. Pasanen-Tuomainen also suggested that limited thesaurus availability and inadequate patron training might
have reduced thesaurus utilization.
Multilingual text retrieval systems are widely used today, but nearly every
TENTTU used the Universal Decimal Classication (UDC), a greatly expanded version
of the Dewey decimal system, as a multilingual subject thesaurus.
18
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commercial system that we are aware of uses an exact match approach.19 Sophisticated multilingual thesauri have been developed for many domains and many
languages, and the procedures for adding new domains and languages are well
understood. Thesaurus-based techniques have a number of limitations, however.
Dubois has identi ed three key factors which together motivate the search for
other techniques: cost, usability by untrained users, and eectiveness 40].
Thesaurus construction is an expensive activity. But the use of a thesaurus
can be even more expensive than its construction because in a controlled vocabulary system every document must be assigned terms that reect the concepts it
contains.20. Although automated tools can improve human productivity, as long
as human intellectual activity is required to recognize and organize information
the costs will remain substantial. In fact, with the sustained dramatic decline
of computer hardware costs, human activities such as thesaurus maintenance
and controlled vocabulary indexing have come to dominate system costs. This
limits both the scalability of existing thesaurus-based systems to accommodate
the rapid growth in electronically accessible texts and the generalizability of the
technique to applications such as high-volume broad-domain text ltering or the
retrieval of documents from personal collections in which the manual construction and use of a thesaurus may be economically impractical.
Another important limitation of controlled vocabulary text retrieval techniques, and one which is shared by full text exact match techniques as well, is
that untrained users seem to have diculty exploiting their capabilities. SigThe exception is the SPIRIT system developed for EMIR which we discuss below.
20Dubois discounted this factor, but that analysis was conducted in the context of abstracting
services in which the cost of abstract preparation dominates the processing cost for newly
arrived documents
19
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ni cant dierences between the performance of skilled and untrained users have
been observed with their choice of terms, their use of the term relationships that
can be encoded in a thesaurus, and their use of operators such as \and," \or"
and \not" for query construction. In many cases it has proven more economical
to provide trained intermediaries than to provide adequate training to each user.
Advanced user interfaces such as Pollitt's MenUSE system oer some potential
for mitigating this problem, and expert systems that construct Boolean queries
from natural language have been investigated in a monolingual context 93]. The
ranked output techniques we described in Chapter 2 represent another approach
to solving this problem. Ranked retrieval systems typically accept queries in
natural language and allow a (relatively) unconstrained choice of terms. In general, the goal of ranked retrieval is not to replace exact match techniques but
rather to augment them with techniques that improve the search eectiveness of
untrained users. In multilingual text retrieval, ranked retrieval techniques also
allow us to avoid an unsolved problem identi ed by Chachra 21], who observed
that single terms in one language can correspond to complex boolean expressions
in another when a controlled vocabulary is not used.
A third reason to investigate alternatives to traditional thesaurus-based techniques is to improve eectiveness. Language use is a creative activity, and new
words enter human languages each year. Because thesaurus construction is timeconsuming, thesauri in production applications necessarily lag somewhat behind
the common use of terminology. Furthermore, there is some evidence that thesaurus designers have more diculty anticipating which concepts and relationships will be useful to their system's eventual users than a cursory inspection
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of the thesaurus would suggest 129].21 Since corpus-based techniques are based
on the observed statistics of term usage, they oer some hope that important
aspects of current term usage can be identi ed and exploited. The potential of
corpus-based multilingual text retrieval techniques has yet to be realized in a
large-scale experiment, however, so we will begin our discussion of experimental
techniques with those which include some form of human-usable thesaurus.

Concept Retrieval
Concept retrieval systems seek to address some of these limitations by exploiting
the information encoded in a thesaurus without human intervention. Salton's
early experiments provide one example of concept retrieval 128]. An alternative
to Salton's choice to populate the representation space R with representations
based on concepts is to populate it with representations based on terms, but
to use the multilingual thesaurus to guide the term selection process. This is
a variation on query expansion, a well studied technique for monolingual text
retrieval 18].22 The basic idea of query expansion is to accommodate term usage
variations by augmenting the terms in the query with related terms. But because
query expansion typically improves recall at the expense of precision, selection of
inappropriate terms could reduce overall performance measures such as average
precision. So, in the context of multilingual text retrieval, the goal of query
expansion techniques is to accommodate cross-linguistic term usage variation
Discussions about the relative e ectiveness of controlled vocabulary and statistical text
retrieval are often marked by considerable enthusiasm on both sides, however, so it is dicult
to nd impartial evaluations on this issue.
22The unique feature of cross-language query expansion is that the original term is removed
from the expanded query unless it carries the same meaning in both languages.
21
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while minimizing the adverse impacts on eectiveness.
Recently, Davis and Dunning of New Mexico State University have evaluated
several multilingual text retrieval techniques, one of which is based on query
expansion 29]. For the evaluation of Spanish text retrieval at the fourth Text
Retrieval Conference (TREC-4) they manually translated 25 Spanish queries
into English and then used them to select documents from a collection of 58,000
Spanish articles from the Mexican newspaper \El Norte" using the INQUIRY
text retrieval system. For each of these English queries they then automatically
formed corresponding Spanish queries by selecting every English translation for
each word in the query from a simple bilingual term list.23 This approach,
which they used as a benchmark against which to compare their corpus-based
approaches, achieved an average precision of 0.04. Five of the ten participants
in the TREC-4 Spanish text retrieval evaluation achieved an average precision
exceeding 0.21 on the same collection by using the Spanish queries directly, so
Davis and Dunning's results suggest that unconstrained query expansion is of
limited value for multilingual text retrieval.24
Building on this work, Hull and Grefenstette at Rank-Xerox in France have
evaluated the potential of more sophisticated approaches to query expansion 69].
They manually translated 50 short TREC queries25 into French and created
a bilingual term list that contained every possible translation for each French
Davis and Dunning used an online version of the Collins English-Spanish dictionary as a
bilingual term list.
24The best average precision achieved by a monolingual system was 0.49.
25Hull and Grefenstette used shortened versions of TREC queries 51-100 which had an
average length of seven words.
23
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word.26 Unconstrained cross-language query expansion was then used to select from approximately 500,000 newspaper articles for which relevance judgements were available using the SMART vector space text retrieval system. They
found that adding phrases27 to the bilingual term list increased their eectiveness measure28 from 0.27 to 0.36 (33%).29 Using the original English queries,
Hull and Grefenstette achieved an eectiveness measure of 0.39. From this they
concluded that inclusion of phrases in a bilingual term list can allow the query
expansion technique to perform almost as well across languages as traditional
statistical techniques do in a monolingual setting.30
The European Multilingual Information Retrieval (EMIR) project, led by
Fluhr of the French Institut National des Sciences et Techniques Nucl)eaires (INSTN), also used a query expansion technique 47, 117, 118, 119, 141]. An ESPRIT II31 project, EMIR work proceeded between November of 1990 through
March of 1994. The goal of EMIR was to extend the SPIRIT text retrieval sysThe bilingual term list was manually constructed using the third edition of the Robert
and Collins French-English dictionary.
27Only phrases appearing in the same dictionary were added.
28Hull and Grefenstette reported precision averaged over xed size sets containing the top
ranked 5, 10, 15, and 20 documents.
29These gures were used by Hull and Grefenstette as a benchmark for evaluating automatic
techniques for constructing term lists from an online dictionary that was designed originally
for human use.
30In comparing these results with those of Davis and Dunning it is important to consider
that Hull and Grefenstette selected their e ectiveness measure with interactive applications in
mind.
31ESPRIT II was the second phase of the European Commission's information technology
research program.
26
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tem (which was originally developed by Fluhr and others) to multiple languages.
The initial language pair was English and French, and it was later extended
to German. Analit Ltd., a Russian company, is extending SPIRIT to Russian.
SPIRIT is a ranked Boolean text retrieval system, in which sets are selected
using successively smaller portions of the original query and then ranked for
display in order of increasing generality.
For the French/English language pair there were 33,153 mappings fromFrench
terms to one or more English terms. Each such mapping had between 1 and 24
possible English terms, and the median number of English terms for a French
term was 2. English terms which did not appear in the document collection
were then eliminated. On a parallel bilingual corpus from the European Court
of Justice, this achieved at least a 40% reduction in the number of target terms
for 92.6% of the mappings. More comprehensive performance results are given
below.

Encoding Semantic Information
Another aspect of the EMIR project was application of fast but shallow parsing
to exploit semantic information that was encoded in the thesaurus 119, 117, 118,
141]. The number of English terms was reduced by labeling each English term
with the corresponding part of speech and then only choosing those English terms
which were appropriate for the syntactic usage of the French term. The EMIR
thesaurus was a bilingual term list in which semantic information, encoded as
compounds, was used in place of concept relationships. In EMIR, terms included
words, phrases and compounds. Because compounds link key terms together on
the basis of their semantic relationship rather than their surface form, compound
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formulation is more powerful than simple phrase extraction. Because the order of
the components in a compound was sometimes switched in the target language,
the term list entries for compounds were constructed to account for transposition
when necessary.
The EMIR version of SPIRIT was evaluated on the Cran eld collection of
1398 aeronautical abstracts using 225 queries which had been translated into
French by the French Army Documentation Center. English documents were
retrieved in response to French queries. For comparison, the French queries
were translated back into English using the SYSTRAN fully automatic machine
translation system and documents were selected using a monolingual version of
the SPIRIT text retrieval system. EMIR increased average precision over the
combination of SYSTRAN and SPIRIT from 0.21 to 0.27 (29%), but use of the
original English queries with SPIRIT further increased average precision to 0.34
(26%).32
Some more exploratory projects with potential multilingual text retrieval applications have also been reported. Rassinoux's recent work on multilingual text
retrieval using conceptual graphs oers some insight into how deep semantic processing might be used 122]. The system, known as RECIT, was designed for the
sharply limited domain of radiology reports and hospital discharge summaries
from the digestive surgery department at a single trilingual (French, English
and German) hospital.33 Rassinoux developed syntactic and semantic analysis routines to produce conceptual graphs in a manually constructed conceptual
schemata, but provided no detail on how these conceptual graphs might be
These are nine point averages, evenly spaced between 0.1 and 0.9.
33RECIT stands for REpres
entation du Contenu Informationnel des Textes medicaux.
32
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matched. The development of techniques for approximate matching of conceptual graphs would be useful in this regard.
Kitano's 1988 paper described a Direct Memory Access Parser (DMAP) implementation, a system called \SMAP," using the same hardware 78]. SMAP
was designed to extract concepts from multilingual sentences and use them to
ll a case frame.34 Reported parsing speeds were better than one millisecond
per word for sentences of up to 10 words. Kitano did not, however, discuss how
the case frames would be designed (except to observe the need for development
tools), or how they would be matched.

Other research projects
In addition to the research cited here, we are aware of two other research groups
working on thesaurus-based multilingual text retrieval. Because we know of no
published research results from these projects, we simply describe their stated
objectives briey.
In December of 1993 a team led by Laus-Maczynska of the French rm Cap
Gemini Innovation began work on the CRISTAL project 20]. A part of the
I*M-Europe Language Engineering program, CRISTAL was designed to retrieve
documents from a French collection using queries in French, English or Italian
using the French Dicologique thesaurus. It was scheduled for completion in May
of 1996. In the other project Liddy, of Syracuse University and Textwise Inc.,
began a feasibility study of multilingual text retrieval for the Advanced Research
Projects Agency (ARPA) in 1994 1]. The proposed system, known as CINDOR,
was also designed to exploit a multilingual thesaurus for concept retrieval.
34
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4.2.3 Corpus-Based Techniques
The alternative to use of a thesaurus is to directly exploit statistical information
about term usage that can be gleaned from parallel corpora. This more direct
approach is well suited for integration with text retrieval techniques that are
themselves based on the statistics of term usage.

Automatic Thesaurus Construction
In a sense, corpus-based techniques can be viewed as a type of automatic thesaurus construction technique in which information about the relationship between terms is obtained from observed statistics of term usage. The dierence is
that in this case the \thesaurus" need not be constructed by humans. As with
many other multilingual text retrieval techniques, automatic thesaurus construction has a signi cant research heritage in a monolingual context 27]. A substantial amount of research has appeared on this subject has been reported in the
machine translation literature. For the present survey we describe two techniques for automatically constructing multilingual thesauri from a text retrieval
perspective.
The rst technique, developed by van der Eijk of Digital Equipment Corporation in the Netherlands, was tested on 1,100 noun phrases drawn from a parallel
corpus of about 1000 long Dutch and English sentence pairs in a technical document 155].35 The noun phrases in each sentence pair were identi ed using a
statistical part of speech tagger and a simple parser. Candidate translations
for each Dutch noun phrase were constructed by comparing the frequency with
The average sentence length was over 24 words. The sentences were aligned using statistical
techniques, and 7% of the sentence pairs were later discovered to be incorrectly aligned.
35
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which each English term occurred in the English portion of sentence pairs containing that noun phrase to the frequency with which that English term occurred
in the entire collection. An additional feature was incorporated to discourage the
choice of noun phrases which occurred at signi cantly dierent relative positions
in the sentence pairs.
Parameters were found that resulted in identi cation of the single correct
translation 45% of the time, and alternative choices which produced a list of
candidate translations containing the correct single translation 66% of the time
were also identi ed. Sentence alignment, part of speech tagging and parsing
errors accounted for 85% of the errors, so van der Eijk speculated that selection
of the upper bound on the performance of the technique was a correct single
translation about 60% of the time or inclusion of the correct translation in a list
about 95% of the time. Because of the small size of the parallel corpus it was
not possible to determine the performance of the technique when more than one
translation of the same term was present in the corpus.36 The resulting bilingual
lexicon was not used for text retrieval, so we are unable to determine what eect
the translation errors would have on retrieval eectiveness. Furthermore, we
can oer no guidance regarding whether the precision reduction resulting from
increasing the number of candidate translations could be oset by the recall
increase resulting from a greater likelihood of including the correct translation
in the list. We do, however, present experimental results for a similar technique
in Chapter 5 that lead us to believe that van der Eijk's technique may have
practical application.
Lin and Chen at the University of Arizona have applied a machine learning
36
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approach to multilingual thesaurus construction 66]. Extending earlier work on
term clustering, they developed a Chinese-English concept list using a collection
of 1052 titles from Chinese technical papers, many of which contained a mixture
of Chinese and English words. Using synaptic weights based on the pairwise
co-occurrence of terms in the same title, they constructed a Hop eld neural
network to generate clusters of terms.37 Their system clustered terms from
68% of the documents into 36 concepts (without overlap), and they report that
manual inspection showed that the terms associated with \all concept descriptors
appeared to be relevant and precise" and that some clusters contained both
Chinese and English terms. Lin and Chen also suggest that the raw term cooccurrence values could be used directly in a manner similar to the \related term"
information in a conventional subject thesaurus. They report no experimental
retrieval results, however.
Recently, Sheridan and Ballerini of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH Zurich) have successfully applied an automatic thesaurus construction
technique to a large scale multilingual text retrieval problem 136]. Rather than
use a parallel training corpus, they chose a corpus of approximately 180,000
\comparable" news articles split about evenly between German and Italian that
had addressed the same topics on the same day. Feature vectors for each term
were constructed using a term-document matrix in the manner described in
Chapter 3, but without applying Latent Semantic Indexing to reduce the number of features. The similarity between each German term and every Italian
term was then computed using the cosine measure and the results used to conIn Chinese multiple symbols were recognized as phrases, but in English individual words
were used.
37
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struct a list of the 25 Italian terms whose usage was most similar to that of
each German term. Augmenting the SPIDER text retrieval system with this
term list for cross-language query expansion, Sheridan and Ballerini found that
the technique reduced average precision from 0.527 to 0.278 (52%) when compared to the monolingual performance of the same retrieval system with queries
in Italian when comparable stemming algorithms were used. They also found
that relevance feedback using passages marked by an interactive user increased
average precision in the cross-language case by 29%, although they reported no
comparable result for the monolingual case.

Vector Translation
Automatic thesaurus construction techniques similar to those used by Sheridan
and Ballerini could certainly be useful for multilingual text ltering. As our work
with the LSI-mean technique and the Gaussian User Model in Chapter 3 illustrates, however, adaptive approaches to text ltering often represent documents
and pro les in ways that are not designed for direct interpretation by humans.
Thus, limiting the thesaurus to associating single terms from one language with
one or more terms in another language may restrict the application of such techniques to the documents (in which the words are available) rather than to the
pro le. We now turn our attention to corpus-based multilingual text retrieval
techniques which produce mappings that are not designed for human use. In
particular, we consider statistical multilingual text retrieval techniques in which
the goal is to map statistical information about term use between languages.
Vector representations have proven useful for this purpose, so we describe in this
section techniques which map vectors from one language to another, a process
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we call vector translation.
Fluhr describes a particularly simple technique which provides a good starting point for our discussion 46]. Consider a two language case in which we have
three subcollections, one in English, one in French and one which is parallel (i.e.,
every document in the parallel collection appears in paired English and French
versions). Each query is rst presented to the parallel collection, and the documents in that collection are ranked with respect to the similarity between the
query and the version of the documents that are in the query's language. The
highest ranking French documents are then concatenated and used as a query on
the remaining French documents, a variation on a technique known as relevance
feedback. The same is done for the English documents. The three ranked lists
are then combined in some manner and presented to the user.38
Relevance feedback is a commonly used technique in statistical information
retrieval. A normalized tdf vector is, in a sense, a heuristic approximation to
the empirical distribution of term importance within a document. Viewed in
this light, the normalized inner product is simply the correlation between two
documents described by such distributions.39 Since the quality of an empirical
distribution can be improved by adding observations, relevance feedback can
be viewed as a heuristic approach to smoothing out the clumpy empirical distributions that are associated with relatively short queries.40 In other words,
We are not aware of experimental results which describe the e ectiveness of this technique.
39By linearity, the normalized inner product is the inner product of the normalized
tdf vectors.
40Proving such an claim would require statistical independence of the observations, a condition that is unlikely to be be satised. But relevance feedback has been observed to improve
e ectiveness, so we seek here to explain, not to prove, its e ectiveness.
38
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relatively unimportant terms are suppressed and relatively important terms are
reinforced.
In their TREC-4 experiment, Davis and Dunning tried three more complex
vector translation techniques29, 30, 31]. Using 80,000 pairs of aligned sentences
from a parallel corpus of United Nations documents, they rst selected the 8,000
English sentences that were most similar to their English translations of each
TREC query. They then used the Spanish versions of those 8,000 sentences to
select 100 common Spanish terms associated with each query.41 Terms were
then adaptively deleted from this set using an evolutionary programming strategy, with a goal of nding a Spanish query that could select Spanish sentences
in a way similar to the way the English query selected English documents.42 Details of the technique are presented in 30]. The evolutionary programming step
only increased average precision from 0.004 to 0.02,43 but they observed that
additional improvement might be obtained if a parallel training corpus from a
domain more closely related to the evaluation domain were available.
Their third technique was based on the same training corpus of aligned sentences. Davis and Dunning chose the 100 terms with the greatest statistical
signi cance44 from the set of terms appearing in the Spanish sentences that
The 100 terms chosen were those were the 501st to the 600th most common terms.
42More precisely, a Spanish query was sought which would maximize the unnormalized inner
product of two 80,000-element vectors, one formed by computing the cosine similarity between
that Spanish query and each Spanish sentence and the other formed by computing the cosine
similarity between the xed English query and each English sentence.
43Recall that they achieved an average precision of 0.04 with unconstrained query expansion.
44The statistical signicance of each term was estimated using a likelihood ratio test, comparing term frequency in the selected set with term frequency in the entire collection.
41
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were aligned with the 100 sentences most similar45 to each English query. This
technique achieved an average precision of 0.02.
Davis and Dunning's nal technique was based on direct translation of vectors 29, 43] using a linear operator. They began by forming one matrix from a
collection of tdf vectors derived from the English version of the aligned sentences
and a second matrix derived from the Spanish versions of the same sentences.
They then solved the resulting underdetermined (and potentially inconsistent)
set of vector equations to nd a linear operator which translated the Spanish
matrix into the English one. They then used that operator to translate each
English query's tdf vector into a Spanish tdf vector and used the translated
vector to rank the Spanish documents. Davis and Dunning achieved an average
precision of 0.01 using this technique. They cautioned, however, that their algorithms for computing the linear operator were still quite preliminary, so much
better performance might be possible using this technique.
We have developed another vector translation approach based on parallel
corpora which have been aligned to the word level 34, 102], and we report the
results of our initial experiments with this technique in Chapter 5. Building on
term alignment techniques similar to those used by van der Eijk, we construct
a bilingual term list in which alternative translations of each term are assigned
(unconditioned) probability values based on the observed frequency with which
words align. We then use this statistical bilingual lexicon as a linear operator to
map query vectors into another language. We do not believe that this technique
would be particularly useful for multilingual text retrieval applications in which
short queries are common because, as Hull and Grefenstette have observed, the
45
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addition of extra terms would likely seriously degrade recall. As we describe
in Chapter 5, however, there is some reason to believe that a statistical vector
translation technique based on word alignment would be particularly well suited
to the adaptive multilingual text ltering problem.

Latent Semantic Indexing
Another statistical technique that has been applied to multilingual text retrieval
is Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) 37]. LSI has been applied to multilingual
text retrieval in a similar way to the relevance feedback technique described
above 7, 80, 81, 162]. The basic approach is best illustrated by Landauer and
Littman 81]. Randomly selecting 900 training paragraphs and 1,582 evaluation
paragraphs from the Hansards collection, a parallel corpus of Canadian parliamentary proceedings, they rst applied LSI to identify the principal components
of the training set. When LSI is applied to a parallel corpus, the matrix decomposition naturally identi es the principal components in the vector space
associated with each language and produces a mapping from each to a common
representation space with fewer dimensions. They then selected the principal
components of the tdf vector for every paragraph in the evaluation set, regardless of language, in this common representation space. Using the English
vectors as queries, they found that the top ranked French vector was derived
from the translated version of the English paragraph in 92% of the 1,582 cases.
Unfortunately, the lack of a bilingual corpus with available relevance judgements
precluded a more traditional recall-precision evaluation.
Berry and Young repeated this work using passages from the Bible in English
and Greek 7]. They were able to demonstrate that ne-grained training data,
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using only the rst verse of each passage to identify the principal components,
improved retrieval performance over Landauer and Littman's coarse-grained approach. Using 16 short queries, each of which had between two and six relevant
passages in a collection of 734 passages which they constructed.46 Rather than
report precision-recall results they observed that the average rank of a relevant
document decreased from about sixth to fourth when the same number of training verses were distributed across every passage in the collection rather than
clustered in a small group of passages.
In an interesting combination of corpus-based and thesaurus-based techniques similar to that used by Sheridan and Ballerini, Evans and others at
Carnegie Mellon University used LSI to suggest terms from a controlled vocabulary of 125 English medical terms based on natural language queries expressed
in Spanish 44]. Augmenting de nitions found in three English medical thesauri
with related words from both English and Spanish, they obtained a training set
of 3,084 words.47 Their report presents two examples in which the most highly
ranked terms would be good choices for use in a controlled vocabulary search,
but no multilingual retrieval experiments using this data were reported.

4.2.4 Combined Techniques
Kikui, et al. at the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT) have
recently implemented a technique which combines aspects of both the knowledgebased and corpus-based approaches in a system they call TITAN. Their approach
is essentially knowledge-based, using a bilingual term list to translate words
The queries contained between one and four words.
47Evans, et. al., used term denitions from the QMR, PTXT and UMLS META-1 thesauri.
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appearing in a collection of Japanese and English text collected by a World Wide
Web search engine 77]. Translation can be done in either direction, depending
on the language of the query and the text being searched. Statistical techniques
are used to determine the language of each document so that terms requiring
translation can be identi ed. When more than one possible translation for a
term is found in the bilingual term list, TITAN consults term frequency statistics
compiled from a corpus of World Wide Web pages and selects only the terms
which appear most frequently in that corpus.48 Estimating the recall achieved
by a World Wide Web search is a daunting task, so Kikui, et al. report no
experimental results on retrieval performance. They do report that TITAN
received over 15,000 queries per day in May of 1996, however, reecting an
impressive level of market acceptance for a new system.

4.3 Some Observations on the State of the Art
We can take advantage of this extensive background to make a few observations
on the present state of multilingual text retrieval practice and research, many of
which are equally applicable to multilingual text ltering.
Controlled vocabulary techniques are extremely well developed, but fully automatic thesaurus construction is still in its infancy. Furthermore, multilingual
concept retrieval techniques such as query expansion that could exploit information encoded in a thesaurus without human intervention at indexing or retrieval
time have thus far been limited to approximating the within-language eectiveness of the same technique in the same domain. Without eective automatic
48
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thesaurus construction, the limited domain of concept retrieval techniques will
remain a serious limitation.
The relative immaturity of corpus-based techniques means that thesauri are
presently an important component of any practical multilingual text retrieval
system, regardless of whether an exact match or a ranked retrieval model is
adopted. Furthermore, integration of thesauri with techniques based on corpus
statistics is an area of active research in computational linguistics, and there
is some indication that the best features from each can be captured when the
two techniques are combined 57]. Because the most sophisticated multilingual
text retrieval thesauri in existence are in controlled vocabulary systems, ongoing
research eorts would likely bene t from leveraging what has been learned in
this work.
The diering domains of available parallel corpora and scored corpora (corpora for which relevance judgements are available) remains the largest single
obstacle to evaluation of corpus-based techniques. We are not aware of a single
instance of a large parallel corpus with an associated set of queries for which
relevance judgements are available. Without such a corpus, the best possible experiment design is to train on a parallel corpus from a domain similar to that of
the evaluation corpus. We are not aware of any existing techniques for estimating
the the degree of a mismatch between the training and the evaluation domain
or the eects of that mismatch. Without either scored parallel (or comparable)
corpora, or at least some way of estimating the eect of a domain dierence it
will be dicult to draw conclusive conclusions from large-scale studies such as
those conducted by Davis and Dunning 29]. We have developed a technique
which provides some insight into this \domain shift" problem, and we describe
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it in detail in Chapter 5.
The performance of monolingual techniques under identical experimental
conditions appears to be a good benchmark for an upper bound on retrieval
eectiveness. There is presently no evidence that multilingual techniques can
reliably exceed the performance of monolingual techniques. Fluhr and Radwan
have demonstrated that it is reasonable to lower bound the eectiveness of a
multilingual text retrieval system with the eectiveness of a modular approach
in which fully automatic machine translation is used to preprocess the query,
and our analysis in section 4.2 supports this assertion. Agreement on these two
common points of reference would facilitate comparison of multilingual text retrieval approaches across dierent experiments. The resources required to realize
the potential of modern fully automatic machine translation systems may limit
the utility of this approach in smaller studies, however.
One important dierence between monolingual and multilingual retrieval is
that polysemy appears to be a key limiting factor. In particular, polysemy seems
to become a problem more rapidly in multilingual retrieval than in monolingual
retrieval as the size of the domain increases. Three research groups (Radwan and
Fluhr, Hull and Grefenstette, and van der Eijk), operating with very dierent
experiment designs, have con rmed that polysemy can be reduced by indexing
phrases rather than individual words. Since phrase indexing results in at best
limited performance improvements in a single language 85], this leads us to
conclude that the adverse eects of polysemy are considerably more severe in a
cross-language retrieval and that techniques which reduce the number of possible
translations serve to mitigate this eect somewhat. This suggests that word
sense disambiguation, which has yet to reliably demonstrate even limited utility
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in monolingual text retrieval 130], might be a productive avenue for further
investigation.
The key issue in application of any natural language processing technique to
multilingual text retrieval is to improve precision without a signi cant adverse
eect on recall. This argues for investigating relatively shallow techniques that
can be designed to degrade gracefully as the domain drifts. One of the pitfalls of
translating queries is that short queries may increase the adverse eect of polysemy by limiting contextual clues about word sense. In order to deal with this
eect, Hull and Grefenstette have proposed using structural information from
the document space to enhance domain-speci c interpretation of the query 69]
and Radwan and Fluhr have implemented a simple version of this approach. In
contrast, the vector translation technique that we develop in detail in Chapter 5
exploits the structure of user interest evidence gained over time. The two approaches seem complementary, with the decision between them depending on
the relative rate at which the document space and the users' information needs
are changing.

4.4 Summary
We have described a taxonomy of multilingual text retrieval approaches that
is based on a fundamental division into knowledge-based and corpus-based approaches. Controlled vocabulary and concept retrieval are the two dominant
knowledge-based approaches, although text translation oers a relatively straight
forward modular solution. Deeper semantic processing has been applied in a few
cases, most notably in the EMIR project. Automatic thesaurus construction
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bridges the gap between the knowledge-based approaches which depend on thesauri designed for human use and the other corpus-based approaches which are
designed only for automatic operation. The linear and nonlinear approaches to
vector translation complete the taxonomy.
Of the knowledge-based approaches, only text translation and its better integrated counterpart, concept retrieval, oer the broad domain coverage required
for many text ltering applications. We have selected text translation for our
experiments in the next chapter because it is relatively easily implemented.
Latent Semantic Indexing oers an attractive corpus-based approach to adaptive multilingual text ltering because the LSI-mean adaptive text ltering technique is designed to exploit LSI feature vectors. We are particularly interested
in comparing the performance of knowledge-based and corpus-based approaches
to adaptive multilingual text retrieval, so we have chosen to evaluate a Latent
Semantic Indexing approach as well.
We have chosen to also include a vector translation technique in our multilingual text ltering experiments because the vector translation technique we
have developed is easily modi ed to take advantage of an existing bilingual term
list. This provides a combination of the corpus-based and knowledge-based approaches that is similar in spirit to the approach used in Kikui's TITAN system.
We describe our vector translation technique in detail in the next chapter.
The cross-language relevance feedback technique proposed by Fluhr and the
automatic thesaurus construction technique implemented by Sheridan and Ballerini also oer other practical alternatives for adaptive multilingual text retrieval. Since both are similar in some ways to the Latent Semantic Indexing
technique which we have chosen to evaluate, we felt that the three techniques
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we have chosen provide sucient breadth for the rst experiments in adaptive
multilingual text ltering.
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Chapter 5

Adaptive Multilingual Text Filtering
In this chapter we build on the insights gained from our reviews of text ltering
and multilingual text retrieval to develop and evaluate techniques designed to
support the multilingual text ltering process. We assume the existence of a
stream of texts in various languages, and desire to construct a pro le which can
be used for texts in any language that the system is designed to support. In our
experiments we have investigated only the two language case, so we shall introduce our approaches in that context. All of the approaches can be generalized
to cover multiple languages, and we have made some comments on the issues
introduced by such a change in the next chapter.
The most straightforward solution to the problem is to create two separate
pro les, one for each language. The multilingual ltering problem is then reduced
to its well studied monolingual counterpart. This approach is quite reasonable
for ltering systems like the Fast Data Finder described in Chapter 4 in which the
pro les are constructed manually and automatic pro le translation facilities are
provided, particularly if expert assistance is available from trained intermediaries
who possess expertise in the required languages and knowledge domains.
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An uncoupled collection of monolingual ltering systems is not as well suited
to adaptive multilingual ltering, however. Adaptive systems, systems capable
of re ning pro les based on experience, will be most useful when they can use
information learned in one language to select documents written in another language. Returning to one of the examples in Chapter 1, a commodities trader
might be following information about grain prices in Texas, principally reading
documents in English. Should information on the same subject be published in
Spanish, it would be useful if the system could use the pro le generated from
the trader's judgements about the English documents to select the documents in
Spanish for display. It is this cross-language learning feature which distinguishes
adaptive multilingual text ltering from its monolingual counterpart. We have
thus chosen to adopt a single adaptive text ltering technique (the LSI-mean user
model) and concentrate our experimental work exclusively on the cross-language
aspect of adaptive multilingual text retrieval.

5.1 Techniques
We are not aware of any prior work on adaptive multilingual text ltering, but in
Chapter 4 we identi ed several multilingual text retrieval techniques that have a
clear potential for adaptation to support ltering applications. Both knowledgebased and corpus-based techniques can be used, and the choice between them
might be expected to be based as much on the available sources of cross-language
knowledge (e.g., thesauri or corpora) as on the relative performance of the techniques.
The simplest knowledge-based technique is to develop a thesaurus appro-
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priate to the domain. But, because thesauri depend on restricted domains to
minimize the adverse eects of polysemy (word sense ambiguity), a thesaurusbased approach is not well suited to broad-domain ltering. A more suitable
alternative when performance in diverse domains is desired is to apply a broaddomain machine translation system.
The pro les used in adaptive text ltering systems are typically not natural language statements, so a straightforward implementation of the standard
approach in multilingual text retrieval (translating the query) will often not be
possible. The obvious alternative, is to translate every document into a single
language. We call the adaptive text ltering technique we have developed using
this approach \Text Translation," the rst of the three techniques that we will
evaluate in this section1
Although translating documents rather than queries is clearly less ecient,
the relative eciency will depend on details of the application. For example, applications in which the majority of the documents are already in a single language
would not incur too large a penalty from translating only the documents that
were not in that language. Furthermore, as with the text translation approach
to multilingual text retrieval, some savings can also be obtained by eliminating unnecessary language generation components such as word order choice and
unique translation choices if a vector representation will eventually be used.
The most serious impediment to the success of knowledge-based approaches
such as Text Translation is that application of the technique in a new domain
may require a considerable knowledge engineering eort. This is a particular
We capitalize the name of the techniques in this chapter to distinguish them from the
generic use of the same terms in Chapter 4.
1
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problem in applications with frequent or severe domain shifts. The alternative
to knowledge engineering is knowledge acquisition, and corpus-based techniques
provide a way of automatically acquiring domain-speci c knowledge of crosslanguage mappings from parallel text corpora.
Text Translation could also be used to evaluate a corpus-based approach,
to adaptive multilingual text ltering by using a corpus-based (rather than
knowledge-based) machine translation system. Statistical machine translation,
in which translation probabilities conditioned on multi-term sequences that are
developed using a parallel multilingual text collection and then used to predict
the correct translation of each term, is one way in which this could be done 16].
Example-based machine translation, in which the translation of sequences of
terms is guided by examples drawn from a parallel test collection, oers an alternative corpus-based machine translation approach 55].
Instead of evaluating two variations on Text Translation, we have chosen
to evaluate a corpus-based cross-language mapping technique that can be more
closely integrated with vector space text ltering approach. The cross-language
LSI technique is clearly well matched with the LSI-mean user model that is
described in Chapter 3, so we have chosen cross-language LSI as our corpus-based
technique. Since the LSI-mean user model can be used with any cross-language
mapping technique that produces a vector representation of text, the LSI-mean
user model is compatible with Text Translation as well. The experiment design
we present below takes advantage of that fact to produce results which compare
the eectiveness of the two techniques under similar experimental conditions.
Because we use the LSI-mean user model with all three of the cross-language
mapping techniques, we refer to the cross-language application of LSI as \Latent
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Semantic Coindexing" in order to minimize the potential for confusion.
Latent Semantic Coindexing is by no means the only practical cross-language
mapping technique that can be closely integrated with vector space text ltering. The relevance feedback multilingual text retrieval technique described in
Chapter 4 integrates a technique similar to example-based machine translation
closely with the vector representation, relying on explicit examples to nd a
translation. Sheridan and Ballerini's corpus-based query expansion technique
uses a more sophisticated representation, but both techniques essentially rely on
the same idea| nding a prior example which is suciently close to the terms
being indexed. Any one of the three techniques could be used for multilingual
text ltering ltering when parallel bilingual training corpora are available. The
experimental results for Latent Semantic Coindexing that we report below are
simply the rst step in evaluating this range of possibilities.
The availability of parallel bilingual corpora is an important prerequisite
to the use of any corpus-based technique, and one which can not be passed
o lightly. While the advantage of corpus-based techniques is that they can
potentially acquire knowledge of how the languages in question are used in a
particular domain, this domain-speci city can be a liability if the domain of the
parallel training corpus diers signi cantly from the application domain. Thus,
corpus-based techniques will be most useful when high-quality translations are
produced as a natural byproduct of ongoing activity that is closely related to
the multilingual text ltering application. An example of such a situation would
be international negotiations, in which there is a continuing need for generating
high quality translations, and a related interest in developing and maintaining an
awareness of news articles related to the subject of the negotiations, regardless
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of the language in which those articles appear.
One way of expanding the applicability of a corpus based technique is to
use domain knowledge to constrain the allowable representations. This idea,
a combination of the knowledge-based and corpus-based approaches, oers the
potential for performance superior to that which could be achieved by either
approach in isolation. A comparison of Text Translation and Latent Semantic
Coindexing can be expected to yield some insight into the relative performance
of the knowledge-based and corpus-based approaches, but it will be silent on
how the two approaches might be combined. We have designed our third technique, Vector Translation, to exploit both statistical information and manually
encoded knowledge in order to begin to explore this issue. Our Vector Translation technique was inspired by earlier work in statistical machine translation,
but the simplicity of the distributions which are learned from the training corpus
makes the approach amenable to knowledge engineering both before and after
the statistics are collected.
The next three sections describe Text Translation, Latent Semantic Coindexing and Vector Translation in detail. In the remainder of this chapter we describe
the design of our experiments and the test collections that we use, present results
comparing the eectiveness of the three techniques, and draw some conclusions
about their relative merits.

5.1.1 Text Translation
The approach we call Text Translation (TT) involves using knowledge-based
machine translation to bring each document that will be used to construct the
pro le into a single language and then building the pro le using the LSI-mean
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technique. Subsequently arriving documents are then translated (when necessary) into that same language and the the LSI-mean technique is used to rank
those documents. In our experiments we use a broad-domain English-to-Spanish
machine translation system provided by the Logos Corporation, so we have chosen English and Spanish as our experimental language pair and we use Spanish
as the single language into which documents in English must be translated.
Figure 5.1 shows a typical TT design for this language pair. The architecture is quite general, since any machine translation system can be inserted and
any vector-based adaptive text ltering technique (e.g., relevance feedback, LSImean, the Gaussian User Model, a neural network or a probabilistic technique)
can be used in the pro le learning module. The initial pro le can be generated
in a number of ways. For example, it could be provided directly by the user, it
could be automatically constructed from a \typical" set of desirable documents
provided by the user, or it could be selected automatically from a prede ned set
of stereotypical pro les based on responses to a screening questionnaire. Regardless of how the initial pro le is acquired, it is simply passed through the pro le
learning module to the selection module. A separate pro le is maintained for
each distinct information need.
English documents are submitted to the machine translation system upon
arrival, and the Spanish translations are used to construct vectors based on the
frequencies with which terms appear in those documents. Spanish documents
bypass the machine translation step and are used directly to produce vectors.
The indexed phrases may be based on phrases, word stems, the morphological root forms used internally in the machine translation system, or character sequences of arbitrary length (e.g., bigrams or trigrams). Term weighting
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Figure 5.1: Text ltering using Text Translation.
functions which require collection-wide statistics such as \inverse document frequency" must estimate those statistics because the collection itself is dynamic.
In general, periodic updates to collection statistics can be based on a sample of
the most recent documents. The parameters of this \sliding window" approach
(e.g., sampling technique, window size, and update periodicity) can be adjusted
to balance time and space eciency with the rate of change in term usage in the
speci c application.
The selection module uses the pro le and the document vectors to select
and arrange documents for display to the user. This may involve set selection,
ranked output, or some more advanced visualization strategy. In other words,
this \selection" module combines aspects of the \selection" and \display" components in Figure 2.1, a simpli cation we will retain for the remainder of this
chapter. Although the selection module makes use of the vectors, it is the orig-
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inal documents that the selection module provides to the user. The association
of the vectors to the documents must be maintained by the machine translation
and vector construction modules. This too is an implicit assumption we shall
consistently make in the remainder of this chapter.
The user's responses to some subset of the documents are then observed
by the system and provided as feedback to the pro le learning module. This
feedback may be based on explicit user reactions (e.g., \like it"/\hate it," or some
ordinal preference scale) or it might be based on implicit feedback|observations
of behavior for which some relation to user preferences is known (e.g., reading
time or selection of documents from a menu listing their title and author). The
pro le learning module must also know with which document each reaction is
associated, and we show that feedback loop explicitly. For vector-based user
models such as the LSI-mean technique it is sucient to pass the document
vector, rather than the document itself, to the pro le learning module.
The Text Translation architecture is thus quite straightforward, adding only a
machine translation component to what would be found in a typical monolingual
vector-based text ltering architecture. Although machine translation errors can
be expected to reduce eectiveness somewhat when processing documents which
must be translated, use of a high-quality translation system appropriate to the
knowledge domain of the documents can minimize this source of error. The eectiveness of the machine translation system must, however, be balanced against
it's eciency. For applications in which a substantial number of documents require translation, the throughput of the machine translation system is likely to
be a limiting factor. The Logos machine translation system we use in our experiments is able to translate approximately 100,000 words (about 500 pages)
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per hour on a SPARC 20. While this is perfectly adequate for our experiments
(which are conducted without user interaction) high volume applications would
require real-time translation capabilities.

5.1.2 Latent Semantic Coindexing
Text Translation requires that every term frequency vector be constructed using
documents that have been translated into a single language, but Latent Semantic
Coindexing (LSC) produces a language-independent representation directly from
the original documents. Figure 5.2 shows a typical LSC system architecture.
English and Spanish documents are provided directly to the vector construction
module, along with what we call a \translation matrix," the T matrix described
in Chapter 3. This T matrix is produced by rst performing a Singular Value
Decomposition on a term-document matrix X constructed from a set of bilingual
documents, each of which consists of English and Spanish versions of the same
document. The rst k columns of the T0 matrix in the decomposition X =
T0S0D0T are then used as the columns of T . As described in Chapter 3, values of
k between 100 and 400 typically provide good performance, with the larger values
being appropriate for larger collections in which a greater number of concepts
need to be represented. We used k = 200 for the experiments reported in this
chapter.
Recall that in LSI the rst part of each row of the T0 matrix is thought to
encode information necessary to situate distinct concepts, while the last part is
thought to encode the eect of term usage variations. In bilingual documents, the
term usage variations which are suppressed include cross-language term usage
variations as well. The vectors constructed by LSC thus serve as language-
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Figure 5.2: Text ltering using Latent Semantic Coindexing.
independent representations of the concepts contained in those documents 80].
LSC can in principal be used with a single static set of bilingual documents,
but performance could suer if the term usage pattern in the documents being
ltered were to drift or shift away from the pattern in the bilingual document
collection. Updated collections of bilingual documents may not be available
in every application, but when such resources are available a sliding window
approach similar to that used for computation of collection-wide term weighting
factors can be employed.
In the vector construction module, vectors are formed in the usual way, including the computation of term weights using whatever weighting function is
desired. It is important, however, that this be the same term weighting function that was applied to the term-document matrix before computing the SVD.
The vectors are then augmented with a null vector for the terms in the second
language and multiplied by the T matrix to produce a language-independent
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concept vector for each document. Those concept vectors are then used by the
selection and pro le learning modules in the same way as described above for
the TT technique
LSC is capable of processing documents considerably faster than the machine
translation component of TT, but computing the SVD of a large term-document
matrix can require enormous amounts of time and memory. The simplest way
of limiting this computational complexity is to select a sample of representative
documents from the bilingual document collection, and to arbitrarily limit the
length of these documents. The length limitation has a bene cial side eect, because term usage patterns in shorter documents seem to provide a better basis for
separating the eects of conceptual and term usage information using LSI 162].
In our experiments we compute the SVD on nearly 500,000 words from over
25,000 documents in about an hour on a SPARC 20, so periodic recomputation
would certainly be practical on a collection of that size. Somewhat more ecient
techniques for approximate incremental recomputation of the SVD can also be
applied between complete recomputations to achieve additional savings 10].

5.1.3 Vector Translation
The knowledge acquisition step in LSC is guided by a single heuristic, that cross
language term usage variation is encoded by the last columns of the T0 matrix.
This stands in stark contrast to the TT approach, in which all domain knowledge
must be embedded in the text translation system, a task typically done manually. In our experiments, the middle ground|in which automatic knowledge
acquisition is guided by metaknowledge encoded in the acquisition module|is
lled by a technique we have developed that we call Vector Translation (VT).
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Unlike TT and LSC, the VT technique is not inspired by an existing multilingual text retrieval technique. For that reason, we will describe its motivation
and operation in some detail.
Like TT, in VT every document is used to produce a Spanish vector. But
in VT it is the document vector, rather than the document, which is translated.
VT is essentially term-by-term translation applied to the vectors which represent
documents.2 Since each element of a document vector is associated with a single
term in a single language, term-by-term translation can be applied to vectors
as easily as it can be applied to documents. Document vectors typically encode
no word-order information (except, perhaps, when phrases are encoded as a
single term), so deeper analysis is precluded by the representation. Term-byterm translation is quite fast, but (except in narrow domains where polysemy
eects can be suppressed), the resulting translations are usually of extremely
low quality. The reason for this poor performance is that without context it is
impossible to determine what word sense was intended for polysemous words.
Fortunately, the vector representation has two features which mitigate the
adverse eects of this problem. The rst is that it is not necessary to select a
single translation target for each term, since the vector representation is based
on the frequency with which a term occurs. For example, if there are two possible Spanish translations for some English term, it would be possible (although
perhaps not wise) to simply divide the weight associated with the English term
equally to produce a weight for each of the Spanish terms. Figure 5.3 illustrates
VT must be applied to the columns of the term-document matrix and not to the LSI
feature vectors since the elements of the LSI feature vectors have no obvious relationship with
individual terms.
2
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this for two senses of the English word \bank," one of which (a nancial institution) translates to \banco" and the other (a river bank) translates to \orilla."

Figure 5.3: Division of an English term weights between two Spanish terms.
The second helpful feature of vector representations is that a kind of \reverse
polysemy" eect reduces the adverse impact of associating some of the weight
with the wrong term in the other language. Here it is helpful to consider the
case in which two English terms both translate to the same Spanish term. The
weights contributed by each English term can simply be added together to nd
the weight that should be assigned to the Spanish term. Word choice variation
is a common stylistic device in many types of documents, typically introduced
to avoid the monotony of repeated use of a single term. When dierent English
terms are used for the same concept, it is likely that the intersection of their
Spanish translations will be quite small, perhaps even a single word. Thus,
term weight will tend to accumulate on the \consensus translation," and that
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consensus is likely to be correct. Figure 5.4 illustrates this consensus translation
eect for the English terms \credit union" and \bank."

Figure 5.4: The consensus translation eect for Vector Translation.
A useful way to consider these eects is to view each document vector as a
discrete distribution. In this context, term weight functions estimate the probability mass which should be assigned to a term (although the normalization factor
diers from that which would be needed to achieve unit length). Each document
is thus represented by the discrete distribution on the set of all possible terms.
The term weight splitting shown in Figure 5.3 is achieved by using a second
type of discrete distribution, a distribution (which is correctly normalized) on
the possible translations of each term. The collection of such distributions is represented by the translation matrix, and the mapping from Spanish into English
is achieved by multiplying the translation matrix and the English term vector to
produce a Spanish term vector. Since the translation matrix represents a linear
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operator, the additive behavior necessary for the consensus translation eect is
a natural consequence of this approach. Figure 5.5 illustrates this computation.

Spanish Terms

Spanish Terms

=
Translation
Matrix

x
English Terms

English Terms

Figure 5.5: Application of the translation matrix in Vector Translation.
Figure 5.6 shows how this translation matrix is used for text ltering. Separate modules are used to construct vectors for English and Spanish documents
because term lists and collection-wide statistics dier for the two languages. Vector translation is performed for vectors based originally on English documents so
that all of the vectors passed to the translation module approximate those which
would have been constructed if the original documents had been in Spanish. The
remainder of the ltering process then proceeds as in the other two techniques.
Vector Translation would not be expected to work well on the short queries
commonly found in many text retrieval applications because there would be little or no opportunity for the consensus translation eect to develop. But the
technique seems well suited to multilingual text ltering since relatively long
documents must be translated anyway. In the Text Translation technique, the
requirement to translate long documents is a disadvantage because it is time con176
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Figure 5.6: Text ltering using Vector Translation.
suming. Once the translation matrix has been constructed, Vector Translation
can be applied as quickly as Latent Semantic Coindexing, and the length of the
documents is an advantage because it provides greater scope for development of
the consensus translation eect. The Vector Translation technique might also be
useful in a multilingual text retrieval system when performing relevance feedback
or when performing \query by example" in which a sample document is oered
as the query.
Even under the best of circumstances, a translation matrix is bound to introduce some sources of error. Matrices represent linear functions, and a linear
function can capture some aspects of the consensus translation eect. But intuition suggests that the optimal encoding of the consensus translation eect would
probably require a nonlinear function. For example, in Figure 5.4 it would probably make more sense to place all of the term weight from \bank" on \banco"
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since two other English terms translated to \banco" and no other terms in the
document translated to \orilla." Using a linear approximation to the optimal
vector translation function will result in a somewhat more diused distribution
for the translated vector, with some of the term weight distributed to useless
(and probably even counterproductive) terms.
Of course, Text Translation and Latent Semantic Coindexing each introduce
their own types of errors. In Text Translation the principal sources of error
are failure to recognize a Spanish word and incorrect resolution of polysemy.
In Latent Semantic Coindexing the principal source of error is the inability to
separate polysemous uses of a term in the training collection, which makes it
impossible to conate terms that have dierent sets of polysemous senses across
languages into a single concept representation. In Vector Translation the error
introduced by the restriction to a linear mapping is likely to be dominated by
errors in the construction of the translation matrix itself, a process which we
describe in detail below. The principal goal of our experiments has been to
compare these three techniques in order to determine which sources of error have
the smallest adverse impact on the performance of an adaptive multilingual text
ltering technique.
Actually, both LSC and VT use a translation matrix, so both are subject
to the limitations imposed by linearity. Figure 5.7 illustrates the corresponding
computation for LSC. Mathematically the two operations are nearly identical,
diering only in the number of elements in each vector and matrix. But in
practice, the LSC translation matrix maps from sparse English or Spanish document vectors to a dense concept vector, while the translation matrix in VT
always maps from sparse English document vectors to sparse Spanish document
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vectors. Vector translation therefore is more similar in practice to Text Translation, since a preferred language in which every document will be represented
must be selected. For our experiments, this preferred language is Spanish. Of the
three techniques we have evaluated, LSC alone develops a language-independent
representation for each document.

Translation
Matrix

x
Bilingual Terms

=

Abstract Dimensions

Abstract Dimensions

Bilingual Terms

Figure 5.7: Application of the translation matrix in Latent Semantic Coindexing.
The other key dierence between LSC and VT is the source of the information on which the translation matrix is based. In LSC this information is
collected automatically from documents which are aligned only at the document
(or passage) level. Because the individual components of the T0 matrix lack any
understandable individual interpretation, human assistance with the construction of the T0 matrix is precluded. The VT translation matrix, on the other
hand, is constructed from bilingual document collections in which individual
terms have been aligned. Several techniques have been proposed for performing
this alignment (c.f., 17, 155]), and we describe the one we have chosen below.
An empirical distribution is then constructed to nd the probability that an
English word will map to each possible Spanish word. In addition to exploiting
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a somewhat dierent source of information, this approach gives the elements
of the VT translation matrix a natural interpretation. Each is the probability
that a speci c English word will be translated to a speci c Spanish word for
documents in the domain of interest. Such information can be collected automatically from bilingual document collections, but it can also be corrected and
augmented using lexical information produced by humans. Since corpus-based
and knowledge-based systems might be expected to make dierent types of errors, this joint construction approach could result in improved performance.
Term alignment in bilingual document collections is a challenging problem
which is studied in the eld of corpus linguistics, a branch of natural language
processing. Term alignment typically proceeds in three stages:
1. Document alignment. Corresponding documents in each language are identi ed.
2. Sentence alignment. Sentences and other similar units in each text are
identi ed and corresponding pairs of sentences are associated.
3. Term alignment. Corresponding terms (which may be words, word stems,
morphological roots appearing in a dictionary, and/or multi-word phrases)
in aligned sentence pairs are identi ed.
In our experiments we use a parallel bilingual collection of United Nations
documents that has been aligned at the document level by the Linguistic Data
Consortium at the University of Pennsylvania using document numbers assigned
when each document was originally prepared. David Hull of the Rank Xerox Research Corporation has used proprietary software to preprocess each document
used in this experiment, convert each word to it's morphological root and sub180

stituting a unique token for commonly appearing phrases.3 Shen and Garman
have developed a statistical technique which uses dynamic programming to optimize the alignment of sentences based on their length 135]. Wade Shen at
the University of Maryland has applied that technique to align the preprocessed
documents in the UN collection, and we have used the results of that alignment
in our experiments.
Shen is presently extending this software to perform term alignment as well
135]. The technique is based on the cooccurrence frequency of terms in aligned
sentence pairs, with greater weight placed on cooccurrences that appear at similar locations within each sentence. For example, two words will be assigned a
greater cooccurrence value if they both occur as the rst word in a pair of aligned
sentences than if one appears rst and the other appears last. Every term pair
with a cumulative cooccurrence value that exceed a speci ed threshold is considered to be aligned. The number of such cooccurrences is then used to compute
an empirical distribution on the Spanish translation of every term appearing in
the English versions of the United Nation documents, and those distributions
are stored as a translation matrix.4
It is the use of a threshold on the correlation values which induces some
measure of term alignment, and that is what distinguishes this approach from
the vector translation technique of Davis and Dunning described in Chapter 4
which was based solely on sentence alignment. A high threshold results in a
sparse translation matrix and highly focused vector translations, a lower threshWhen phrases are recognized the words which comprise the phrase are removed from the
text and only the unique token is provided.
4 It is important to note that the translation matrix is based on the number of alignments
for each term, and not on the correlation values.
3
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old produces more translation targets for each term and hence a somewhat more
diused translation in which the same amount of term weight is spread across
a larger number of terms. One of the goals of our experiments will be to determine the threshold value which produces enough diusion to exploit the consensus translation eect, but that remains focused enough to avoid introducing an
overwhelming number of spurious translations.
Other techniques for term alignment have been proposed as well. Brown,
et al. at IBM have collected term translation statistics using vastly more sophisticated techniques which directly handle word to phrase translation and take
advantage of information encoded in word order 17]. The result is a translation matrix which is conditioned on sequences of English words rather than on
a single word. Such a distribution is easily converted to one conditioned on the
nal term in the sequence by summing across the possible pre xes of that term,
although it is not clear whether the result would be any more accurate than
Shen's simpler technique.
Shen's technique is similar to the automatic thesaurus construction technique
used by van der Eijk that we described in Chapter 4 155]. The principal dierence between the two is that Shen's technique incorporates provisions to generate
the empirical distribution.5 In fact, it is useful to think of the translation matrix
in Vector Translation as a kind of \stochastic thesaurus" in which each possible
translation is labeled with the probability that that translation will occur in the
training collection of bilingual documents.
This observation suggests two ways in which human knowledge can be used
The other di erence is that Shen's technique presently does not rely on part of speech
information.
5
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to guide the development of the stochastic thesaurus. Many of the candidate
alignments produced by statistical techniques such as Shen's make no semantic
sense. But bilingual dictionaries typically seek to list every possible translation,
and often those translations are listed in some sort of preference order. It should
be possible to use the set of known translations in an existing bilingual dictionary
as a stronger constraint on the alignment process than the present threshold
on the cumulative cooccurrence value. We call this technique \seeding" the
distribution with the dictionary since the probability mass is constrained to
accumulate only on the seeds that we have provided. It may also be possible to
exploit the order of appearance in the dictionary entry as an additional constraint
on the relative size of the probability masses that are assigned to the translations,
although we have not yet designed an approach for doing so. While seeding the
distribution tends to drive the translation matrix from one tailored to a domain
towards one suitable for more general application, the improvement in alignment
accuracy (and hence in the eectiveness of the VT technique) could be signi cant.
We have not yet implemented seeded vector translation, but it is the potential
to integrate both knowledge-based and corpus-based techniques in this way that
motivated the choice of Vector Translation as our third technique.
The other way of adding human knowledge to the translation matrix is by
hand-tuning the matrix after it has been constructed. If analysis reveals unusually poor performance for the cross-language component of a Vector Translation
multilingual text ltering system on a particular set of topics, the translation
probabilities for keywords associated with those topics could be examined by a
domain expert who is uent in both languages. If the values in the matrix appear to be counterintuitive, it would be possible to adjust them manually. Such a
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process is not likely not prove economically feasible for many applications, however, unless automated tools can be developed which can identify potentially
poor translation probabilities and either suggest improvements or apply those
improvements without human intervention.

5.2 Experiment Design
The principal objective of our experiments is to compare the performance of three
techniques, TT, LSC and VT. Comparison of knowledge-based and corpus-based
techniques is inherently dicult, because each is designed for a dierent application environment. Furthermore, because each technique requires unique design
decisions, it can be dicult to generalize from the results of experiments run
with speci c parameter choices. Finally, we are not aware of any test collection
that combines all of the features that are useful for evaluation of multilingual
corpora. In this section we describe a set of experiments which are designed to
produce useful comparisons in the face of these challenges.
In order to produce comparable results, our basic strategy is to establish experimental conditions that are as similar as possible across the three techniques.
We use the LSI-mean ltering technique in every case, because LSI is already
an integral part of the LSC technique 41]. Because we envision applications
which must be able to lter bilingual collections of monolingual documents, we
must introduce a separate collection of bilingual documents on which we can
perform the bilingual SVD for the LSC technique. For consistency, we use the
same collection of United Nations documents for this purpose that we have used
to construct the translation matrix for the VT technique. To further assure con-
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sistency, we perform the monolingual SVD required for the LSI-mean technique
using the Spanish version of the documents in that collection.
Since we are presently interested only in characterizing cross-language ltering performance, we have chosen to train the LSI-mean pro le using documents
in one language and then evaluate ltering eectiveness using only documents
in the other language. The LSI-mean ltering technique exploits only positive
training examples, so we have chosen to develop the pro le using documents in
English and then evaluate it's performance using documents in Spanish. This
choice minimizes the number of documents which must be translated from English to Spanish for the TT evaluation. It should be noted, however, that this
choice minimizes only the diculty of running our experiment. In practical applications, every arriving document would need to be brought into Spanish in
order to apply the TT technique. We achieve this simpli cation for the purposes
of our experiment by measuring the performance of the system at a snapshot
in time|after training on one set of documents, we conduct an evaluation on a
second set. Because we know a priori which documents in the training set are
relevant to each topic, we can avoid unnecessary translation of all the rest of the
training documents. And because the entire evaluation set is already in Spanish,
no additional translation resources are required for evaluation.
Substitution of word stems for surface terms is often used to improve the
eectiveness of a text ltering system. Instead we have chosen to consistently
substitute the morphological roots and phrase tokens provided by David Hull at
the Rank Xerox Research Centre for the surface terms because those root forms
and phrase tokens are used to produce the VT translation matrix. We remove
common words using a bilingual stopword list formed by conjoining the English
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and Spanish stopword lists provided with SMART version 11.0. This results in
occasional removal of terms in one language by the stopword list for the other
language, but this eect is not signi cantly more severe than the occasional
removal of a content-bearing word in a monolingual context.6
Figure 5.8 shows the three step top-level design that we have used for all of
our experiments. For LSC the \LSI training collection" consists of the bilingual
UN documents, while for TT and VT it consists of the Spanish versions of those
same documents. The output of the SVD step is the T matrix and a term list
which relates each row in the T matrix to a single morphological root. Table 5.1
shows the parameters used in the SVD step.
Parameter
Dimensions Retained (k)
Stopword List
Term Weight Function

Value
200
Bilingual
SMART ltc weights

Table 5.1: Experimental parameters for the SVD step.
The \pro le training collection" must contain both English documents and
binary (relevant/not relevant) relevance judgements for a number of topics.
These documents and relevance judgements are used by the LSI-mean technique
(in conjunction with the T matrix and the term list) to produce a concept vector
which represents the pro le. The term list is xed by the SVD step, so terms
which appear in relevant documents of the pro le training collection but do not
appear in the term list must be ignored because there will be no corresponding
row in T . Documents for which no relevance judgements are available are also
For example, \c" is included in SMART's English stopword list, an unfortunate choice
when seeking to identify documents about computer programming languages."
6
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Figure 5.8: Top-level experiment design.
ignored (i.e., they are treated as if they are not relevant). The SVD step need
only be performed once for each type of experiment (LSC or TT/VT), but the
pro le construction step must be repeated for each topic.
The evaluation step must also be repeated for each topic and, of course, for
each of the three techniques. The \evaluation collection" must consist of Spanish
documents for which relevance judgements are available, and those relevance
judgements must be made with respect to the same collection of topics that
were used to make the relevance judgements for the training collection. Concept
vectors for each Spanish document are rst computed using the T matrix and the
term list provided by the SVD step, again ignoring terms which do not appear
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in the term list. The Spanish documents are then ranked in order of decreasing
similarity with the pro le concept vector using the cosine measure. Finally, the
precision at a recall level of 0.1 is computed to produce a topic-speci c gure of
merit that is appropriate for interactive applications in which high precision is
preferred over high recall. If desired, these gures can be averaged over several
topics to produce a single gure of merit which describes the performance of
each technique on this set of test collections.
Each step is implemented using the same modi ed version of the SMART
experimental text retrieval system that was used for the experiments described
in Chapter 3. The changes we have made to SMART, including the additional
modi cations to implement the Vector Translation technique, are described in
Appendix A. A value of k = 200 was consistently used for the experiments
reported in this chapter because that value was found to result in good performance with monolingual evaluations on the test collections we have chosen.

5.3 Test Collections
Corpus based techniques such as LSC require bilingual document collections
with the same structure of language use as is found in the pro le training and
evaluation collections. We thus would be able to gain the greatest insight into
the relative eectiveness of our three techniques if some of the documents in
the United Nations (UN) collection could be used for LSI training, others for
pro le training, and the remainder for evaluation, with the documents randomly
assigned to one of three groups in order to minimize the sources of experimental
error. Because signi cant dierences in ltering eectiveness occur across topics,
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the results will be most representative of \typical" performance when averaged
over a fairly large number of topics, so the ideal test collection would also have a
large number of topics against which every document (or at least every document
that is not assigned to the LSI training collection) has been judged.
The UN collection certainly fails to meet those requirements, because there
is no standard set of topics associated with it and hence there are no relevance
judgements at all. But since we are not aware of any large parallel bilingual
document collection which satis es these criteria, the UN collection provides a
reasonable starting point. A set of topics appropriate to the issues addressed in
that collection could be constructed manually, and relevance judgements assigned
to documents with respect to each topic. Relevance judgements are expensive to
collect, however, so sampling techniques such as the pooled assessment methodology used in TREC would be needed. For experiments conducted when the
pool is established, the pooled relevance assessment methodology produces exact values for precision but can only compute an upper bound on recall. In
order to ensure repeatable results on a standard set of relevance judgements,
subsequent experimenters will often treat unassessed documents as if they were
known to be irrelevant. This will have almost no eect on the actual eectiveness
of ltering technique such as LSI-mean which are based only on relevant documents, because only a small number of potentially useful training documents are
likely to be missed. Both recall and precision will only be approximated when
this technique is used for evaluation, but the results can be compared to other
experiments which have used TREC relevance judgements after the pool was
created.
Clearly such an extensive eort cannot be justi ed for a single set of exper-
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iments. The obvious alternative, translation of an existing collection for which
relevance judgements are available, is unfortunately even less practical. If the
results of the evaluation are to be representative of documents which occur naturally in dierent languages, the required translations would be of a higher quality
than can be achieved with the present technology for fully automatic machine
translation. Although some eciencies could be achieved by limiting translation
requirements for the pro le training collection, there would be no alternative to
translating all of the documents used in the LSI training step.
This situation poses somewhat of a quandary. Both approaches for constructing a test collection would require a substantial commitment of resources, but
such resources are unlikely to be made available until there is some evidence that
practical multilingual ltering techniques can be constructed. The approach that
we have taken to resolve this dilemma it is to relax some of the requirements we
have stated for an \ideal" test collection and then seek to characterize what has
been lost in the process. Although the actual test collections we have used in our
experiments lack many of the desirable characteristics we have identi ed, they
do provide sucient insight into the performance of the TT, LSC and VT techniques to determine whether committing the required resources to develop test
collections better suited to multilingual text ltering evaluation can be justi ed.
We have chosen to use three existing collections for our evaluation. As we
described above, the Linguistic Data Consortium has collected a large parallel
corpus of United Nations documents which contains over 1 GB of documents in
three languages: English, Spanish and French. We use the English and Spanish documents that were generated during 1992 as the LSI training collection
because memory requirements of the SVD for resulting term-document matrix
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were compatible with the capabilities of our computing resources. Some of the
UN documents are quite long, and the experience of others that we described
in Chapters 3 and 4 has led us to conclude that the performance of LSI can be
signi cantly improved by constraining the length of the documents 132, 162].
The characteristics of the UN documents makes alignment at the end of the
document simpler than alignment at the beginning, so for each English document we extract the last 400 tokens produced by the morphological analyzer
(i.e., words, phrases, punctuation, and SGML tags) and a corresponding number of tokens from the associated Spanish document. Spanish documents from
this source typically contain more words than their English translation, so we
compute the expansion ratio for each document and expand the window at the
end of the Spanish document by that factor. Only words and phrases are used to
construct the document vectors because punctuation, SGML tags and stopwords
are automatically removed in subsequent processing. A typical bilingual document vector constructed in this way contains nonzero term weights for about
200 unique terms, slightly more than half of which are Spanish words or phrases.
For consistency, the expanded version of each Spanish UN document is also used
to compute the SVD for the TT and VT techniques.
Although shorter documents seem to improve the performance of LSI, the
term alignment software actually bene ts from longer documents. Sentence pairs
which cannot be aligned are simply ignored by the sentence alignment software,
and terms which produce no above-threshold alignments will produce no translations. Hence, we chose to use the entire UN documents rather than the last
400 tokens when computing the translation matrix for the VT techniques. Furthermore, we used all of the UN documents written between 1990 and 1992 in
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order to produce the best possible translation matrices.
For the pro le training collection we use English newspaper articles from
1990-1992 that appeared in the U.S. newspaper the Wall Street Journal (WSJ).
We selected this collection because it is from roughly the same period as the UN
collection and because TREC relevance judgements (using a pooled relevance
assessment methodology) are available for 300 topics for that collection. Manual
inspection of these 300 topics reveals that four of them appear to be similar to
(but not identical to) topics for which relevance judgements are available on the
evaluation collection we have chosen.
For the evaluation collection we use Spanish newspaper articles from 1992
that appeared in the Mexican newspaper El Norte. TREC Relevance judgements
are available for 50 topics on that collection, and four of those 50 are the topics
we found similar to the topics against which the WSJ articles were judged.
Table 5.2 identi es the four topic pairs, and Figure 5.9 shows our impression of
the degree and type of overlap of the topic descriptions in each topic pair using
Venn diagrams. Appendix B.2 provides additional details about the TREC
collections we have used and the complete text of the four topic descriptions.
Spanish Language Topic
SP10 Mexican Narcotic Trac
SP22 Mexican Ination
SP25 Mexican Privatization
SP47 Mexican Cancer Research

022
008
128
123

English Language Topic
Counternarcotics
Economic Projections
Privatization of State Assets
Carcinogen Research & Control

Table 5.2: Closely related English and Spanish TREC topics.
By using training and evaluation collections from the same periods, we have
attempted to minimize the eect of temporal shifts in the content of the three
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Figure 5.9: Topic overlap.
collections. For example, documents about UN sanctions on Iraq appear in all
three collections because those sanctions were imposed in that time frame. A
closer inspection of the three collections does, however, reveal some signi cant
dierences in the predominance of the topics in each collection. Many of the
United Nations documents, for example are resolutions regarding sanctions on
Iraq. The dominant theme of the Wall Street Journal articles is economic activity, and documents which discuss other issues often describe the economic
consequences of those issues as well. As would be expected, a large number of
the documents in the El Norte collection describe events in Mexico. In particular, sports such as soccer receive a good deal more coverage in El Norte than in
either of the other two collections. We refer to the eect of these dierences on
our measurements of ltering eectiveness the \domain shift eect."
All three collections include at least some coverage of the four topic pairs in
Table 5.2. So our expectation before conducting the experiments was that comparisons of eectiveness measures such as the recall at a precision of 0.1 would
yield some insight into the relative eectiveness of TT, LSC and VT despite the
dierences in coverage. Davis and Dunning used two of these three collections
for multilingual text retrieval experiments, however, achieving values of average precision close to that which would have resulted from random selection of
documents 29]. With this in mind we have designed and conducted additional
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experiments to characterize the magnitude of the domain shift eect in order to
help interpret our results.
In addition to the domain shift eect, our experiment design also results
in what we call a \topic shift eect." The topic shift eect results from the
fact that the \similar" pairs of topics in Table 5.2 are not identical. In other
words, documents which satisfy the English topic description may not satisfy
the Spanish topic description, and vice versa. If the Spanish topics are viewed
as \correct," this topic shift eect essentially introduces an additional source
of noise into the pro le training step. Alternatively, the English topics can be
viewed as \correct" and the noise interpreted as having been introduced into the
evaluation process. From either perspective, the result of the topic shift eect
is to reduce the recall and precision measurements below that which would be
achieved if noise-free relevance judgements were available. We have designed and
conducted additional experiments to characterize the results of the topic shift
eect as well.
The topic shift and domain shift eects are by no means the only sources
of measurement errors, however. The other sources are inherent to the use of
TREC relevance judgements. The principal limitation, shared by all approaches
which are based on recall and precision computations, is that relevance judgements based on a topic description are subject to the assessor's understanding
of the topic statement, of the document, and of the relationship between the
two. Such judgements have been shown to vary signi cantly across assessors,
with better \inter-rater reliability" demonstrated by assessors who are expert in
the knowledge domain of the topic. Inter-rater reliability measurements rarely
exceed 0.8, meaning that at best 80% of the documents that are judged to be rel-
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evant by one assessor would be judged to be relevant by another, or even by the
same assessor at another time (c.f., 131]). Thus, a system achieving a precision
of 0.8 with respect to a single judge's relevance assessments (TREC relevance
judgements are made by a single judge for each topic) would be operating at or
near the limit of our ability to reliably measure performance.
A second limitation applies to experiments such as ours in which relevance
judgements that were made during a past TREC evaluation are used. With
a pooled relevance assessment methodology it is not possible to know how the
documents which were not in the pool of evaluated documents would have been
judged. Typically, such documents are treated as if they are not relevant when
computing precision and recall. During the TREC evaluation this factor only
eects precision measurements because every document selected by any system
is evaluated. For evaluations performed using existing TREC relevance judgements, both recall and precision can be aected because unevaluated documents
may be highly ranked. We call this source of error the \sampling eect" because
it is a consequence of the sampling technique used in the TREC evaluation. The
magnitude of the error introduced by the sampling eect is likely larger for the El
Norte collection because fewer systems have participated in the Spanish TREC
evaluation and that fact has resulted in smaller pools of assessed documents. We
have designed and conducted an additional experiment which oers some insight
into the impact of the sampling eect on our results.
The principal goal of our experiments is to compare the eectiveness of the
three adaptive multilingual text ltering techniques that we have developed. We
do this using precision and recall measurements which are subject to all four
sources of error: domain shift, topic shift, inter-rater reliability and sampling.
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Our results thus do not reect the performance which an actual user might expect
to achieve in a speci c application. The can, however, be used to evaluate the
relative eectiveness of the three techniques so long as the precision which is
achieved exceeds that which would be achieved by chance. There are 57,780
documents in the El Norte collection that we use for evaluation. Table 5.3
shows the precision which would be achieved by random selection, considering
the number of relevant documents that are known for each topic. The number
of known non-relevant documents for each topic is also shown.
Topic
SP10
SP22
SP25
SP47

Relevant
Total
Chance Non-relevant
Documents Documents Precision Documents
206
57,780
0.004
735
346
57,780
0.005
413
359
57,780
0.006
427
77
57,780
0.001
483

Table 5.3: Precision achieved by random selection on the El Norte collection.
The experiment design in Figure 5.8 is particularly well suited to measuring
the domain shift and topic shift eects. The eect of the domain shift between
the UN collection and the El Norte collection can be characterized by a variation
on the TT experiment. In the standardized TT experiment design, the SVD is
performed on Spanish documents drawn from the UN collection. By instead
performing the SVD on a sample of the the El Norte documents, the eect of
the domain shift between the UN collection and the El Norte collection will be
removed.7 If an improvement in precision occurs when the domain shift eect is
In our primary experiments we do not want to remove the domain shift e ect from the
TT experiment because it is unavoidably present in the LSC experiment.
7
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removed in this way, the magnitude of the increase can be used as a measure of
the severity of the domain shift. Since the domain shift eect may be dierent
for dierent topics, we have performed this \domain shift experiment" on a
topic-by-topic basis. Unfortunately, we have not been able to devise a similar
procedure to measure the eect of the domain shift between between the WSJ
collection and either of the other two collections.
One point worth nothing is that the design of our domain shift experiment
produces a perfectly fair evaluation of TT performance for some types of ltering
applications. In our standard experiment design we process each document in the
evaluation collection individually, accumulating the result solely for the purpose
of constructing a sorted list. The \newly arrived" El Norte articles could equally
well be processed as a group from start to nish in applications which do not
demand real-time performance. In our \domain shift" experiments we perform
the SVD on the rst 1000 complete El Norte articles, a process which requires
about one hour on a SPARC 20. It would certainly be possible to execute such
a batch processing procedure overnight if adequate computing resources were
available.
It is more dicult to characterize the topic shift eect because changing a
single collection in the standard experiment design aects precision and recall
measurements in three dierent ways. The \topic shift experiment" is again
based on the standardized TT experiment, but in this case it is the pro le training collection that is changed. Instead of training the pro le on translated WSJ
documents which are relevant to an English (WSJ) topic, the pro le is trained on
some of the El Norte documents which are relevant to the corresponding (Spanish) topics. This is certainly not a fair evaluation of ltering performance, but
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it does remove the eect of the topic shift. The topic shift experiment actually
evaluates a combination of memory and prediction, since it measures how well a
system trained with one set of documents can remember those documents and
also nd new ones. So the performance improvement which results from training the pro le using some of the El Norte documents and relevance judgements
signi cantly overstates the eect of the topic shift.
In addition to removing the topic shift eect and the need to make predictions, the topic shift experiment also removes the eect of errors introduced by
the machine translation step in the TT evaluation because the resulting evaluation is completely monolingual. A simple variation of the standard LSC experiment can be used to reveal this \machine translation eect." In the standard LSC
experiment the English language WSJ documents are used for pro le training.
Of course, since the LSC SVD is performed on bilingual documents, documents
in either language can be used for pro le training. If the WSJ documents are
rst translated into Spanish and then used to train the pro le, the resulting
performance decrease will be entirely attributable to the errors induced during
machine translation process. In all of our experiments we have con gured the
Logos machine translation system to leave unchanged any words which are not
recognized. Thus our \translated WSJ documents" actually contain a mixture
of Spanish and English words. This eect causes our experiment to measure the
adverse eects of machine translation to understate those eects somewhat, but
the experiment does provide some useful insight.
The eect of machine translation errors is interesting in its own right, since
it oers some insight into the eect which further enhancements to machine
translation could have on the performance of the TT technique, but it also
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allows us to adjust the results we observe in the topic shift experiment. Once
the \translation error eect" has been characterized, an upper bound on the
magnitude of the topic shift eect can be approximated by adjusting the result
of the topic shift experiment using the result of the experiment to determine
the machine translation eect. In the next section we combine the observed
percentage dierences to produce an upper bound on the magnitude of the topic
shift eect, although we do not intend to imply that the results are signi cant to
the two gures that we typically show. It is not clear that percent dierences are
the appropriate measure in this case, but their use oers one way of visualizing
how the two eects could be considered simultaneously. Table 5.4 summarizes
the types of errors we have described.
Error Type
Domain Shift
Topic Shift
Translation
Inter-rater
Sampling

Source
Dierent coverage of UN, WSJ, and El Norte
Dierences between Spanish and English topics
Incorrect word choice during machine translation
Dierent interpretations of topic speci cations
Relevance assessment only available for some docs

Table 5.4: Sources of experimental error.

5.4 Results
Table 5.5 summarizes the results of the three standard experiments. LSC and
TT appear to achieve comparable performance on these topic pairs, but the
performance of VT is noticeably worse. While it is not possible to test this hypothesis statistically with only four topics, the relative performance of the three
techniques is fairly consistent. The other obvious conclusion is that something
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is wrong with the SP10/022 topic pair. Our additional experiments reveal that
the problem with that topic pair is a consequence of the topic shift eect. The
other topics pairs provide insight into more eects simultaneously, however, so
we begin our detailed examination of the results with the best performing topic
pair, SP22/008.
Technique
Topic Pair LSC TT VT
SP10/022 0.01 0.02 0.00
SP22/008 0.17 0.17 0.12
SP25/128 0.08 0.10 0.03
SP47/123 0.07 0.06 0.01
Average
0.08 0.09 0.04
Table 5.5: Standard experiment results (precision at 0.1 recall).
Table 5.6 presents the detailed results for the SP22/008 topic pair which
addresses issues related to economic projections. The results of the three standard experiments shown in Table 5.5 are underlined. Since there are 346 known
relevant documents for topic SP22, a recall of 0.1 is achieved after 35 relevant
documents have been found. So about one in six of the documents in the top 205
documents are relevant. This compares favorably with both the chance precision
for this topic pair (from Table 5.3) of 0.005 and with the observed lower bound
on performance of 0.06. This \lower bound" is measured with a variation on the
TT experiment in which the untranslated WSJ articles for pro le training. Only
English words which also appear in both the El Norte collection and the Spanish
UN documents can possibly contribute to the \lower bound" ranking. Viewed in
this light, VT increases performance from one known relevant document in every
seventeen to one known relevant document in eight, and LSC and TT produce
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a further increase to one known relevant document in six.
LSI Training Pro le Training
Bounds
Collection
LSC TT VT Lower Upper
Bilingual UN 0.17 0.14
Spanish UN
0.17 0.12 0.06 0.46
El Norte
0.28
0.64
Table 5.6: Precision for the SP22/008 topic pair at 0.1 recall.
The results of the domain shift experiment can be seen by comparing the
bottom rows in the second column. The underlined entry (0.17) is the standard
TT experiment result, and the value below it (0.28) is produced by removing the
eect of the domain shift between the UN collection and the El Norte collection.
So the TT technique can actually produce ranked lists for this topic pair in
which one in four of the top ranked documents are known to be relevant and, if
a bilingual training collection that did not incur a signi cant domain shift were
available, LSC should be able to achieve similar performance.
The eect of machine translation errors can be seen by comparing the rst
two entries in the top row. The underlined entry (0.17) is the standard LSC
experiment result. The value to the right of it (0.14) is produced by adding the
translation error eect. Recall, however, that this experiment understates the
translation error eect because untranslated words which appear in the translated WSJ documents that are used for pro le training are exploited by the
LSC technique, but they (for the most part) rejected automatically by the TT
technique.
With this result in mind, the results of the topic shift experiment can now
be seen by comparing the TT experiment result (0.17) with the upper bound in
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that same row (0.46). This \upper bound" is the precision that is achieved when
training is performed using the El Norte collection (the same collection on which
the evaluation was performed). As we mentioned above, although this removes
the eect of the topic shift, it also eliminates the need to make predictions. The
translation error eect is also removed, but that eect can at least be estimated
as the dierence between 0.17 and 0.14.
Overall, this topic pair shows the smallest performance degradation from the
domain and topic shifts, but even in this case the impact is severe. For this
topic pair, the domain shift reduces precision by 39% (0.17/0.28) and the topic
shift also appears to result in at most a 45% reduction in precision (0.17/0.46,
corrected by 0.17/0.14) (although this last comparison also includes the eect
of substituting memory for prediction). The value in the lower right corner
of Table 5.6 shows the precision achieved when the El Norte collection is used
for the SVD, pro le training and evaluation. This \monolingual memory test"
reveals only that the LSI-mean technique is able to construct a representation
of topic SP22 which will select the correct document two times out of three near
the top of the list.
Table 5.7 presents the detailed results for the SP47/123 topic pair which addresses issues related to cancer research. The results here follow essentially the
same pattern as those for the SP22/008 topic pair, but some important dierences can be observed. The most important dierence is shown in Table 5.3: only
77 relevant documents have been identi ed for topic SP47, while 346 relevant
documents are known for topic SP22. This is a consequence of the way in which
the TREC relevance assessments have been collected, and it probably does not
indicate that there are actually that few relevant documents in the collection.
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The rst 25 Spanish topics were used in two consecutive TREC evaluations, but
the second set of 25 Spanish topics have only been used in one TREC evaluation.
Of the four Spanish topics we use, only topic SP47 suers from this smaller pool
of documents on which which relevance assessments have been made.
LSI Training Pro le Training
Bounds
Collection
LSC TT VT Lower Upper
Bilingual UN 0.07 0.02
Spanish UN
0.06 0.01 0.00 0.45
El Norte
0.17
0.47
Table 5.7: Precision for the SP47/123 topic pair at 0.1 recall.
In an eort to characterize the eect of this smaller pool, we repeated some
of our experiments on the SP22/008 topic pair using only the relevance judgements which were available after only one TREC evaluation. At that time, 270
relevant documents were known (76 fewer than were known after both TREC
evaluations). The results shown in Table 5.8 indicate that the reduction in
precision which results from using this smaller pool of relevance judgements is
somewhat smaller than the dierences observed between Tables 5.6 and 5.7.
LSI Training Pro le Training
Bounds
Collection
LSC TT VT Lower Upper
Bilingual UN 0.12 0.11
Spanish UN
0.14 0.08 0.04 0.38
Table 5.8: Results for the SP22/008 topic pair with earlier relevance judgements.
Both the chance performance that would be achieved by random selection
(shown in Table 5.3) and the observed lower bound on precision for the SP47/123
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topic pair are very close to zero, a consequence of the fact that only 77 relevant
documents are known. The absolute value of the domain shift is no larger in
this case (0.17-0.06) than for the SP22/008 topic pair, although the percentage
dierence is much greater (a 65% reduction in precision). The translation error
shows the same eect, with a nearly identical absolute dierence (0.07-0.02) but
a considerably larger percentage dierence (a 71% reduction in precision).
The topic shift measurement for the SP47/123 topic pair are, unfortunately,
not comparable to the measurement for the SP22/008 topic pair. Since the SP47
topic was used in only one TREC evaluation, the upper bound on precision (0.45)
was computed by training on exactly the same set of documents that were being
used for evaluation. So the dierence between that value and the TT result
(0.06) is likely increased by the fact that this is strictly a \memory" evaluation.
Whether the dierences result from the smaller collection, a larger (percentage) domain shift, or a larger topic shift, the results for the SP47/123 topic pair
are considerably below those obtained from the SP22/008 topic pair. But since
our principal interest is in the relative performance of the three techniques, this
dierence is of little consequence. What is important is that the performance
of the LSC and TT techniques is again comparable, that again TT achieves
better performance when the domain shift eect is eliminated, and that the
performance of the VT technique is worse than that of the other two.
The results for VT on this topic pair are actually quite disappointing, increasing the density of relevant documents from one in a thousand (which would
be achieved by chance) to about one in a hundred. Shen constructed eight translation matrices using a dierent threshold on the cumulative con dence value for
each. We selected the translation matrix which resulted in the highest average
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precision (at a recall of 0.1) on the SP22/008 topic pair. This threshold produced an average of 4.7 translations for each of 3,931 English terms. Since 9,002
unique Spanish terms were identi ed as translation targets, the average number
of English terms translating to a single Spanish term was 2.1. This is the factor
which permits the consensus translation eect to develop. Table 5.9 shows these
parameters for the best three of the eight threshold values we tried.8 From this
we conclude that an expansion factor of about 4 and a contraction factor of
about 2 will maximize the performance of VT on the SP22/008 topic pair.
SP22/008 English Expand Nonzero Contract Spanish
Matrix Precision Terms Factor Entries Factor Terms
1
0.05
3369
2.9
9648
1.3
7395
2
0.08
3931
4.7
18526
2.1
9002
3
0.06
4287
5.5
23479
2.5
9244
Table 5.9: Term alignment statistics.
In view of the disappointing results of VT on the SP47/123 topic pair, we
repeated the VT experiment on that topic pair with all eight of the translation
matrices that resulted from the dierent threshold values. No translation matrix
resulted in an average precision (at a recall value of 0.1) exceeding 0.01. From
this we conclude that VT performs poorly on the SP47/123 topic pair.
Table 5.10 presents the detailed results for the SP25/128 topic pair which
addresses issues related to privatization of state assets. The most surprising
gure in that table is the exceptionally low upper bound on precision obtained
The \precision" shown in Table 5.9 was measured at a recall value of 0.1. It was computed
using only the relevant documents known after the rst TREC evaluation of topic SP22, so it
should be compared with the results in Table 5.8 rather than Table 5.6.
8
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when the El Norte collection is used for all three steps in the experiment (0.18).
This suggests that for topic SP25 either the relevant and nonrelevant documents
are not well separated in the k-dimensional LSI subspace, or that the pooled
relevance methodology has failed to identify many of the relevant documents.
The other unusual eect that can be observed in Table 5.10 is that the translation error eect is reversed for this topic pair. In other words, training the
LSC pro le with translated Spanish documents actually improves performance
when compared to the result when the LSC pro le is trained with documents in
English. This suggests that LSC has failed to identify the cross-language mappings of the terms which are important in documents about privatization. The
unusual translation error eect could also be an artifact of the same problem
that limited monolingual performance, although the results of the standard experiments (LSC, VT and TT) are reasonably consistent with the other two topic
pairs that we have considered so far.
LSI Training Pro le Training
Bounds
Collection
LSC TT VT Lower Upper
Bilingual UN 0.08 0.13
Spanish UN
0.10 0.03 0.02 0.10
El Norte
0.10
0.18
Table 5.10: Precision for the SP25/128 topic pair at 0.1 recall.
Table 5.11 presents the detailed results for the SP10/022 topic pair which
addresses issues related to narcotics tracking. As Table 5.3 shows, all of the
values (except the upper bounds) are extremely close to that which could be
achieved by random selection (0.004). This appears to result from an exceptionally large topic shift, since the performance when El Norte is used for every step
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(0.79) approximates the best practical inter-rater reliability that we described
above.
LSI Training Pro le Training
Bounds
Collection
LSC TT VT Lower Upper
Bilingual UN 0.01 0.01
Spanish UN
0.02 0.00 0.01 0.20
El Norte
0.02
0.79
Table 5.11: Precision for the SP10/022 topic pair at 0.1 recall.
A close inspection of the topic descriptions in Appendix B does suggest a
possible explanation for this mismatch. Topic SP10 speci cally requires that
\The document should indicate methods used by narcotrackers to utilize Mexico as a transit country for getting drugs into the U.S. It should include speci c
examples and locations and measures for stopping this activity." Topic 022, on
the other hand, requires that \To be relevant, a document will report measures
taken by the U.S. Government either to curb production of drugs, to curb entry
into the U.S. of drugs, or to prosecute those involved in drug tracking, laundering of drug money, or racketeering related to drugs." As might be expected,
many of the relevant documents in the Wall Street Journal collection discuss
prosecutions. In the topic SP22, however, the emphasis is clearly on prevention
rather than prosecution. Thus, the problem results in large part from a domain
shift between the Wall Street Journal and El Norte, something which we are
unable to measure.
This problem also points up a de ciency of the Venn diagrams in Figure 5.9.
There is, in fact, a considerable overlap between topic SP10 and topic 022,
but that overlap must be interpreted in the context of the two collections of
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documents against which those topics have been evaluated. In Appendix B
we make explicit use of this fact to allow us to overlook the restriction on the
Spanish topics to Mexico (since a large number of the documents in the El
Norte collection focus on Mexico). Our inability to obtain useful results from
the SP10/022 topic pair demonstrates that this aect can reduce the quality of
an apparently good match as well.
Despite the limitations imposed by the topic and domain shifts inherent in
our collections and by our choice to use only a single ltering technique (LSImean), these results clearly demonstrate that cross-language text ltering can
achieve eectiveness levels that would be useful in some applications. Even with
the limitations imposed by our experiment design, near the top of the ranked list
the user need only examine a handful of documents for every relevant document
that is found. In the next section we describe the implications of our work for
future research on adaptive multilingual text retrieval.

5.5 Implications for Future Work
The test collections we have used in these experiments have imposed several
limitations, the most severe of which is that only three suitable topic pairs are
available. It is well known that the performance of text retrieval systems varies
markedly from query to query (c.f. 129]). Although the learning behavior of
adaptive text ltering systems is intended to remove one source of this variation
(the user's need to express their visceral information need as a query), other
sources of potential variations remain (e.g., the simple vector representation).
Larger numbers of queries are thus desirable so that both the typical performance
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and the degree of variation can be observed.
Topic shift appears to have reduced precision signi cantly in our experiments.
While this has not prevented us from making general comparisons across the
three techniques, small variations in performance are dicult to see under such
conditions. As a result, we have not been able to reliably distinguish between
the performance of the TT and LSC techniques when both are run under the
same experimental conditions.
The principal obstacle to the construction of better test collections is that
suitably prepared parallel bilingual and multilingual document collections are
more dicult to construct than monolingual document collections, and so there is
a built-in disincentive to use them in evaluations such as TREC in which the principal focus is on monolingual performance. Acquisition, alignment and (when
required) the addition of Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) codes
all require additional eort, both because bilingual and multilingual document
collections are less common than monolingual collections and because they are
correspondingly larger.
Since the LSC technique requires a parallel document collection and the VT
technique can exploit it as well, the development of automated tools for alignment of existing bilingual collections would be of signi cant value. Presently
such collections are typically aligned at the document level using heuristic techniques that are speci c to a particular collection. The United Nations document
numbers that were used by the Linguistic Data Consortium to align the UN
collection are one example of that approach. Bilingual text retrieval techniques
could conceivably also be used to suggest possible alignments, signi cantly reducing the workload of aligning less well marked collections. Ultimately, the
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broad applicability of the LSC technique depends on the development of parallel
document collections for domains appropriate to the documents being ltered,
so the development of fully automatic document alignment techniques will be
important.
Another research direction suggested by our experiments is seeding the development of the VT translation matrix with an existing bilingual term list.
Although VT consistently performs at a level below that achieved by LSC and
TT, our present implementation of VT is strictly corpus-based. It is possible
that the performance of VT could exceed that of both LSC and our present implementation of TT if spurious translations were eliminated from the translation
matrix.
Additional work on the TT technique may also be useful, although it appears
from our results that the translation error eect is relatively small. Since the
presence of English words in the translated documents has limited our ability to
measure the translation error eect, the actual eect may be considerably larger.
When better test collections become available we plan to rerun the translation
error experiment without the English words in order to measure the eect more
accurately. If those results indicate that the eect is suciently large, it would
be worth investigating the development of more closely integrated machine translation systems in which the intermediate representations could be used directly
by an adaptive text ltering system in a way that preserves information about
unresolvable ambiguity. Such an approach would have bene cial eects on efciency as well, since some unnecessary language generation components could
be eliminated.
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5.6 Summary
It is clear from our results that eective adaptive multilingual text ltering techniques can be constructed. Although the LSC and TT techniques achieve similar
performance when the TT experiment is run using the Spanish UN documents,
substantial improvement results when LSI is trained on the El Norte collection.
Thus, at present the most eective known technique for adaptive multilingual
text ltering is Text Translation. Furthermore, although the requirement to
translate documents into a single language imposes a unique burden on the Text
Translation technique, the existence of the translations may be helpful to the
user.
A strength of the LSC technique, on the other hand, is that LSC can exploit existing bilingual documents if no suitable machine translation system is
available. But the primary advantage of LSC is that it can achieve dramatically better throughput. The SVD can be computed in an hour or two, and one
page documents can be rank ordered at the rate of about 1,000 per minute on
a SPARC 20. Although the TT technique achieves about the same throughput
on documents in the primary language, documents in other languages are translated at a rate of about 500 pages per hour. So TT and LSC demonstrate a
classic tradeo between eectiveness and computational complexity. The dramatic computational advantage of LSC should create a strong market niche for
that technique.
We have shown that the Vector Translation technique also performs reasonably well on some topic pairs, although it does not achieve the eectiveness
achieved by either of the other two techniques. It is the potential of Vector
Translation to combine the best of the knowledge-based and corpus-based tech211

niques that makes it particularly interesting, and the performance that it has
demonstrated in these experiments with only corpus-based information indicates
that Vector Translation may eventually be able to achieve levels of eectiveness
which rival the other two techniques.
Each of the three techniques that we have developed uses a dierent approach
to map information across languages, and each is appropriate for dierent types
of applications. Our principal contribution has been to show that eective adaptive multilingual text ltering techniques can be found, and that their performance can be evaluated objectively using presently available test collections.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions
Adaptive multilingual text ltering is a new research area, but adaptive multilingual text ltering techniques can be based on an extensive heritage of research
in related elds. Earlier work on adaptive text ltering and multilingual text
retrieval provides a rich array of techniques, only some of which have been investigated in this dissertation. We have made three major contributions in this
area:
Developed and compared three techniques for adaptive multilingual text
ltering using an evaluation methodology which exploits existing test collections:

{ Text Translation
{ Latent Semantic Coindexing
{ Vector Translation
Identi ed fundamental limitations on the eectiveness of vector space adaptive text ltering techniques.
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Presented comprehensive reviews of present practice in two closely related
areas:

{ Adaptive text ltering
{ Multilingual text retrieval
As we have seen, the adaptive multilingual text ltering problem imposes
two unique demands on the design and evaluation of suitable techniques:
1. The pro le training technique must develop a single pro le for each information need, regardless of the languages of the training documents that
are used to construct the pro le or the languages of the documents that
the pro le is used to select.
2. The test collections used to evaluate selection eectiveness must contain
suciently large numbers of documents in more than one language to permit training and evaluation sets to be constructed and suciently many
topics for which relevance assessments are available to minimize the dependence of the selection eectiveness measures on the characteristics of
individual topics.
The rst of these demands, cross-language training, provides a somewhat
richer basis for the design of suitable techniques than does the cross-language
selection requirement inherent in the multilingual text retrieval problem. The
Vector Translation technique is designed to exploit that potential, but it represents only the rst step in exploring this issue.
The second demand, construction of suitable test collections, is a far more immediate problem. As we have shown with Text Translation and Latent Semantic
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Coindexing, some techniques that were designed originally for multilingual text
retrieval can be productively applied to adaptive multilingual text ltering as
well. But without a suitable test collection, it is dicult to determine what combination of multilingual retrieval and adaptive text ltering techniques will result
in the best performance. Fortunately, the present methodology for experimental
evaluation of text ltering systems is quite compatible with this requirement, a
point which we explain in greater detail below. But before elaborating on these
and other issues requiring future work, we rst must identify the limitations of
our investigation of this topic.

6.1 Limitations
Any experimental investigation is necessarily limited, and this is particularly
true of a topic as broad as adaptive multilingual text ltering. The limitations
of our investigation are summarized below.
The surveys of present practice in adaptive text ltering and multilingual text retrieval are generally restricted to material published in the
English language. This limitation is particularly signi cant with respect
to thesaurus-based multilingual text retrieval techniques, a topic of considerable interest to researchers from many linguistic backgrounds.
The experiments which evaluated enhancements to the LSI-mean technique that were reported in Chapter 3 investigated the performance of the
Gaussian User Model only on the small number of training documents that
would typically be available during the initial use of an adaptive text ltering system. Furthermore, only a single procedure, regularization, was
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used to compensate for the limited amount of training data.
The Gaussian User Model experiments were designed to explore only the
potential of techniques based solely on positive training examples. The
work of Sch$utze, et al. suggests that pro les similar to those used in the
Gaussian User Model can be useful when both positive and negative training examples are available 132].
More generally, the Gaussian User Model explored only the potential of
statistical information need models. Although Dumais has demonstrated
good performance for the LSI-mean technique, clustering approaches based
on set inclusion and fuzzy set theory oer practical alternatives to such
statistical approaches.
The experimental design in Chapter 5 builds upon a single adaptive text
ltering technique. Although the LSI-mean technique is well suited to revealing the relative eectiveness of the three cross-language training techniques that are compared in that chapter, other known adaptive text ltering techniques may be better matched to the characteristics of individual
cross-language training techniques. Furthermore, new adaptive text ltering techniques may be found which are better suited to multilingual
application than any presently known technique.
Only collections in which each document uniformly contains one of two
languages have been investigated in these experiments. In practical applications, individual documents may contain more than one language, and
more than two languages appear in the collection. Furthermore, we have
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implicitly assumed that the language of each document is known with certainty.
The languages used in the experiments reported in Chapter 5, English
and Spanish, are more similar than many language combinations for which
practical applications might be envisioned. Important issues such as word
and sentence identi cation arise in some languages, and problems of wordto-phrase translation and compound nominal formation are much more
signi cant in more dissimilar language pairs.
Except for the variations described in this dissertation, the parameters
for SVD computations, LSI dimensionality reduction, and the SMART
experimental text retrieval system were xed for each set of experiments.
Typically these parameter choices were motivated by the reported results
of other researchers, although a few of the parameters were experimentally
optimized for the speci c test collection and the experiment design used
in this experiment. Furthermore, complete documents were used for the
pro le training and evaluation steps regardless of their length and the
number of topics they addressed. This approach is suitable for determining
the relative performance of the three cross-language training techniques,
but it does not reveal the optimum performance which could be achieved
by any single technique.
The multilingual text retrieval techniques that were applied in Chapter 5
(Text Translation and Latent Semantic Coindexing) are only two of many
known techniques which could be used as a basis for adaptive multilingual text ltering. Controlled vocabulary thesaurus-based techniques could
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clearly be applied in limited domains, and even the simple cross-language
relevance feedback technique proposed by Fluhr could easily be investigated with the same experiment design.
Only a single machine translation system was used in the Text Translation
experiment, and the performance of that system was not manually optimized for either the domain of the test collections or the topics being used.
Thus, the eects of manual addition of domain knowledge (for which the
Logos system provides extensive capability) or of substituting a less sophisticated system (perhaps with less broad coverage) were not evaluated.
Because the Logos machine translation system was used in unmodi ed
form, performance improvements which could result from exploitation of
intermediate representations in which unresolvable ambiguity is preserved
were not investigated.
Only a single term alignment technique was applied in the Vector Translation experiment. Furthermore, the word alignment software used in that
experiment was originally intended for use with human postprocessing to
produce high-quality term lists. The relatively low false alarm rate desired in that application may not provide the best possible basis for the
consensus translation eect.
The severity of the topic and domain shift eects and the small number
of suciently similar topic pairs limit the ability to generalize the relative
performance results reported in Chapter 5 to other topics or test collections.
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The experiments reported in Chapters 3 and 5 evaluate only selection effectiveness and, to a lesser extent, eciency. While these are fundamental
issues that must be addressed before this technology can be applied to
solve practical problems, usability issues will be equally important to the
construction of practical applications. Furthermore, the inter-rater and
intra-rater variations in normative relevance judgements limits the delity
with which even the eectiveness measurements can reect the value which
an individual user would place on the results of a speci c interaction with
an adaptive multilingual text ltering system.

6.2 Future Work
The principal contribution of this dissertation is our demonstration that adaptive
multilingual text ltering is both possible and practical. Although existing text
collections limit our ability to evaluate the eectiveness of alternative techniques,
they do permit us to draw the clear conclusion that the levels of eectiveness
which can be achieved will be sucient to justify application of this technology
to a number of important problems. In this section, we identify three critical research issues which, together with this dissertation, would establish the
foundation for further work in this area. We follow that with some suggestions
for additional research topics which could productively be investigated once the
necessary foundation has been laid.
By far the most important issue which must be resolved is the construction
of suitable test collections. Of the two techniques suggested in Chapter 5, assignment of relevance judgements to an existing parallel multilingual document
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collection is by far the more practical approach. Large collections of translated
documents exist already, and some collections contain more than two languages.
Because such documents could also be used for monolingual text ltering evaluations and both monolingual and multilingual text retrieval evaluations, their
development should be a matter of widespread interest. The Text REtrieval
Conference, with a pooled relevance assessment methodology and a large and
diverse set of participating systems, presently provides the best venue for such
an approach.
The principal diculty to be overcome before relevance judgements can be
assigned to an existing collection is the negotiation of rights to use the collection
for the evaluations which are contemplated. Since the level of preprocessing
required to prepare a parallel multilingual document collection for research use
is signi cantly greater than that required for a monolingual document collection,
negotiation of rights to use an existing research collection or construction of a
new parallel collection may require that additional resources be devoted to the
multilingual aspects of the TREC evaluation. The results in Chapter 5 clearly
demonstrate that such an investment would be productive, and furthermore that
it is required if we are to obtain an accurate assessment of the potential oered
by alternative techniques for adaptive multilingual text ltering.
Simply constructing suitable test collections would suce to enable investigation of many of the additional research topics that we identify below. Two
additional steps must be taken, however, before any practical applications can
be implemented with con dence. The most basic of these is to investigate the
application of other adaptive text ltering techniques with the available crosslanguage training techniques. The LSI-mean technique was an attractive choice
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for our experiments because it was particularly well suited to one cross-language
technique (LSC), and it could be applied easily to the other two techniques as
well. Once suitable test collections are available, our experiment design should
provide adequate insight into which cross-language training technique works best
with the LSI-mean technique. But before developing a large-scale application,
it would be helpful to identify which combination of cross-language training and
adaptive text ltering techniques provides the best performance.
To accomplish this goal, slightly dierent approaches will be needed for each
of the three cross-language training techniques. The most general cross-language
training technique is Text Translation, since Text Translation reduces the multilingual problem to its monolingual equivalent. An experiment comparing LSImean with relevance feedback in a probabilistic text retrieval system such as
Inquiry and with a linear neural network implementation of logistic regression
such as that used by Sch$utze, et al. would be a good rst step. The scope of a
Vector Translation experiment would be limited to techniques such as LSI-mean
and the inference networks used in Inquiry which build and manipulate representations that can be expressed as vectors. Shu$utze's linear neural network
technique may prove to be less well suited to Vector Translation because the
\spreading" eect shown in Figure 5.3 may preclude accurate identi cation of
the most informative terms. Latent Semantic Coindexing oers an even more
restricted choice of approaches, but Hull's \local LSI" technique should certainly
be investigated 68]. Berry and Young's results also suggest that adjusting the
size of the aligned passages that are extracted from the training set can signi cantly aect the performance of Latent Semantic Coindexing 7].
This second step will provide a sound basis for choosing a combination of
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multilingual training and adaptive text ltering techniques, but it would be wise
to investigate usability issues as well before attempting to apply these ideas in a
large-scale application. Some usability issues, such as whether users nd a single
ranked list more or less useful than separate ranked lists for each language, will
be applicable to a large range of applications. Others will be more speci c to a
desired application. For example, making translated text available on demand
might be very useful to members of an electronic discussion group in which
ten languages are used, but considerably less important for the customers of a
newswire ltering service providing articles in two languages to a predominantly
bilingual subscriber base. Thus, usability evaluation is probably best viewed
as a prototyping process, and the results of the prototype evaluation will thus
be most useful when it is developed for a domain which matches the intended
application as closely as possible.
Because interactive usability assessment techniques can be applied without
large test collections for which relevance judgements are available, it is tempting
to consider skipping the rst two steps and proceeding immediately to develop
a prototype of a practical system. The results in Chapter 5 demonstrate clearly
that such an approach could be made to work, at least for interactive applications
which require only moderate precision at low values of recall. Unfortunately,
interactive evaluations on dynamic document streams reveal little insight into
whether any observed limitations result from features of the user interface or
the eectiveness of the algorithms which have been implemented. Furthermore,
uncharacterized changes in individual preferences and in the content of a dynamic
document stream make it dicult enough to even recognize the eect of changes
to the user interface. Experimental evaluation of ltering eectiveness certainly
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does not address all of the questions which must be answered. But because it
does provide a sound basis for making some of the necessary design decisions, it
is a logical prerequisite to usability assessment.
Adaptive multilingual text ltering raises some deeper research issues as well.
As we observed in Chapter 4, lessons learned in a monolingual context about
the importance of issues such as word sense disambiguation and phrase indexing
may not always be directly transferable to multilingual applications. It should
thus not be surprising if it turns out that the better approaches can be found to
adaptive multilingual text ltering than the simple combination of an adaptive
text ltering technique with a technique inspired by multilingual text retrieval
practice. Vector Translation represents one such approach, but it by no means
exhausts the potential design space of such techniques.
With our present state of knowledge it is not even possible to state conclusively that the performance of adaptive multilingual text ltering techniques
will remain bounded by their monolingual counterparts. As Vector Translation's
consensus translation eect demonstrates, although the multilingual aspect of
the adaptive multilingual text ltering problem introduces additional challenges
(e.g., translation in the face of polysemy), it brings along additional sources
of information which can be exploited as well. It seems possible that in some
applications this additional information could more than compensate for the
additional problems. Thus, research devoted to developing techniques which exploit unique characteristics of the adaptive multilingual text ltering problem
could prove quite worthwhile.
A number of less sweeping, but perhaps no less important, research topics
are suggested by the limitations of this dissertation which were identi ed above.
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Evaluation of the Gaussian User Model on a test collection for which more training documents are available is an obvious step, and the author is pursuing that
during the TREC-5 evaluation. If those experiments demonstrate an improvement over the eectiveness of the LSI-mean technique, future investigations could
explore alternatives to regularization that might improve performance during the
early stages of interactive use.
The other research direction suggested by our discussion of the Gaussian User
Model results is to exploit the information provided by the negative as well as
the positive training examples. When explicit feedback is available, there are
typically far more negative than positive training examples, so this source of
information could be very informative.
Several straightforward extensions to the multilingual text ltering experiments reported in Chapter 5 could also provide valuable insights. The most
obvious extension is the introduction of additional languages. If TREC relevance assessments were to become available for the UN collection, it would be
possible to repeat the experiment for English, Spanish and French (or any twolanguage subset of the three) by simply partitioning the collection into separate
language training, LSI training and evaluation sections. Parallel collections including languages in which the lack of inter-word spaces makes word recognition
a challenge (e.g., Chinese) would be particularly useful in this regard, although
they would likely be correspondingly more dicult to construct.
The excellent relative performance of the Text Translation technique, particularly when it is possible to train LSI on the evaluation set, suggests several
pro table lines of investigation which explore the eect of dierent approaches
to Text Translation. Fast translation is the most pressing need, because the
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low throughput of the Logos machine translation system (relative to the Latent Semantic Coindexing technique) places severe constraints on the amount of
text which can be translated to support practical applications. Thesaurus-based
controlled vocabulary techniques oer a radical approach which might be useful in limited domains, and word-for-word or statistical translation approaches
(c.f., 16]) might achieve acceptable text ltering performance with greatly improved throughput.
A second important topic for Text Translation research is the potential improvement in both eectiveness and eciency which could result from using the
intermediate representation of a machine translation system as a basis for adaptive multilingual text ltering. Eectiveness is potentially enhanced because
unresolvable ambiguity need not result in the arbitrary choice of a single word
sense, and eciency would clearly be enhanced because many of the dicult
issues of language generation such as morphology and word order choices can
be eliminated entirely. Furthermore, implementation eciencies can be achieved
if a common interlingual representation is used for analysis of texts in several
languages. Interlingual machine translation is still an area of active research, but
application of that emerging technology to adaptive multilingual text ltering
should be somewhat simpler because only the analysis component for each language need be implemented. These three considerations (eciency, eectiveness,
and ease of implementation) apply equally well to the multilingual text retrieval
problem, and the EMIR project represents the present state of the art for the
partial translation approach 141].
Essentially the result of using word-by-word translation to an intermediate
representation, Vector Translation occupies the other end of this spectrum of
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Text Translation variations. Because Vector Translation is amenable to both
corpus-based and knowledge-based approaches, it oers a unique set of potential
variations which are worth exploring. The most obvious potential variation, one
which we discussed in Chapter 5, is to seed the term alignment technique with
an existing multilingual term list that speci es the (possibly domain speci c)
allowable translations for each term. In that case, the corpus would be used to
add information (translation probabilities) to an existing knowledge structure.
The alternative would be to create a noisy knowledge structure directly from the
language training corpus and then edit this structure by hand to improve the
quality of the resulting mapping. Although human postprocessing is a far more
labor-intensive approach, it does not depend on the existence of a multilingual
term list for the language pair and domain in question. In fact, if a corpus-based
approach is contemplated to generate such a term list for some other application,
the additional eort to maintain and enhance the associated translation probabilities may turn out to be quite small. Thus, it would be worth investigating
both techniques for forming the translation matrix, and consideration should
be given to the development of postprocessing tools which use constraints that
humans can more easily generate (e.g., \more common" and \less common") to
improve the translation probability assignments.
Another important variation on Vector Translation would be incorporation
of an eective phrase indexing technique. Hull and Grefenstette have shown
that translating phrases rather than terms signi cantly enhances the eectiveness of an otherwise unconstrained term expansion approach to multilingual
text retrieval 69]. The existence of fewer translations for the phrases would
also diminish the consensus translation eect, however, so it is possible that
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the bene cial eects of phrase indexing could be somewhat smaller for Vector
Translation than for multilingual text retrieval.
Applications which demand higher levels of eectiveness than can be achieved
by any individual adaptive multilingual text ltering technique might bene t
from the development of an eective strategy for merging the output of several
dierent techniques. Since, for example, Text Translation and Latent Semantic
Coindexing exploit dierent sources of cross-language mapping information, the
best possible performance when the two techniques are used together would likely
be signi cantly better that the performance of either technique alone. Work by
Voorhees, et al. on the related problem of fusing the output of monolingual text
retrieval results produced by two dierent algorithms 157] suggests that it may
be practical to achieve 90% of the precision that would result from a omniscient
optimal merging strategy. And when three or more signi cantly dierent systems
are available, experience from the eld of optical character recognition suggests
that the error rate can be reduced 65% or more 28]. Although such approaches
are resource intensive, the potential for improved eectiveness could signi cantly
expand the range of applications to which adaptive multilingual text ltering can
be productively applied.
Another way to increase eectiveness would be to integrate collaborative
ltering with content-based adaptive multilingual text ltering techniques like
those we have described. As we observed in Chapter 2, collaborative ltering
techniques are inherently independent of language, and they provide an additional source of information which can be exploited to increase the delity of the
user model. Much remains to be done, however, before collaborative ltering
can be relied upon to provide useful information. Among the open issues that
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we identi ed in Chapter 2, the most crucial to resolve are the use of implicit
feedback and the development of suitable evaluation techniques for collaborative
ltering systems which are able to achieve the requisite critical mass of users.
Only after those issues have been addressed will it become possible to discern
the correct balance between the content-based and collaborative techniques for
adaptive multilingual text ltering.
Finally, there are also a number of relatively simple variations on the experiments reported in Chapter 5 which would be worth investigating. Probably
the most signi cant variation for practical applications would the substitution
of word stems rather than morphological roots when forming terms from the
words which appear in the documents. Morphological roots are helpful when integration with existing term lists is foreseen (e.g., the seeded Vector Translation
technique), but signi cant advantages resulting from their use in other cases have
yet to be demonstrated. Thus, the use of word stems rather than morphological
roots could improve eciency without adversely aecting performance in some
applications.
Other variations on those experiments could reveal parameter settings which
improve the eectiveness of one or more of the techniques. For example, the
optimal value of k (the number of dimensions that are retained in the LSI step)
may vary across techniques, so experimental determination of this value for each
technique could be productive. The same potential exists for other parameters
as well. For example, it is possible that the Vector Translation technique might
demonstrate considerably better performance with a term weighting strategy in
which the dependence on term frequency is linear rather than logarithmic.
Another useful variation would be to restrict the size of the training set
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within each topic in order to determine the learning rate of the three adaptive
multilingual text ltering techniques. We have generally used all of the available training data in our experiments, so our results do not reveal whether one
technique would outperform the others during the early stages of interactive
use. Because the variations we seek to measure may be relatively small, such an
experiment would best be done after truly multilingual test collections become
available.

6.3 Summary
We have demonstrated that adaptive multilingual text ltering is both possible
and practical. Two of the three techniques we have developed each ll a dierent niche in terms of cost-bene t tradeo. Text Translation achieves the highest
eectiveness, increasing the density of relevant documents from one in fty to
nearly one in three at the top of the ranked list, but it suers from a relatively low
throughput of 10 pages per minute for documents which require translation. Latent Semantic Coindexing achieves only half this density of relevant documents,
about one in six, but does so with a language-independent throughput that is two
orders of magnitude better, around 1,000 pages per minute. Text Translation
requires extensive knowledge engineering, while Latent Semantic Coindexing is
exclusively corpus-based. Vector Translation, by contrast, can bene t from a mix
of knowledge engineering and automatic analysis of parallel corpora. Although
vector translation has yet to demonstrate competitive performance, we believe
the technique has the potential to approach the eectiveness of Text Translation
while equaling the eciency of Latent Semantic Coindexing.
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We also investigated the Gaussian User Model, a family of techniques which
extend Dumais' LSI-mean monolingual text ltering technique to account for
direction-speci c variations that are observed in the training vectors. By demonstrating that no member of this family of techniques achieves improved performance (at least during the early stages of interactive use) we have illuminated
a fundamental limitation on the performance of vector space techniques which
are based solely on positive training examples.
Much still remains to be done, however. While we have shown that suitable
text representations, cross-language mapping techniques, and user models are
now known, we have also demonstrated that further development of adaptive
multilingual text ltering systems will require a signi cant investment in the
construction of suitable test collections. Once that key ingredient is in place it
will become possible to resolve many of the remaining open issues that we have
identi ed in this chapter.
The capacity and connectivity of the global information infrastructure is expanding rapidly, making it possible to convey enormous quantities of text on
a world wide basis. Examples of the social and economic importance of exploiting this information abound, but without automated assistance the volume
of available information will easily overwhelm any individual. It is possible to
retrieve relatively static information from large text collections in a languageindependent manner, but ltering a dynamic document stream must presently
be done on a language-by-language basis. The research presented in this dissertation is the rst step towards the construction of systems which can cross the
language barrier for dynamic information as well.
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Appendix A

SMART Modications
This appendix describes our modi cations to the SMART experimental text retrieval system. This information is not intended as a tutorial on SMART, so
we assume a fairly intimate familiarity with the design and implementation on
SMART in our presentation. Most actual coding details are omitted in the interest of clarity because we plan to make the code which implements the changes
available.

A.1 Software Availability
The SMART experimental text retrieval system was developed at Cornell University in the 1960's 129]. The present version, version 11.0, is available for
non-commercial research use by anonymous File Transfer program (FTP) from
ftp://cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart. A number of standard text retrieval test collections are available at the same location, including the Cran eld collection that
we used in Chapter 3. SMART is coded in Kernighan and Ritchie C and it
compiles without diculty on a SPARC 20 running SunOS 4.1.3.
SVDPACKC is a set of ANSI C routines that are designed to compute the
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Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of large sparse matrices. These C routines are based on earlier FORTRAN routines coded by Berry at the University
of Illinois. SVDPACKC is available from the Netlib repository at the University of Tennessee through the World Wide Web as http://netlib.org/svdpack/
svdpackc.tar.Z. The routines we use (from the les las2.c and las2.h) compute
the SVD using the single vector Lanczos method.
We have modi ed SMART extensively for our experiments, and we have
made some of our modi cations available through the World Wide Web at
http://www.ee.umd.edu/medlab/ lter/smart. The modi cations for Spanish
character handling that we describe in Section A.2 are distributed as a single tar le which, when unpacked over an unmodi ed copy of SMART version
11.0, replace all of the routines necessary to handle documents which use the
ISO 8859-1 character set. Modi cations to SMART require the express permission of the SMART project at Cornell University, and that permission has been
obtained for the Spanish character set modi cations.
We plan to request permission to distribute the remainder of our modi cations to SMART version 11.0 that are necessary to duplicate our experiments as
a second tar le that can be unpacked in the same way. If distribution of those
modi cations is approved, they will be made available over the World Wide Web
at the same location.
We are not at liberty to redistribute the test collections we have used, but
they are available to members of the Linguistic Data Consortium at the University of Pennsylvania.1 Information about the Logos Machine translation system
Linguistic Data Consortium, 441 Williams Hall, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
PA 19104-6305 USA
1
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can be obtained from the Logos corporation,2 and information about the software used to generate the morphological roots we used is available from the
Rank Xerox Research Centre./footnoteRank Xerox Research Centre, Grenoble
Laboratory, 6 chemin de Maupertuis, 38240 Meylan France

A.2 Spanish Character Handling
TREC Spanish data is coded with the ISO 8859-1 character set, but SMART
is designed to process only 7-bit ASCII characters. In this section we describe
the modi cations we made in order to process 8-bit characters from the ISO
8859-1 character set. The ISO 8859-1 character set is also used for Afrikaans,
Basque, Catalan, Danish, Dutch, English, Faeroese, Finnish, French, Galician,
German, Icelandic, Irish, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese and Swedish, so these
modi cations may be of interest to other researchers as well.
Out modi cations are based on a brief outline of the required changes posted
to the smart-people mailing list by Chris Buckley on April 10, 1995. The
rst step was to revise the parse table in the src/libindexing/token_sect.c
routine. The rst 128 entries in the revised table are unchanged from the original.
The high block of control characters is not yet assigned a standard interpretation
in ISO 8859-1 so we coded them as control characters. Several other characters
could be assigned dierent interpretations:
Decimal code 160 (Hex A0) is a \no break space" in ISO 8859-1. It is
parsed as an ordinary space by our table.
Decimal code 177 (Hex B1) is a \plus-minus sign." It is parsed by our
2

Logos Corporation, 111 Howard Boulevard, Suite 214, Mount Arlington, NJ 07856 USA
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table as punctuation rather than as a sign that can begin a number.
Decimal codes 188-190 (Hex BC-BE) are fractions (one quarter, one half
and three quarters), but they are parsed by our table as punctuation.
Other SMART routines use the ASCII character type macros and functions
in the ctype.h standard library le rather than the sm_ctype de nitions. Unfortunately, the standard ctype.h only handles 7 bit ASCII. The are two approaches
to solving this problem. One is to reimplement ctype.h to handle ISO 8859-1
characters and the other is to replace the toupper() and tolower() functions,
replace the isupper() and islower() macros with functions, eliminate all calls
to the isascii() macro, and convert the arguments to these functions from char
to unsigned char. The original toupper() and tolower() built-in functions leave
character codes above 127 (Hex 7F) unchanged and the isupper() and islower()
macros treats all character codes above 127 (Hex 7F) as neither upper no lower
case case. Left uncorrected, this would prevent SMART from bringing capitalized characters in the extended set to lower case. We have chosen the second
approach.
Once the new les were coded we changed every reference to isupper() and
islower() in the following les. It was also necessary to change \char *" to
\unsigned char *" for every parameter that is passed to one of the four new
routines. The new functions were also added to the libindexing functions section
of the src/h/functions.h le in order to compile cleanly.
In the process of modifying the sample TREC control les that are in Sample/trec to work with the original 250 MB of Spanish TREC data we found that
src/liblocal/libindexing/pp_trec.c was not set up to handle the ARTNUM eld. It also helps to have the HEADLINE (rather than only HEAD) eld
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de ned to facilitate interactive use. Adding the following lines to the initialization data for the pp_sec_trec] array in that le, SMART works ne on the
Spanish TREC data:
"<ARTNUM>",

8, pp_discard, '-', PP_DISPINC,

"<HEADLINE>", 10, pp_copy,

't', PP_DISPINC,

We have not included Spanish stemming rules in our modi cations because we
have instead used morphological roots that were determined in a preprocessing
step performed by David Hull at the Rank Xerox Research Center. An extremely
simple set of Spanish stemming rules can be found in 18].
With these modi cations, the Spanish stopword list from the SMART FTP
site, and speci cation of stem_wanted 0 to suppress application of English stemming rule we successfully indexed the original 250 MB of Spanish TREC data
and run them against the rst 25 Spanish queries. The average precision is reasonable (0.3004 for \nnc" documents and \ntc" queries). Interestingly, before
the character mapping xes, the average precision was 0.3006. Although the
change is certainly not signi cant, it would have been more encouraging if it had
been in the other direction.
In Spanish it is permissible to drop the accent from capitalized characters, and
that convention is followed in the Spanish TREC data (and in the UN Spanish
corpus as well), both for capitalized words (such as section headings and bylines)
and for the initial capital at the beginning of a sentence. So the only time the ISO
8859-1 character handling actually helps is when a tilde appears over a capital
N (which does happen in the TREC data and other corpora). In a language
where accents are typically retained on capitalized letters, this conation would
be more useful.
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We posted more detailed version of this description to the smart-people
mailing list on July 5, 1996 and it is available from the archives at the SMART
FTP site.

A.3 Latent Semantic Indexing
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) was implemented using the las2.c and las2.h les
from SVDPACKC. The rst step was to convert those routines from Kernighan
and Ritchie C to ANSI C in order to eliminate the need for separate compilation.
We made three other modi cations to the las2.c le:
Obtain array pointers and execution parameters from parameters to the
las2.c routine rather than from a le. This avoided the need to write the
compressed matrix to a le and then read it in again, although this comes
at the cost of a considerable amount of memory when the sparse matrix is
large.
Write the output parameters (number of columns, number of rows, and
number of singular values) and the singular values to the \lav2" output le
that was already being produced for the singular vectors. The original output format produced that additional information only in human-readable
form and did so in a separate le.
Suppressed the production of the \lao2" output le.
A new le, which we call libindexing/svd.c, was created to provide an
interface between the modi ed SVDPACKC routines and the SMART system.
The svd routine in svd.c performs the following functions:
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Reads parameters from SMART parameter les for output le names
(SVDPACKC's \lav2" le and the \map" le we describe below), SVD
parameters (lanmax, maxprs, endl, endr, kappa), and control ags (such
as \reuse a prior SVD" and \also write the sparse matrix le to disk").
Reads the SMART sparse vectors produced during the indexing step and
produces the Harwell-Boeing sparse matrix format that is required by the
SVDPACKC routines. SMART stores each sparse vector as a linked list
of term identi ers called \concept numbers" and their associated weights.
The Harwell-Boeing sparse matrix format uses separate vectors for the row
indices, column indices and values 9].
Produces a \map" le which associates each row in the sparse term-doc
ument matrix with the associated SMART concept numbers. SMART
concept numbers are hash table indices, and the map le is a dense list
of concept numbers in ascending numerical order. The concept number
associated with a row in the sparse term-document matrix is found at the
corresponding position in the table, and a routine (find_row) is provided
to return the row associated with any concept number.
The le libindexing/index_coll.c has been changed to take a parameter
specifying the SVD routine to be used, and the the svd.c routines are speci ed
by including the following lines in the SMART control le:
doc.store

index.store.store_vec_aux

svd

index.top.comp_svd

The rst line (or the alternative value index.store.vec) is needed because
sparse vectors are not stored by the routines selected by the default setting for
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that parameter. The svd parameter should be included exactly as speci ed. A
second alternative, index.top.no_svd was originally intended to suppress the
SVD computation. This option was implemented instead with the reuse_svd
parameter to the svd.c routines.
A second new le, which we call libretrieve/sim_lsi.c computes the similarity between the LSI feature vectors for a query and a document. This le
was not used in any of the experiments reported in this dissertation, but it is
included in the distribution for completeness. The le was speci cally designed
for text retrieval experiments in which the queries were appended to the document collection before the SVD was computed, so the document vectors are
found using the D matrix rather than the less ecient T matrix technique described in Chapter 3 that much be used for previously unseen documents. Code
for the T matrix technique can be found in the les described in Section A.5 if
that functionality is needed in these simple routines. The sim_lsi.c routines
are included by adding the following line to the SMART control le:
coll_sim

retrieve.coll_sim.seq

seq_sim

retrieve.ctype_vec.lsi

A.4 Gaussian User Model
The same SVD generation routines were used for the Gaussian User Model experiment, but a more complex data collection method was required to to implement
the cross-validation method. The new libretrieve/sim_gauss le contains the
routines which compute the Gaussian User Model distance measure and return
it's inverse for use by SMART's ranking routines (which assume that larger val-
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ues are better). Pro les are formed by nding the mean of all of the documents
known to be relevant to a topic except for one document, the index of which
is speci ed as a parameter in the control le. The libretrieve/ret_tr_rr.c
le was modi ed to produce libretrieve/ret_tr_rr.filter.c, a version designed to identify the rank of the excluded document and print it (along with
the index of the excluded document, the topic number, the value of  and the
number of relevant documents). Parameters to the two les included the name
of the output le for the ranks and the desired value of  (which was named
\shrink" in these routines because  controls the shrinkage of the hyperellipse
towards a hypersphere). The following additional lines must also be included in
the control le to select the correct subroutines:
coll_sim

retrieve.coll_sim.seq

seq_sim

retrieve.ctype_vec.gauss

retrieve.output

retrieve.output.ret_tr_rr_filter

Shell scripts are used to repeatedly run SMART for each desired combination of excluded document index and value of . For the Gaussian User Model
experiments reported in Chapter 3 the 600 or so iterations required consumed
about 3 days on a SPARC 20. A standalone program called trec_eval from
the le trec2_eval.shar on the SMART FTP site was used to compute the
average precision values reported in Chapter 3 using the stored rank values for
the excluded documents from each iteration. The le trec_sort.c contains a
small program that was used to select the results for a single value of  and
produce a format compatible with the input speci cation of the trec_eval routine. The basic technique used in trec_sort.c is to construct an arbitrary
total order on the documents subject to the constraint that every excluded doc239

ument (there are at most 39 excluded documents for any topic in the Cran eld
collection) must appear at the rank speci ed in the output le generated by
libretrieve/ret_tr_rr.filter.c. In the case of a tie, the next unused rank
is assigned to an excluded document. The trec_sort.c le was only used for
the Cran eld collection, so the number of topics and documents in that collection are coded in the program rather than provided as parameters. Modi cation
for other collections should be quite straightforward.

A.5 Adaptive Multilingual Text Filtering
The special-purpose design that was developed for the Gaussian User Model
experiment proved inadequate for the adaptive multilingual text ltering experiments because the top-level experiment design in Figure 5.8 from Chapter 5
required the ability to substitute dierent collections for each of the three steps
(LSI training, pro le training, and evaluation). Each step is implemented with
a separate set of control les, and separate SMART data structures are used for
each step. The same SMART \dict" le, which contains the mapping from terms
to concept numbers, is used in each step, but the introduction of new terms is
prevented by using the \map" le that was described above without modi cation
after the term-document matrix is built. Thus, only terms contained in the LSI
training collection are used by the SMART routines in subsequent steps.
Figure A.1 shows the LSI training step for the Latent Semantic Coindexing
(LSC) and Figure A.2 shows the corresponding step for Text Translation (TT)
and Vector Translation (VT). Modi ed versions of the TT experiment in which
El Norte was substituted for the UN Spanish data are implemented simply by
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substituting the rst 1000 El Norte documents instead of the Spanish versions of
the 1992 UN documents. The combine_morph routine is a standalone program
which combines the morphological roots from the last 400 tokens of the English
UN documents with the corresponding number of morphological roots for the
Spanish UN documents as described in Chapter 5. Two new SMART les were
created as well. The libconvert/matrix.c le contains routines to write the
las2.c input matrix in Harwell-Boeing form, and the libconvert/svd.c le contains a modi ed version of the libindexing/svd.c le which reads this data
and calls the las2.c routine. These additional routines were added in order to
permit the use of SMART \ltc" term weights as described in Chapter 3 and they
were used in the \ltc" runs reported in that chapter as well.
Relevant Wall Street Journal articles for TREC topics 008, 022, 123, and
128 were preprocessed as shown in Figure A.3. Figure A.3 shows the pro le
training step for the TT and LSC experiments. Pro le generation is done using a newly created +libconvert/profile.c le. In the VT experiment the
vector translation itself is actually performed during the pro le training step.
That process is shown in Figure A.5. The vector translation itself is done using
a new libconvert/vt.c le. The routine is a standalone program which is
used to preselect the relevant documents from the Wall Street Journal collection. The known nonrelevant documents are also segregated by this routine,
but they are not used in our experiments. The standalone routines clean_wsj
and logos_to_iso remove the optional unknown word markers from the Logos
machine translation system output and then convert from the Logos Spanish
character set to ISO 8859-1 characters. The clean_wsj routine can be easily
modi ed to reject unknown words if desired.
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Xerox UN English

Xerox UN Spanish

combine_morph

Selection Rules
Maximum Length

Bilingual documents

SMART
index

file list

Bilingual Stoplist

Unweighted sparse bilingual vectors

build matrix

SMART
convert

weight ltc

Weighted sparse bilingual matrix

compute SVD

Dictionary

SMART
convert

Bilingual Term to Concept Mapping

Figure A.1: LSI training step for the LSC experiment.
Figure A.6 shows the evaluation process, which is common to all three of the
basic experiment as well as all of the variations that are used to evaluate topic
shift, domain shift and translation error. The new libretrieve/sim_filter.c
le contains the routines used for the retrieve block in that gure.
In these steps the generation of morphological roots by David Hull at the at
Rank Xerox Research Centre is not explicitly shown. Five document sets were
processed by Rank Xerox:
1. The entire UN Spanish collection
2. The entire UN English collection
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Xerox UN Spanish

combine_morph

Selection Rules

Spanish Documents

SMART
index

file list

Monolingual Stoplist

Unweighted sparse Spanish vectors

SMART
convert

build matrix

weight ltc

Weighted sparse Spanish matrix

SMART
convert

compute SVD

Dictionary

Monolingual Term to Concept Mapping

Figure A.2: LSI training step for the TT and VT experiments.
3. The entire El Norte collection
4. The relevant Wall Street Journal articles for each topic.
5. The Logos translations of the relevant Wall Street Journal articles for each
topic.
In the last set, three of the relevant documents for topic 123 (articles WSJ9202030030, WSJ920205-0103 and WSJ920311-0035) were omitted from the translated
set due to diculties coordinating the translation process with the generation of
morphological roots.
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TIPSTER Disk 2

Use topics 008, 022, 123, 128

file list

file list

Relevant documents in English
One file per document

TREC Relevance Judgements

extract_wsj

Use WSJ 1990-1992

LOGOS

Mark Unknown Words

clean_wsj
logos_to_iso

Relevant Documents in Spanish with English mixed in
One file per document

Keep unknown words

Nonrelevant documents in Engish
One file per document

Figure A.3: Pro le training data preparation.
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Training Text
Single topic, one document per file

Dictionary

SMART
index

Stoplist

Sparse vectors
SMART
convert

weight ltc

Weighted sparse vectors

SVD

SMART
convert

generate profile

Profile
Single dense vector in k-space
Notes: 1) Training text is Xerox English WSJ for LSI and Xerox Spanish WSJ for TT.
2) Xerox Spanish WSJ includes untranslated English words
3) Stoplist is English for LSI and bilingual for TT

Figure A.4: Pro le training step for TT and LSC experiments.
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Xerox English WSJ Training Text
Single topic, one English document per file

Dictionary

SMART
index

English stoplist

Sparse English vectors
SMART
convert
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Weighted sparse English vectors

Translation Matrix

SMART
convert

translate vectors

Weighted sparse Spanish vectors

SVD

SMART
convert

generate profile

Profile
Single dense vector in k-space

Figure A.5: Pro le training step for the VT experiment.
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Figure A.6: Eectiveness Evaluation.
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Appendix B

Use of TREC Topics
The Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) materials that we presently have available form a useful base for evaluation of cross-linguistic text ltering and retrieval
systems. For cross-linguistic text retrieval we have 50 queries in both Spanish
and English and a corpus 250 MB of Spanish language documents that has been
scored against each of these queries. For cross-linguistic text ltering, we are
able to construct an average of 200 relevant English language training documents available for each of 4 topics. For each of those topics we also have a list
of the relevant documents in the 250 MB Spanish language corpus.
This appendix begins with a detailed description of the way in which the
queries for the cross-linguistic retrieval evaluation, the training data for the
cross-linguistic ltering evaluation, and the relevance judgments for the Spanish
language corpus can be obtained from existing data. The design of the evaluation
process is then presented. Finally the evaluation process will be summarized and
placed in the context of a multi-system comparison.
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B.1 Terminology
In TREC, ranked text retrieval is called \adhoc retrieval" and the query is referred to as a \topic speci cation." Ranked text ltering is referred to as \routing" and the information need representation is (unfortunately) referred to as a
\query." In order to prevent any confusion about the sense of in which the word
\query" is being used I will avoid further use of that word, referring instead to
a \topic speci cation" in the case of retrieval and an \information need representation" in the case of ltering. Another unfortunate choice of terminology
is the use of the term \ ltering" in TREC to refer to \binary text ltering" in
which a yes/no decision must be made as each new document is presented and
no batch processing is allowed. Fortunately it is not necessary to discuss binary
text ltering further in this paper because we are presently only considering
ranked text ltering techniques. TREC uses a corpus originally developed for
the DARPA TIPSTER project, so the TREC corpus is often referred to as the
TIPSTER corpus.

B.1.1 English Language Training Data
One byproduct of the annual TREC is a set of relevance judgments for some portion of the TIPSTER corpus against 250 dierent topics. In what is known as a
\pooled relevance assessment methodology," for each topic every document that
highly ranked by any participating system is evaluated by professional relevance
assessors for relevance to that topic's speci cation. These relevance assessments
produce binary judgments (relevant/not relevant).
In the adhoc text retrieval system evaluation, one of two principal portions
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of TREC, each system ranks a set of previously known documents on the basis
of a set of 50 previously unknown queries. Thus, the adhoc text retrieval portion of each TREC conference produces, in eect, a matrix with 50 rows (one
for each topic) and one column for each document in which each entry is R
(relevant), N (not relevant), or U (unknown relevance). This process produces
what are known as \complete" judgments because it is assumed for purposes of
reporting that nearly every relevant document will have been highly ranked by
some participating system. When working with a pooled relevance assessment
methodology it is common to report precision (1.0 - false alarm rate) and recall
(1.0 - false dismissal rate) based on the assumption that documents for which
no relevance judgments are available (U) are actually not relevant (N). This assumption results in an accurate computation of precision and computation of an
upper bound on recall.
In the other major portion of the TREC evaluation, the text routing evaluation, the matrix produced as a byproduct of the previous year's adhoc text
retrieval evaluation is typically made available as training data for participating
systems, and each system uses this information and the topic speci cation to
build a representation of the information need. Then a set of previously unseen
data is ranked by each system and every document that is highly ranked for
any topic by any participating system is evaluated by the professional relevance
assessors. This process extends the \complete" matrix produced in the previous
year's adhoc text retrieval to a new data set.
The TIPSTER document collection is made up of three TIPSTER CDROMs
(known as \TREC disks 1{3") and material which was added for TREC-4 (which
is known as TREC disk 4). The documents in each set are drawn from some
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subset of seven dierent sources. Table B.1 shows the available English language
training data. Blanks in the table indicate that that material from the speci ed
source was not included on that collection. We have not been able to easily
determine when the Department of Energy material on Disk 1 was created.
Years from which the material was drawn
Source
Disk 1
Disk 2
Disk 3
Disk 4
AP Newswire Articles
1989
1988
1990
Computer Select
1989-1990 1989-1990 1991-1992
Wall Street Journal
1987-1989 1990-1992
Federal Register
1989
1988
1994
Department of Energy Various
Patents
1983-1991
San Jose Mercury News
1991
Congressional Record
1993
Financial Times
1991-1994
Table B.1: Contents of the TREC Disks.
With the completion of TREC-4 in November of 1995, several \complete"
matrices are now available. There have been a few departures from the typical TREC evaluation pattern described above, so the combined 250 row matrix
actually has the form illustrated in table B.2. Blank entries indicate that combination of topics and documents have not been evaluated. \Partial" indicates
that only a random subset of the documents were evaluated (this procedure was
used to seed the TREC-1 text routing evaluation). \23 Complete" indicates that
complete evaluations were performed for 23 of the topics in this set (50 topics
scattered throughout the rst 200 were used in the TREC-4 routing evaluation)
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Topics
Disk 1
Disk 2
Disk 3
1{50
Partial Complete
51{100 Complete Complete Complete
101{150 Complete Complete Complete
151{200 Complete Complete
201{250
Complete Complete

Disk 4
23 Complete
9 Complete
10 Complete
8 Complete

Table B.2: Availability of TREC relevance judgements.

B.1.2 Spanish Language Evaluation Data
The TREC-3 and TREC-4 conferences also included a \special interest track" on
multilingual text retrieval. The corpus for that track is approximately 250 MB
of 1992 articles from the Spanish language Mexican Newspaper \El Norte." No
additions to the corpus were made the second year. Although referred to as the
\multilingual track," the evaluation is actually a monolingual (Spanish only)
adhoc text retrieval evaluation. For TREC-3 there were 25 Spanish language
topics, and another 25 were added for TREC-4. No text routing evaluation has
been performed using this material, but TREC-4 multilingual track participants
were asked to submit results for all 50 topics in order to expand the set of documents for which relevance judgments were available for the original 25 topics.
The \El Norte" corpus and the 50 topic descriptions were distributed by FTP
to participants in TREC-4.
Manually constructed English language translations of the Spanish language
queries were constructed by New Mexico State University and others, and we
have one complete set of translations. These translations have not been used
in the TREC multilingual track evaluation, but the translations of the rst 25
queries has been standardized by NIST. NIST plans to issue standard transla-
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tions for the remaining 25 queries. At present, we are using manually retyped
versions of the New Mexico State translations for queries SP26-SP50 since the
New Mexico State translations are available in hardcopy only.

B.1.3 Topic Similarity Across Languages
Four Spanish language queries that are very similar (although not identical) to
one or more English language queries which have been evaluated for relevance
against the TIPSTER corpus are shown in table 5.2 in Chapter 5.
The most pervasive problem in these collections is that every one of the 50
Spanish language topics has its scope explicitly restricted to Mexico in the text of
the topic description. Unfortunately, none of the English language TREC topics
have a scope explicitly restricted to Mexico. But since the Mexican newspaper
articles that would be judged relevant to the similar English language topics
would almost certainly include some discussion of the impact of the reported
information on Mexican citizens, the topics should be interchangeable across
languages for all practical purposes.
As a point of interest, the eight Spanish language topics shown in table B.3
have at least one related English language topic that is either signi cantly more
speci c or partially overlaps with the Spanish language topic in some other way.
It may be possible to use the available relevance data for these topic pairs in
some other way, but they are not addressed further in this presentation.

B.1.4 Design of the Evaluation Process
With the material presently in hand we can train a cross-linguistic text routing
system using the known relevant English language documents for topic 128. We
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Spanish Language Topic
SP3 Mexico City Pollution
SP14 PEMEX Oil Monopoly
SP15
SP18
SP21
SP23
SP24
SP39

012
088
090
Mexico-US Fishing Dispute
077
182
Foreign Car Makers in Mexico 219
Mexican Textile Employment 200
Foreign Investment in Mexico 006
120
AIDS Prevention in Mexico
010
Mexican Agriculture
016
043

English Language Topic
Water Pollution
Crude Oil Prices
Oil and Gas Reserves
Poaching
Commercial Over shing
US Car Imports & Exports
US Textile Import Impact
Third World Debt Relief
Economics of Terrorism
AIDS Treatments
Agro-chemical Marketing
Agro-chemical Control

Table B.3: Less closely related English and Spanish TREC topics.
can then present the entire \El Norte" corpus to the system to identify those
documents most closely associated with Spanish language topic SP25. Finally
we can determine the precision for every value of recall between 0.1 and 1.0 in
steps of 0.1 to compute a recall-precision graph. Of the available training data
for topic 128, the Wall Street Journal collection on TREC disk 2 is an attractive
choice because it includes articles from the same year as the articles in the \El
Norte" collection. The AP Newswire articles on disks 1, 2, and 3, the San Jose
Mercury News articles on Disk 3, and the Wall Street Journal articles on disk 1
could also be used as sources of training data.
We can repeat the experiment for topics 022 and SP10, although the results
in that case will only be directly comparable to the results of the 128/SP25 run
for documents on disk 2 because topic 022 has only been completely evaluated
against the corpora on disk 2. This consideration makes the Wall Street Journal
(and perhaps the AP newswire collection) on disk 2 the logical choice because
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it's use will enhance comparability across queries. We can then repeat the experiment a third time for topics 008 and SP22 (which have the same limitation
to disk 2) and nally for the union of topics 122, 124 and 124 with topic SP47.
A larger number of topic pairs would result in a more reliable evaluation of
\average" performance, but 4 topic pairs should be adequate to gain an appreciation for the relative performance of several algorithms because performance
across algorithms can be compared on a topic by topic basis.
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B.2 TREC Topic Descriptions
The titles in section B.1.3 are abstracted from the complete topic speci cations
to illustrate the degree of similarity, and are not the actual TREC topic titles.
English translations produced by New Mexico State University for each of the
4 Spanish language topics are reproduced here, along with the corresponding
English language TREC topic speci cations. The level of detail in TREC topic
speci cations has been consistently decreasing, so higher numbered topics generally have considerably shorter speci cations.
<num>

Number:

<title>

Topic:

SP10

Mexico is an important transit country
in the war against narcotics

<desc> Description:

Mexico is important to the narcotraffickers of Colombia
and Peru as an entry point for the U.S.

How is Mexico

used as a transit country?

<narr>

The document should indicate methods used by narcotraffickers
to utilize Mexico as a transit country for
getting drugs into the U.S.

It should include specific
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examples and locations and measures for stopping this
activity.

</top>

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

<top>

<head> Tipster Topic Description

<num> Number: 022

<dom> Domain: Law and Government

<title> Topic: Counternarcotics

<desc> Description:

Document will announce countermeasures to curb the production
of illegal drugs abroad or to curb the entry of illegal drugs
into the U.S.

<narr> Narrative:
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To be relevant, a document will report measures taken by the
U.S. Government either to curb production of drugs, to curb
entry into the U.S. of drugs, or to prosecute those involved
in drug trafficking, laundering of drug money, or racketeering
related to drugs.

<con> Concept(s):

1.

cocaine, heroin, opium, coca, poppies, hemp, marijuana,

crack, hashish

2.

smuggling, cartel, traffic, drug lords

3.

producers, refineries, crops

4.

Colombia, Peru, Golden Triangle, Burma, Thailand, Turkey

<fac> Factor(s):

<nat> Nationality: U.S.

</fac>

<def> Definition(s):
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</top>

-------------------------------------------------------------

<top>

<num> Number: SP22

<title>

Topic: Recent levels of inflation in Mexico

<desc> Description:

The inflationary process in Mexico has been followed carefully
in recent years.

To be relevant the document must include the

level of inflation for a specific period with future prospects.

<narr>

Narrative:

The document should give the national inflation rate in Mexico
for a specific period during the last few years.

It should

also include predictions of future inflation rates and ways to
control them.

</top>
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

<top>

<head> Tipster Topic Description

<num> Number: 008

<dom> Domain: International Economics

<title> Topic: Economic Projections

<desc> Description:

Document will contain quantitative projections of the future
value of some economic indicator for countries other than the
U.S.

<narr> Narrative:

To be relevant, a document must include a projection of the
value of an economic indicator (e.g., gross national product
(GNP), stock market, rate of inflation, balance of payments,
currency exchange rate, stock market value, per capita income,
etc.) for the coming year, for a country other than the United
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States.

<con> Concept(s):

1. inflation, stagflation, indicators, index

2. signs, projection, forecast, future

3. rise, shift, fall, growth, drop, expansion, slowdown,
recovery

4. %, billions

5. Not U.S.

<fac> Factor(s):

<nat> Nationality: Not U.S.

<time> Time: Future

</fac>

<def> Definition(s):
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</top>

-------------------------------------------------------------

<top>

<num> Number:

<title>

SP25

Topic: Program for Privatization of Mexico's Public
Enterprises

<desc> Description:

Mexico's privatization program is considered one of the most
successful in Latin America.

The document should describe the

process of privatization of public companies in Mexico.

<narr>

To be relevant, the document should mention the Mexican public
enterprise that has been privatized, including results and
predictions of other sectors that might be privatized.

</top>
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

<top>

<head> Tipster Topic Description

<num> Number:

128

<dom> Domain:

International Economics

<title> Topic:

Privatization of State Assets

<desc> Description:

Document discusses a current or future sale to the private
sector, by a government or government entity, of a business,
businesses, or shares of a business owned by the state.

<smry> Summary:

Document discusses a current or future sale to the private
sector, by a government or government entity, of a business,
businesses, or shares of a business owned by the state.

<narr> Narrative:
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A relevant document will discuss a completed, ongoing, or
proposed sale to the private sector (e.g., offer to the public,
or to a selected investor), by a government or government
entity, of a business, businesses, or shares of a business
owned by that government or government entity.

The business

and the government or government entity must be identified.

A

document which discusses privatization in general,
privatization plans or a privatization program, but does not
refer to a specific sale, is NOT relevant.

<con> Concept(s):

1.

privatization effort, privatization plan, denationalization

2.

private sector

3.

sale, sell, offer

4.

stake, shares, stock, company

<fac> Factor(s):

<time> Time:

Current
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<time> Time:

Future

</fac>

<def> Definition(s):

</top>

-------------------------------------------------------------

<top>

<num> Number:

SP47

<desc> Description:

Does Mexico have research programs for the cause of cancer?

</top>

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

<top>

<head> Tipster Topic Description
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<num> Number: 123

<dom> Domain: Medical & Biological

<title> Topic: Research into & Control of Carcinogens

<desc> Description:

Document will report on studies into linkages between
environmental factors or chemicals which might cause cancer,
and/or it will report on governmental actions to identify,
control, or limit exposure to those factors or chemicals which
have been shown to be carcinogenic.

<smry> Summary:

Document will report on studies into linkages between
environmental factors or chemicals which might cause cancer,
and/or it will report on governmental actions to identify,
control, or limit exposure to those factors or chemicals which
have been shown to be carcinogenic.

<narr> Narrative:
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A relevant document will report on research into linkages
between cancer and environmental hazards and/or the efforts of
governments to limit exposure of their people to carcinogens.
The governmental action may be of any category, e.g. entry into
international agreements, enactment of domestic laws, issuance
of administrative regulations, support of carcinogen research,
air and soil sampling, launching of public education campaigns,
etc.

<con> Concept(s):

1. cancer, carcinogen

2. treaty, agreement, law, regulation, study, research,
education, Super Fund

<fac> Factor(s):

<def> Definition(s):

</top>
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